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ABSTRACT 

In spite of the resurgence of interest in Marxist 

literary studies in France, there has been no adequate 

study of the literary theory and criticism of the French 

Communist Party. The reason for this gap is found in the 

two texts which do treat French Communist literary criti

cism, albeit inadequately. In both David Caute's Communism 

and the French Intellectuals and David Poster's more recent 

Existential Marxism in Postwar France, we see that the whole 

of the Party's cultural policy has been superficially 

analyzed and, subsequently, condemned as Stalinist. This 

dissertation will trace the evolution of an indigenous 

French Party criticism from the end of World War II to the 

present. We will focus on questions of unique interest to 

Party critics, such as the theory of reflection, the 

historicity of the aesthetic effect and the nature of 

aesthetic cognition. 

In a brief analysis of these questions in the 

writings of Marx, Engels, and Lenin, we show that even for 

Party critics who take these texts as a theoretical point 

of departure there remains considerable space for diversity 

when it comes to a resolution of the specific problems. 

Within this latitude we trace the increasing divergence 

v 
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between Soviet and French Communist literary theory and 

criticism. 

In our analysis of Soviet criticism up to 1947, we 

demonstrate that the critical practice most closely asso

ciated with Stalinism, the Zhdanovist method, did not 

achieve hegemony within the Soviet Union until 1947. We 

contend, therefore, that there can be no question of French 

Party adherence to a Zhdanovist critical methodology before 

that time. Our analysis of recent Soviet criticism proves 

that theoretical assumptions on the vital matters of reflec

tion, the historicity of the aesthetic effect and the nature 

of aesthetic cognition have changed little since 1947. 

This analysis permits us to document that French 

Party criticism has evolved in quite a different direction 

from that of the Soviets. Beginning with Roger Garaudy's 

Literature of the Graveyard, written in 1947, we detail the 

impact of Zhdanovist methodology on French Party literary 

criticism. In the examination of other critical texts 

written from 1947 to the mid-fifties, we show that Party 

criticism was forced to confront challenges from other left 

but non-Party methodologies, especially from existentialism 

and structuralism. Thus, we establish that the peculiarities 

of French intellectual life dictated a course of confron

tation, adaptation, and assimilation. 

This evolvement, which proceeded in a context of 

debate in the fifties, culminated in Roger Garaudy's 
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wholesale abandonment of the Soviet model of literary 

theory in 1963. Three years later the Party convened a 

meeting of the Central Committee at Argenteuil and set a 

new course in the area of culture by encouraging dialogue 

with divergent intellectual trends and relaxation of former 

strictures. There followed a period of soaring membership 

of intellectuals. With its new-found credibility, the 

Party was able to hold two extremely successful colloquia 

on literature and linguistics (1968) and literature and 

ideology (1970). 

There did not exist, at the end of the sixties, a 

coherent and distinctive Party literary theory and criti

cism. However, with the publication of France Vernier's 

L'gcriture et les textes in 1974, we see the elaboration of 

a theoretical model based on the Althusserian analysis of 

state ideological apparatuses. This model has emerged from 

a series of scholarly endeavors within the Party, and is 

significantly different from the Soviet critical apparatus 

discussed earlier. 

In the conclusion we assert that critical and 

theoretical reflection within the French Party inevitably 

responds to the political and intellectual realities of 

France much more than it does to a Party line formulated in 

Moscow. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

There is in the United States a growing interest 

in Marxist literary studies and specifically in French 

Marxist studies. Since 1970 we have seen the publication 

of several major contributions to scholarship in this 

field. Frederic Jameson's Marxism and Form'1' and The 

2 Prison-IIbuse of Language, David Poster's Existential 

3 Marxism in Postwar France, in addition to a spate of 

articles are testimony to the attention being focused on 

Marxist literary studies. 

In the midst of this research and analysis there 

is a major gap. There is, to date, no serious study of 

the literary criticism of the single largest political 

force on the French left, the French Communist Party. 

Of the scanty materials available to the researcher, we 

would have to name first David Caute's Communism and the 

"^Frederic Jameson, Marxism and Form (Princeton, 
New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1971). 

o 
Frederic Jameson, The Prison-House of Language 

(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1972). 

3 David Poster, Existential Marxism in Postwar 
France (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
1975). 

1 
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4 French Intellectuals ; however, this work, which does 

not discuss developments after 1960, is inadequate for 

reasons which we will discuss below. 

This dissertation then will be devoted to the 

task of analyzing Party literary and critical develop

ments from the end of World War II to the present. There 

is, after all, an impressive array of intellectual 

activity within the Party. The French university 

teachers association, SNESup, as well as the national 

student union (UNEF) are predominantly Communist. The 

Communist Party sponsors or participates in a number of 

study groups or journals. Annales is a historical 

journal in which both Althusser (Lire le Capital, Pour 

Marx) and Godelier (Rationalite et irrationalite en 

economie) have made internationally recognized contri

butions while Europe, a journal of literary criticism, 

frequently carries articles by Communists. The Party 

journal for politics and culture, La Nouvelle Critique, 

5 tripled its circulation between 1967 and 1972. These 

and many other activities tend to indicate that the 

4 David Caute, Communism and the French Intellec
tuals (New York: Macmillan, 1964). 

g 
Recent trends in Party intellectual activity have 

been documented in Pradeep Bandyopadhyay's article, "The 
Many Faces of French Marxism," Science and Society 
(Summer, 1972), 129-157. 
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French CP is not merely a political force, but that it is 

a deep and thorough-going intellectual presence in French 

society. 

There is a specific mechanism which permits bour

geois critics such as Caute to neglect French Communist 

literary theory and criticism. Communist literary criti

cism is defined as virtually identical to Soviet practice. 

Thus, for Caute, Party critics are Zhdanovists, and for 

Poster they are Stalinist. Once classified in this fash

ion, there is little further that need be said of them. 

It is our intent in this dissertation to dismantle 

that mechanism. We will establish the nature of Zhdano-

vist criticism and demonstrate that in a number of crucial 

aspects French Coramunist literary criticism has become a 

unique and important contribution to Marxist literary 

theory and criticism. 

This approach dictates a number of tactics. The 

first of these is the choice of a title for this study. 

The term socialist realism provides us with a tool for 

focusing the study. It draws attention to those questions 

which are of specific concern to Communist as distinct 

from Marxist critics. It allows for the sort of compara

tive study we envision since socialist realism is for 

historical reasons associated with the Soviet Union. 

Historically, it narrows the study to the period after 

World War II since it will be our contention that it is 
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not possible to speak of socialist realism as a critical 

method until Zhdanov's attack on Zoshchenko and Akhmatova 

in 1947. 

Returning to the first of these points, we would 

like to emphasize that this study will concern itself 

solely with the critical theory practiced by members of 

the French Communist Party. We will show that this con

centration focuses on issues such as reflection in 

literature or the historicity of the aesthetic effect. 

Thus, while all Marxist critics are eager to find the 

mediations which link the economic base to the various 

cultural spheres, Communists have inherited their own 

tools of analysis. In a sense, those very tools consti

tute their own problematic. We will see that at each 

juncture in French Communist critical theory there has 

been a redefinition of the critical apparatus. 

As for the historical period chosen, our choice 

of terminology does in fact relate directly to the develop

ment of a unique French Communist critical practice. We 

use the term unique and must therefore define the contours 

of the opposition. There is no way to speak of a Zhdano-

vist critical practice before Zhdanov's report in 1947. 

We have chosen to trace the evolution of French Party 

criticism from that point, and we have precedents for this 

choice. Caute himself indicates that although the French 

Party was inclined to favor Soviet interpretations of 
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socialist realism before World War XI, there were after 

all several of these interpretations, and in any case the 

situation in France was dramatically different from that 

6 in the Soviet Union. Thus bourgeois critics who claim 

that the Party's policy in literature was Zhdanovist must 

of necessity refer to the period after World War II, for 

until that time, neither Zhdanovism nor socialist realism 

have stable definitions. 

While the reader can be expected in a general way 

to be familiar with orthodox or traditional Marxist 

thought and, specifically, the general tendencies of 

Marxist aesthetics and literary criticism, there remains 

the possibility of confusion on certain terms. 

Throughout the dissertation I have used the term 
t 

bourgeois in its accepted technical sense; that is, as the 

ideological counterpart to capitalist. In this sense it 

does not have its popular pejorative connotations. In a 

general way our usage will be in agreement with that of the 

Oxford Dictionary: 

Adj. or attrib. 1. Of or pertaining' to the 
French middle classes .... 2. Resembling the 
middle classes in appearance, way of thinking, 
etc f 

r* 

See Caute's chapter on Zhdanovism in France, op. 
cit., pp. 318-335. 

7 Oxford Dictionary (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1961), Vol. I, pp. 1023-24. 
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A Marxist must object to the use of the term 

"middle class" rather than the designation according to 

socio-economic role in the society, and therefore we would 

like to refine this definition by substituting capitalist 

for middle classes. This is, in fact, the sense in which 

the term is used in France by all Marxists. Certainly it 

is the meaning intended by Luk£cs (see, in particular, the 

first few pages of his "Introduction" to Studies in 
g 

European Realism). More recently, the term has been used 

9 in this sense by Althusser. 

The objection may still be raised that although 

Marxists use the term in this way it does not accurately 

describe any sector of contemporary French society. Our 

first reaction would be that if this objection is valid, 

a large number of otherwise competent Fre.nch scholars are 

simply negligent in their terminology. The second response 

would be that the refusal of the distinction of which 

bourgeois is one element is in fact a rejection of the 

Marxist analysis of class struggle. While we recognize 

that Marxist analysis is disputed, it seems to us that if 

one accepts the possibility of a Marxist literary criticism 

O 
Georg Lukacs, Studies in European Realism (New 

York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1964). 

9 Louis Althusser, Pour Marx (Paris: Francis Mas-
pero, 1967), p. 139. 
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at all, one must grant the class analysis as one of the 

most basic features of this method. 

There do exist a number of valuable sources for 

the study of current trends in French Marxist literary 

thought. First among these must be David Caute's work 

mentioned above. V/hile Caute's hostility to the Party 

generally colors his judgments, the sheer volume of the 

sources he cites make his work a valuable resource. There

after one would mention Mark Poster's recent study, 

Existential Marxism in Postwar France. Rich in references 

Poster traces the same period chosen for this dissertation, 

but with his sympathies clearly on the side of the existen

tialists. His work, however, is principally concerned 

to trace the Marxist-existentialist encounter on the level 

of philosophy. Given that the focus of Poster's study is 

different from that of this dissertation, his distilled 

accounts of the debates, assimilations and divergencies of 

Marxism and existentialism are, nevertheless, invaluable 

for situating the literary debates of the same period. 

Finally, we would include two books, already mentioned, by 

the American Marxist critic Frederic Jameson, Marxism and 

Form and The Prison-House of Language, both of which give 

the reader an excellent overview of trends in Marxist crit

icism. The first of these works deals with Marxist 

critics of Luk£cs1s generation while the second is a 
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Marxist analysis of recent structuralist trends in 

literary theory. 

These works are all valuable in their own way but 

they do not deal directly and systematically with the 

subject of this dissertation, the literary theory prac

ticed by members of the French Communist Party. 

As we confront the primary critical materials 

themselves, we must decide upon the criteria by which we 

will sort out the key texts. Since it is our intent to 

prove that French Party criticism has evolved in a direc

tion markedly different from that of Soviet Party • 

criticism, it is natural that we select those texts which 

contain many critical or theoretical stances which allow 

for comparison with Soviet practice. Thus we will begin 

our analysis of French Party literary criticism with a 

Garaudy's Literature of the Graveyard,10 in which the 

distance between the Zhdanovist model and Garaudy's criti

cism is minimal. In the last chapter we will discuss a 

new model which establishes very pronounced and explicit 

contrasts with the Soviet model. 

Whenever possible we have attempted to abide by a 

further criterion in selecting the texts to be discussed 

10Roger Garaudy, Literature of the Graveyard (New 
York: International Publishers, 1948). I regret the 
necessity of using the English translation of this work. 
Unfortunately I have not been able to secure a copy of the 
original in French. 
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as examples of major trends in Party literary criticism. 

In order to insure that the choice of texts is not capri

cious and to guarantee that the trends which we assert to 

be important are not merely the result of an arbitrary 

selection, we have required that the texts be bound 

together by an explicit "inter-referentialitfy." Since 

there exists no adequate non-Communist analysis of the 

subject, to the greatest possible extent we have selected 

those texts which are cited by the Communists themselves 

as important stages in the evolution of Party criticism. 

We have found France Vernier's interview with Claude 

Provost to be of inestimable value in both the determina

tion of a continuity in Party criticism after the War and in 

the actual selection of the texts which document that 

trend.^ These texts form the backbone of my choices, the 

remaining Communist critical works included here were 

selected: 1) to cast light on the impact of the Marxist-

existentialist encounter (Lefebvre), or 2) to flesh- out the 

contours of debate within the Party literary criticism 

during the fifties (Crouzet and Aragon). In both of 

these cases our choices of the most significant texts 

12 coincide with Caute's. Furthermore, in many cases the 

11 Claude Provost and France Vernier, "Le Parti, les 
avant-gardes et 1'heritage," La No-uvelle Critique, 67 (octo-
bre, 1973), 61-68. 

12 Caute, Communism, p. 323. 
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texts themselves contain references to their own 

antecedents. Prdvost cites those works of Garaudy which 

we have chosen as important steps in the process of crit

ical evolution. All of the critics discussed in the period 

after 1966 agree that Argenteuil was a crucial turning 

point in Party critical theory. In turn, the organizers 

of Cluny I specifically note that this event was the 

outgrowth of the policies taken at Argenteuil. Thus, in 

our choice of texts we have attempted to study those 

materials which the critics themselves establish as repre

sentative and significant. 

In two cases we have broken with this practice 

and have included two works which are not explicitly cited 

by the Communist critics we will discuss. In our attempt 

to account for the discrepancy between Soviet and French 

Party criticism, we must cite the radically different 

historical conditions under which the two methodologies 

evolved as the major determining factor. French Party 

critics do not work in a context of political hegemony. 

They must contend not only with a dominant and hostile 

political system, but with a spectrum of competing leftist 

political organizations. In this context insular attitudes 

are not only politically fruitless, they are simply 

impossible. Challenges from non-Marxist intellectual 

trends which are only dimly perceived in the Soviet Union 

must be met immediately in France. This is why we have 
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chosen to select one work from each of two representatives 

of Marxism's principal competitors in the period after 

World War II. Jean-Paul Sartre's Qu'est-ce que la litttgr-

13 ature? will be our text for the existentialists, while 

14 Roland Barthes' Le degre zero de l'ecriture will serve 

for the structuralists. 

These two works are selected because in the first 

place they are both written from a left perspective and 

are, at least in part, addressed directly to the Communist 

Party. They have, therefore, focused on the same questions 

of aesthetics which preoccupy Communists while they clearly 

do not agree with Party attitudes in literary criticism. 

These works will serve to situate the properly Communist 

critical practice in the context of larger debates on these 

matters on the left. 

These works were also chosen because they are so 

clearly influential. The sort of debate typified by 

Garaudy's attack on Sartre in Literature of the Graveyard 

is the mechanism by which the Party, drawn into dispute 

with its political and intellectual rivals, finds that the 

very process of argument provokes a re-evaluation of 

critical theory. As regards Barthes, we will note that 

(Paris: 

(Paris: 

13 Jean-Paul Sartre, Qu'est-ce que la littgrature? 
Editions Gallimard, 1948). 

14 Roland Barthes, Le degre zero de l'ecriture 
Editions Gonther, 1953)7 
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Le degr£ z6ro is most explicitly a polemic with the 

Party and one which established several of the key con

cepts for later literary theory and criticism within the 

Party. To cite only one of these, Barthes' discussion of 

the politics of language is the clear predecessor of 

Vernier's argument along those same lines in 1974. It 

will be shown that while in the period immediately 

following WW II the Zhdanovist trend, represented by 

Garaudy's Literature of the Graveyard, !;*.d considerable 

impact on French Communist criticism, there persisted in 

France a countertrend which served as a brake on the 

Zhdanovist excesses. This trend, exemplified by Henri 

15 Lefebvre's Pascal„ created an uniquely French Communist 

alternative to Zhdanovist criticism. Lefebvre's work is 

also pivotal in that it becomes a key text in the Party's 

analysis of Lucien Goldmann's Le dieu cach£. His work is 

therefore a nexus for the questions which dominate Party 

literary criticism in this period. Lefebvre's work is of 

historical interest as well in that it provides a link 

with both the existentialist phenomenological trends in 

criticism (he was in fact criticized by the Zhdanovists 

for his use of a quasi-phenomenological terminology) and 

with the non-Communist Marxist criticism of Lucien Goldmann. 

^ 3 Henri Lefebvre, Pascal (Paris: Nizan, 1948). 
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This link between Goldmann and Lefebvre is evident not 

only implicitly in their methodology, but also in the 

debate sparked by the publication of Goldmann's Le dieu 

cach£, a debate which appeared in the pages of La Nouvelle 
1 a 

Critique in 1956. This process of cross-fertilization and 

contention between Communist, Marxist, existentialists and 

structuralist critics will be traced from Aragon's intran

sigent rejection of modernist trends in his Introduction 

17 aux litteratures sovigtiques to Garaudy's D'un r^alisme 

18 sans rivages. The analysis of the latter work will 

demonstrate that Garaudy attempts to preserve the 

Zhdanovist conception of reflection while simultaneously 

allowing for the rehabilitation of modernist works (specifi

cally those of Kafka, Picasso, and Supervielle). The fact 

that the methodology devised by Garaudy is superficial and 

unsatisfactory is not the most important aspect of this 

work. Its importance lies in the controversy which it 

both reflected and produced in the Party. By 1963, when 

the book appeared, several of the most serious intellectuals 

within the Party had quit in disgust with the Party's 

10 Michel Crouzet, "Racine et le marxisme en his-
toire litteraire," La Nouvelle Critique, 79 (1956), 61-83. 

17 
Louis Aragon, Introduction aux litteratures 

sovietiques (Paris: Gallimard, 1956). 
18 Roger Garaudy, D'un r£alisme sans rivages 

(Paris: Plon, 1963). 
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failure to confront issues in a creative way. Garaudy's 

work can be read as an attempt to prove to young intellec

tuals that the French CP did in fact allow a diversity of 

opinion. 

In the analysis of the mid-sixties we will place 

major emphasis on the convention on culture held by the 

Party at Argenteuil in March, 1966. We will show that the 

views expressed at the convention reflected the willingness 

of the Party to rethink its posture in the field of cul

ture. This new approach can best be characterized by its 

attempt to refrain from adopting definitive and final 

positions on specific works or writers. This attitude 

provided the necessary environment for the unrolling of a 

major debate transpiring within the ranks of the Party. 

Specifically, Louis Althusser's and Maurice Godelier's 

structuralist "rereading" of Marx, with their rejection 

of Marx's Hegelian period, refused the main tenets of the 

Marxist existentialists, and undercut criticism, which had 

modeled itself on the work of George Luk£cs. 

The success of this policy of fostering debate 

and encouraging diversity of views can be appreciated by 

the fact that after 1968, there was a massive influx of 

intellectuals into the Party and a steady growth in the 

readership of the Party's journal for intellectuals, La 

Nouvelle Critique. In the late sixties and early seventies 
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there was frequent collaboration between the Party ar«d 

Tel Quel, culminating in several of the journal's members 

joining the party. 

The outgrowth of this movement of intellectuals 

into the Party can be appreciated in the two colloquia 

sponsored by the Party on the crucial issues of linguistics 

19 and literature, Cluny I and II. These meetings provided 

the Party with a chance to gather in one place the foremost 

Party specialists in these fields with the aim, not of 

providing final answers to a specified list of questions, 

but rather to engage in debate and exchange. The first 

colloquium, that on linguistics, was so successful that the 

second was attended not only by Party scholars, but by 

foreign specialists such as the American Marxist Norman 

Rudich, the Hungarian theoretician, Bela Kopeczi, and by a 

large delegation from the Tel Quel group. The record of 

this meeting is an invaluable document for it contains 

analyses frequently cited as decisive in the formulation 

of the Party's most recent model of literary analysis. 

Reading Litterature et ideologies, the stenographic record 

of the debates along with all of the papers presented 

at the second meeting (Cluny II), one is struck by the 

1 Q The records of these colloquia were published as 
special issues of La Nouvelle Critique and were called Lin-
quistique et litterature (1968) and Litterature et ideologie 
(1970). 
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diversity of thought, the intermingling of strains 

(structuralist, left-Freudian, phenomenological) and the 

rich source material provided for theoretical reflection. 

In 1972 Tel Quel came to an open and bitter 

break with the Communist Party. The Maoist inclinations 

of the group became ever more pronounced and several 

members (Ricardou and Thibaudeau) left. Nevertheless, the 

association between the Party and Tel Quel had been fruit

ful in that it had laid the base for a whole new line of 

research to be carried out by younger critics writing mainly 

for La Nouvelle Critique. One of these critics is of 

particular interest in that her work seems to represent a 

distinctly Party approach (while enj.oymg no special 

sanction). France Vernier shows in her analyses an aware

ness of the latest trends in the fields of semiotics as 

well as structuralist criticism, and she uses this knowledge 

to answer the question "Une science du litteraire est-elle 

possible?"^ 

I will show in my treatment of France Vernier 
t 

that she is one of several Marxist, Communist and non-

Communist critics elaborating a new model of literary 

analysis based on Louis Althusser's redefinition of 

ideology. The aspect of Vernier's work that I contend is 

20 France Vernier, "Une science du litteraire est-
elle possible?" La Uouvelle Critique, 49 (January, 1972), 
66-72. 
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in the tradition of Party, as opposed to simply Marxist, 

criticism is her emphasis on class struggle as a deter

mining factor in "le ph£nomfene_litt£raire." 

Using Vernier's work as the central theme, I will 

show that the Party today is at once engaged in a system

atic and very serious study of the various findings in 

fields directly related to literature while at the same 

time evaluating these findings in the light of the most 

recent rethinking of Marxist analysis. Thus I hope to 

show that the Party approach to literary theory and criti

cism is typical of its role in France today. Flexible 

and inclusive, Party criticism has been able to respond to 

developments in literary criticism, to contribute to 

debates on new theories outside the Party, and to make 

considerable headway in the search for an uniquely French 

Party literary theory. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE ORIGINS OF SOCIALIST REALISM AS A 
CRITICAL MODEL 

Marx and Engels 

This conception of history depends on our abil
ity to expound the real process of production, 
starting out from the material production of life 
itself, and to comprehend the form of intercourse 
connected with this and created by this mode of 
production (i.e., civil society in its various 
stages), as the basis of all history; and to show 
it in its action as State, to explain all the dif
ferent theoretical products and forms of conscious
ness, religion, philosophy, ethics, etc., etc. and 
trace their origins and growth from that basis; by 
which means, of course, the whole thing can be de
picted in its totality (and therefore, too, the 
reciprocal action of these various sides on one 
another).1 

This quote from The German Ideology can be taken 

as a succinct description of the task of Marxist literary 

criticism and theory. Marxist literary critics agree 

that there is no systematically expounded aesthetic 

theory to be found in the works of Marx and Engels. 

Furthermore, most of these same critics would concur that 

an aesthetic theory cannot be deduced from a mere assem

blage of scattered writings on literature and art. The 

elaboration of this theory must therefore remain on the 

^"Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The German Ideol
ogy (New York: International Publishers, 1970), p. 58. 
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agenda if Marxism is ever to attain a level of theoretical 

adequacy where "the whole thing can be depicted in its 

totality." 

Our intent in this section must be confined to the 

barest exposition of the theoretical bases for Marxist 

literary analysis stressing only those aspects which 

recur later in this dissertation in the form of debates 

on the nature of the Marxist conception of literary crit

icism. Since the object of this study is specifically 

French Communist literary criticism and not all Marxist 

criticism, we will refer to those key passages in Lenin's 

writings on literature and art. As in the case of Marx 

and Engels our aim will be to situate the reader by 

familiarizing him with the key positions rather than 

attempting to give him a comprehensive idea of Lenin's 

views on specific writers, movements and theories. To 

guide us through the numerous references to literature and 

art in the writings of these three founders, we will focus 

on the theme which will dominate French Communist literary 

criticism from the post-World War II period to the present; 

that is, the search for an adequate model of the media

tions linking the various spheres of the social totality 

and especially those which account for the determination 

of the superstructure by the base. 

In attempting to grasp the "real process of pro

duction" in the various spheres of social activity, Marx 
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and Engels recognized the existence of a problem. The 

dominant mode of production is not merely reproduced in 

all of its aspects in every social activity. The further 

one is removed from the actual process of the production 

of goods, the more complex the multiple interactions of 

social forces become. Indeed Engels was aware of this 

intricacy in his letter to C. Schmidt (October 27, 1890), 

in which he strives to clarify the process by which reper

cussions occur. 

Where there is division of labour on a social 
scale there the separate labour processes become 
independent of each, other. In the last instance 
production is the decisive factor. But as soon 
as trade in products becomes independent of pro
duction proper, it follows a movement of its own, 
which, while governed as a whole by that of pro
duction, still in particulars and within this 
general dependence again follows laws of its own 
inherent in the nature of this new factor; this 
movement has phases of its own and in its turn 
reacts on the movement of production.2 

There is yet another complication added when one looks at 

purely intellectual products. 

As to the realms of ideology which soar still 
higher in the air—religion, philosophy, etc.— 
these have a prehistoric stock, found already in 
existence by and taken over in the historical per
iod, of what we should today call bunk. These 
various false conceptions of nature, of man's own 
being, of spirits, magic forces, etc., have for 
the most part only a negative economic element as 
their basis; the low economic development of the 

2 Frederick Engels, "Letter to C. Schmidt, October 
27, 1890," Karl Marx and Frederick Engels: Selected Works 
(New York: International Publishers, 1970), p. 694. 
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prehistoric period is supplemented and also par
tially conditioned and even caused by the false 
conceptions of nature. And even though economic 
necessity was the main driving force of the pro
gressive knowledge of nature and has become ever 
more so, it would surely be pedantic to try and 
find economic causes for all this primitive non
sense. ̂ 

Yet surely for the literary critic and theore

tician all the elements in the literary work must be 

adequately dealt with and related in some complex way to 

the prevalent mode of production. We should focus atten

tion on Engels' use of the term "false." Here and 

elsewhere this word is virtually synonymous with "ideolog

ical," but the precise relationship of the false conceptions 

to the negative economic elements is nowhere adequately 

elaborated. For Engels the focus is clearly on the inac

curacy of primitive accounts of nature. For the literary 

critic, however, the problem is not to isolate correct 

from incorrect statements in the literary work; rather he 

must account for the necessity of every element in the 

literary work and its necessary determination by material 

influences. To explain the specificity of the various 

superstructural phenomena merely by reference to a histor

ical residue seems only to push the problem into the past. 

At some point the critic must define the relative autonomy 

of his object of study as a necessary precondition for 

3 Marx and Engels, German Ideology, p. 60. 
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ascertaining its own internal tendencies and the effect of 

external forces on the object. 

For Engels in this letter and for Marx as well, 

ideology or consciousness is the mediating link between 

the dominant socio-economic structure and cultural phenome

na. Yet ideology itself is in the final instance 

determined by the relation of production. 

Consciousness can never be anything else than 
conscious existence, and the existence of men is 
their actual life-process. If in all ideology men 
and their circumstances appear upside-down as in a 
camera obscura, this phenomenon arises just as 
much from their historical life-process as the in
version of objects on the retina does from their 
physical life-process.^ 

Typically the insistence is on inversion. Much of recent 

Marxist criticism will hinge on the interpretation of this 

metaphor. 

When Marx and Engels speak of inversion, do they 

intend us to understand that the basic relations of produc

tion are represented, albeit in a topsy-turvy fashion, in 

cultural phenomena, that they need only be stood on their 

feet, to follow the metaphor, to reconstitute the social 

impulse from which they originate? What would we make 

then of Engels' remark in the passage quoted above that 

such an attempt would be sheer pedantry? Should one con

clude on the other hand that the metaphor leaves room to 

A 

"*Ibid. , p. 60. 
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introduce the idea of distortion and therefore of transfor

mation? Would not, in fact, the reciprocal action of the 

various sides mentioned earlier imply the futility of a 

genetic analysis? These are questions which point to a 

divergence in critical methodology and provide the space in 

which contemporary debates in Marxist criticism take place. 

The problem of the "truth value" of literature is 

nowhere more acute than in Engels' reaction to Balzac. 

While fully aware of Balzac's monarchist sympathies, Engels 

nonetheless holds him in high regard for the author's over

all grasp of the social forces and tendencies of his age. 

And around this central picture he groups a 
complete history of French society from which, 
even in economic details (for instance, the redis
tribution of real and private property after the 
French Revolution) I have learned more than from 
all the professional historians, economists and 
statisticians of the period together.5 

Here, it would seem that we have the beginnings of an 

aesthetic of reproduction. The more factually accurate the 

work is, the higher it is to be prized. 

The following passage hints at a problem in this 

methodology. 

That Balzac was thus compelled to go against 
his own class sympathies and political prejedices, 

5 
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Marx and Engels 

on Literature and Art (New York: International Publishers, 
1947), p. 43. 
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that he saw the necessity of the downfall of his 
favorite nobles and described them as people 
deserving no better fate; that he saw the real 
men of the future where, for the time being, they 
alone were to be found—that I consider one of 
the greatest triumphs of realism, and one of the 
greatest features in old Balzac.® 

In this passage which follows almost immediately 

on the heels of the preceding quote, it becomes clear that 

realism is much more than the reproduction of accurate 

detail. With the discussion of ideology in mind, we can 

see that Engels admires Balzac for his ability to rectify 

the ideological inversion. For us the question of the 

value of this notion of ideology remains. Whether Balzac 

attained his depiction by sheer force of genius or if 

somehow he was "compelled" to portray what he saw in spite 

of his predispositions, one is left with the clear impres

sion that ideology can be shed. It is therefore a false 

consciousness which can be replaced by a correct conscious

ness. Yet we could only conclude that if the writer were 

to rise above his own ideology, he would then have achieved 

a transhistorical consciousness, a notion which is in the 

most flagrant contradiction with the process by which 

-ideology is produced. No matter how perceptive, ingenious, 

and unprejudiced the individual, we must conclude that his 

life-process shapes his consciousness. 

®Ibid., p. 43. 
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Here, however, we encounter a problem which will 

haunt Marxist aesthetics and which all materialist theoret

ical models must confront. In the Introduction to the 

J^ritique of Political Economy, Marx admits that there is 

an unequal"relation between the development of material 

production and artistic production. Peak periods of 

artistic and material production do not coincide. The 

problem is not in the production of the various art forms. 

"But the difficulty does not lie in understanding that the 

Greek art and epos are bound up with certain forms of 

social development. It rather lies in understanding why 

they still afford us aesthetic enjoyment and in certain 

respects prevail as the standard and model beyond attain

ment . 

The French Communist critic is not so much concerned 

with the Greeks. He must explain the perennial popularity 

of the classics of his own literature, works which on the 

level of ideology overtly expressed were politically retro

grade even at the time they were written. It is clear 

that when Marx poses this question, only a few sentences 

after discussing the relation between legal systems and 

material production, that the solution to problems of 

aesthetics is meant to shed light on the general matter 

7 Karl Marx, Grundrisse, trans. Martin Nicolaus 
(New York: Vintage Books, 1973), p. 111. 
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of base-superstructure interaction. Yet as we stated at 

the outset, the aesthetic was never written, the model 

never completed. Yet the extent of the problem posed may 

be judged by the fact that critics who certainly never 

read the passage quoted above were themselves obliged to 

tackle the question it frames. Lefebvre on Pascal, 

Goldmann on Racine, Garaudy on Kafka—each of these liter

ary critics sought to discover a material explanation for 

the aesthetic pleasure outside of the political content 

of the work. 

Vladimir L. Lenin 

In the following discussion of Lenin we will 

concentrate on his theory of reflection. There are good 

reasons for this focus. Lenin himself refused the role 

of a literary critic. He is quite careful to note that 

his views on specific writers or texts do not carry the 

authority of deep scholarship in the field. Thus Communist 

critics both within the Soviet Union and elsewhere have 

felt free to disagree with his judgment, explicitly or 

implicitly, regarding for example the poetic value of 

Mayakovsky's poetry. 

As regards the notion of reflection, however, 

Marxist critics in general and especially Communist critics 

have felt compelled to construct their own critical 

theories on the basis of some reinterpretation of Lenin's 
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original thesis. Certainly the early Zhdanovist criticism 

typified by Garaudy's Literature of the Graveyard presup

poses a naive interpretation of literature as reflection, 

particularly in his chapter on Malraux. Skipping to the 

final series of works to be discussed in this study, we 

find in Macherey's Pour une th^orie de la production lit-
« 

teraire, Vernier's L'£criture et les Textes and Balibar's 

Les francais fictifs attempts to recast the concept of 

reflection in order to bring it in line with more recent 

theoretical tendencies. We will therefore consider a 

brief reveiw of this notion. 

In this discussion we will consider two sets of 

materials. The first of these will be Lenin's article on 

Tolstoy, "Lev Tolstoi as the Mirror of the Russian Revolu-

S tion," in which he first mentions the notion of reflec

tion. This article is the most frequently cited source in 

analyses of this concept. Second, we will discuss a review 

of a collection of stories by an arch-reactionary £migr£ 

writer. This seldom considered text will help to sharpen 

several of the key concepts in the theory of reflection. 

The literary side of Lenin's article is necessar

ily rather thin since it occupied second place in Lenin's 

attention. Nevertheless, Lenin does use some terminology 

Q 

In this chapter all quotes from Lenin's writing 
on literature are cited from Vladimir L. Lenin, On Litera
ture and Art (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1967), pp. 5-7. 
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and make certain observations that have become very 

important in the history of Marxist literary criticism. 

First the terms "mirror" and "reflection" must be studied 

for their exact meaning as used by Lenin. He speaks of 

Tolstoi as a "mirror of the Russian revolution" yet states 

in the first sentence that Tolstoi "obviously failed to 
g 

understand (the revolution)." Just what does Lenin mean 

when referring to the artist as a "mirror" which apparently 

is incapable of a completely accurate reproduction of an 

image or event and likewise in what sense can the artist 

be said to "reflect in his work at least some of the essen

tial aspects of the revolution"?"^ 

It is clear that Lenin considers Tolstoi an artist 

of high ranking. The article is interspersed with terms 

that attest to Lenin's appreciation for Tolstoi's talent— 

"great artist," the genius "who has not only drawn 

incomparable pictures of Russian life but has made first 

class contributions to world literature.11 What is equally 

clear is that Lenin does not agree with Tolstoi's "crude, 

patriarchal semi-religious" analysis of what life should 

be and how to attain it. The article contains a wealth 

of terms expressing Lenin's complete rejection of Tolstoi's 

pacifist and religious tendencies—"crackpot," "the 

preaching of one of the most odious things on earth, namely 

9Ibid., p. 5. 10Ibid. 
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religion," "revolutionary flabbiness." If according to 

Lenin Tolstoi is a genius and a great artist, it is cer

tainly not as a result of his having come to conclusions 

harmonious with Lenin's own philosophy. 

The key to unraveling the apparent inconsistency 

in Lenin's appraisal is his admonition that Tolstoi must 

be judged, not from the perspective of the working-class 

movement or contemporary socialism, (although he says such 

an analysis is necessary but not enough) but rather from 

the perspective of the Russian peasantry protesting 

advancing capitalism. 

Tolstoi is great as the spokesman of the ideas 
and sentiments that emerged among the millions of 
Russian peasants at the time the bourgeois revolu
tion was approaching in Russia, Tolstoi is origin
al, because the sura of his views, taken as a whole, 
happens to express the specific features of our 
revolution as a peasant bourgeois revolution. From 
this point of view, the contradictions in Tolstoi's 
views are indeed a mirror of those contradictory 
conditions in which the peasantry had to play their 
historical part in our revolution.H 

Thus it is clear that Lenin judges Tolstoi from two per

spectives simultaneously. Lenin first asserts that 

Tolstoi is "a great artist," a conclusion based on Tolstoi's 

remarkable ability to capture the essence of the Russian 

peasant's perspective and to translate this into artistic 

form. It is precisely this insight which constitutes 

Tolstoi's genius, yet this "crude, patriarchal, 

^Ibid. , p. 7. 
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semi-religious" ideology is also the butt of Lenin's 

harshest criticism. The conclusion is then irresistable 

that Lenin assesses literature on two levels, the artistic 

and the ideological, and that the sort of criteria for 

judgment appropriate at one level is inappropriate at 

another. When Lenin says that Tolstoi is a genius, he is 

obviously drawing that conclusion on aesthetic grounds. 

Id Pravda, No. 263, November 22, 1921, there 

appeared an article by Lenin, "A Capably Written Little 

Book," a review of A Dozen Knives in the Back of the 

Revolution (Paris, 1921), by the emigre Arkady Averchenko. 

The title itself is a fair indication of the predisposition 

of the writer toward the revolution, yet Lenin finds much 

to recommend the collection of stories. 

. . . He depicts with amazing skill the im
pressions and moods of the representatives of 
the old, rich, gorging and guzzling Russia of the 
landowners and capitalists. That is exactly what 
the revolution must look like to the representa
tives of the ruling classes. Averchenko's burning 
hatred makes some--in fact most—of his stories 
amazingly vivid.^ 

Referring to Averchenko's treatment of the theme 

of food, Lenin observes: "These things he knows well; 

these things he has experienced; here he makes no mistakes. 

His knowledge of the subject and his sincerity are most 

13 extraordinary. Lenin concludes the article by stating: 

12Ibid. , p. 156, ^Ibid. , p. 157. 
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"In my opinion some of these stories are worth reprinting. 

Talent should be encouraged.1̂  Although the writer himself 

is bewildered by the disappearance of the tsarist socio

economic system, Lenin is perfectly confident that this 

will not be the case for the workers and peasants. "Arkady 

Averchenko is not the one to understand why. The workers 

and peasants, however, seem to understand quite easily and 

15 need no explanations." 

These comments parallel Lenin's earlier assessment 

of Tolstoy and suggest a consistency in his attitude toward 

literary value. The same ambiguity between the author's 

avowed political stance and the actual text he produces is 

put into even sharper focus in the case of Averchenko. 

For Lenin, it was impossible to discuss Tolstoy without 

referring to his "genius." Given Tolstoy's immense popu

larity, mention of his special literary gifts, seen in the 

context of the writer's own inclinations toward mysticism, 

could easily distract from Lenin's principal thesis. There 

is no such risk in the case of Averchenko. Here it is 

clear that Lenin sees two elements in interaction, the 

emotive or aesthetic and the cognitive. The work will have 

made its contribution to the education of the masses in 

the form of a "truthful" portrayal of the mentality of the 

14 i 
Ibid. Ibid. 



former upper crust. It is of no importance that the 

writer himself is an arch-reactionary since the reader 

will not approach the work in a state of total innocence. 

Lenin does not, therefore, require of the writer 

a totalizing vision. Here the writer's subjectivity and 

passionately espoused class loyalties are the very traits 

which assure the success of his work. The point is not 

that the writer's perspective intensely reflected in the 

work might convert the reader. Rather, Lenin quite 

clearly states that workers and peasants will learn some

thing from the work. 

Clearly Lenin is prepared to criticize the book 

on two levels. On the first level as an artistic produc

tion he confines himself to measuring the work according 

to artistic norms ("vivid," "amazing skill," "His knowledge 

of the subject and sincerity are most extraordinary."). 

Even when he discusses stories which deal with himself or 

Trotsky, Lenin criticizes the author, not for misinterpre

tation from an ideological perspective, but rather for his 

unartistic treatment of the subject matter. One searches 

in vain for an indication that the ideological weaknesses 

of the work contributed to purely literary flaws which 

might be present. This article seems to be at variance 

with Zhdanovist criticism which, as we shall see, insists 

that disagreement with Party policy in literature results 
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in aesthetically flawed works. For Lenin, the political 

and the aesthetic are relatively autonomous zones. 

Another interesting aspect of this article is that 

Lenin is apparently fascinated with the psychology of the 

former ruling classes. 

But most of the stories in the book deal with 
subjects Arkady Averchenko is very familiar with, 
has experienced, given thought to and felt. He 
depicts with amazing skill the impressions and 
moods of the representative of the old, rich, 
gorging and guzzling Russia of the landowners 
and capitalists. This is exactly what the revo
lution must look like to the representatives of 
the ruling classes.1® 

One must remember that Lenin was engaged in at

tempting to construct a new Russia and might quite 

understandably have felt that a subject matter of a more 

inspirational nature would have been appropriate at that 
\ 

time. In fact, he chooses just the opposite tactT~and 

recommends the book because of the power of its depiction 

of a class and a class perspective odious to Lenin himself. 

If now we return to the metaphor of the mirror, we can 

draw conclusions concerning the object, the "mirror" and 

the observer (reader). First, in light of the Averchenko 

article there can be no question that Lenin advocated or 

even imagined the possibility of an unmediated, naturalistic 

reflection of reality imposing itself somehow on the writer, 

overriding his normal class-prejudiced perspective. On 

16Ibid., p. 156. 
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the contrary it is precisely the intensely lived class 

loyalty which characterizes reflection. If this is true, 

then we must also conclude that the referent is never 

totally reflected. Reality is not resumed in a literary 

work, Lenin seems to imply, nor is that its proper task. 

Finally Lenin assumes a necessarily active reader, a 

reader who comes to the work with a perspective of his 

own which will contribute to the reception and impact of 

the work every bit as much as the writer's own loyalties. 

Recalling Engels1 remarks on Balzac, we may con

clude that the concept of reflection as it appears in 

Lenin's writings on literature, if it does not actually 

resolve basic questions, certainly does leave a larger 

theoretical space for their investigation. It is indeed 

in this terrain that Lefebvre, then Garaudy and finally 

the Althusserians would map out their own distinctively 

French Communist theoretical stance. Aside from the 

rather remarkable statement of faith in the people's powers 

of judgment at a time when literacy was still the excep

tion, this passage deserves our attention for the contrast 

it presents with Engels' evaluation of Balzac. As we have 

seen, it was Balzac's ability to rise above his class 

inclinations in his depiction of French social reality 

which so impressed Engels and which he cited as the 

principal value of the writer's work. When Lenin speaks 
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of Averchenko's talent in describing the experience and 

outlook of the privileged classes of tsarist Russia, it 

is clear that he does not attribute to that genius the 

capacity to achieve social insight. 

It is also worth touching on just how Lenin 

judges talent. Prom the article it becomes clear that he 

places a premium on psychological analysis and verisimil

itude. He criticizes Averchenko for wrongly depicting 

Lenin's and Trotsky's home lives yet praises the author 

for his depth of perception in his portrayal of children 

psychologically scarred by the Civil War. In the analysis 

of subsequent Soviet critical theory we will see that 

psychological analysis would be drastically devalued. In 

this period so soon after the Civil War when the provision 

of the bare necessities was scarcely secure, the appearance 

of this article constituted the plainest statement of 

Lenin's priorities. Likewise it shows that Marxist 

literary analysis can be something quite different from 

"a version of nineteenth-century didacticism interested in 

1 7 propaganda, message and ideology." 

17 
Rene Wellek, Concepts of Criticism (New Haven: 

Yale University Press, 1963), p. 55. 
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Zhdanov's Address to the First 
Writers' Congress 

It is not my intent to present an exhaustive 

study of Soviet literature; I hope merely to furnish the 

reader with a point of comparison for the French Communist 

criticism. 

For the limited purposes of this section it will 

suffice to stick to the periods accepted by both the 

bourgeois and the Soviet critics. The first period to be 

considered stretches roughly from the Revolution through 

the Twenties. No sooner have.we begun than we are faced 

with a controversy. Bourgeois critics typify this period 

as one of a relatively benign attitude of the Party toward 

literature. They cite the Party's reluctance to choose 

sides in literary disputes as evidence of a general 

18 "hands-dff policy. Soviet critics, on the contrary, 

see this period as one of discreet guidance by the Party 

at a time when a multitude of trends was, in fact, a 

healthy phenomenon. They contend that jockeying for 

literary hegemony corresponded, in fact, to the general 

state of turmoil prevalent in a country embarked on a 

course for which there were no maps. 

While both Soviet and bourgeois critics agree 

that the period roughly from the end of the Civil War to 

18 
Max Hayward, "Literature in the NEP Period," 

Literature and Revolution in Soviet Russia, 1917-1962 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1963), pp. 28-43. 
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the formation of the Union of Soviet Writers (1932) was a 

period of extraordinary literary creativity, bourgeois 

critics see little of value in the period stretching from 

1932 to 1941. Gleb Struve, in his Russian Literature Under 

Lenin and Stalin, 1917-1953 considers the literary and crit

ical outpout of this period under the heading of "Literature 

in the Doldrums, 1932-41," a fairly good indication of the 

prevailing bourgeois assessment of the work of those years. 

Soviet critics, while conceding some shortcomings in this 

period, see many praiseworthy works. Recently Soviet critics 

have discovered that excesses were committed during this per

iod (for example, the killing of Isaac Babel). These they 

attribute to the abridgement of legal and democratic rights 

made possible by the cult of the individual. There can be no 

question that it was indeed a period of turmoil. Groups such 

as the Formalists, the Serapion Brothers, 'On Guardists' and 

others issued manifestoes, evolved doctrines, and vied for 

hegemony. On June 1, 1925 the Central Committee of the Com

munist Party issued a resolution setting forth the Party's 

attitude toward the various contending literary and critical 

schools. Briefly it held that while "in a class society there 

can be no neutral art"; at the same time it observed that "if 

the proletariat already possesses the unfailing criteria for 

evaluating the sociopolitical content of any works of litera

ture, it lacks such ready-made answers to all the problems of 

artistic form." The Party, furthermore, refrained from 
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supporting any group in the raging literary controversies, 

specifically denying hegemony to proletarian writers although 

promising support in their "earning the historical right to 

such a hegemony." Besides rejecting a monopoly of Party 

support to any faction, the resolution pledged to "root out 

all attempts at crude and incompetent administrative inter-

19 ference in literary matters." What is certain is that by 

1932 the situation had changed significantly from the time 

of the issuing of the Resolution of the Central Eommittee in 

1925. By 1932 one of the organizations, RAPE (Russian Asso

ciation of Proletarian Writers), had begun to acquire a 

dangerous degree of hegemony and was causing friction among 

writers of varying degrees of adherence to socialism. 

Composed of proletarian writers, Party members, and intellec

tuals, Rapp had as its head Leopold Averbach (shot as a 

Trotskiist in the purges of the '30's), a virulent, arrogant 

and relentless critic of all who did not agree with his re

quirement that literature be enlisted in the most overt and 

tendentious fashion possible in the struggle against bour

geois survivals as well as in the service of the first Five 

Year Plan. The Criticism as practiced by RAPP has been 

described by Marietta Shaginyan in 1932. 

19 These excerpts are quoted by Gleb Struve in Rus
sian Literature Under Lenin and Stalin, 1917-1953 (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971), pp. 89-91. I have been 
unable to find the resolution translated in its entirety. 
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Criticism took the work of a writer, his 
latest book, compared it with the preceding one, 
with still earlier and even . . . pre-
revolutionary ones, and on this basis determined 
progress or retrogression, movement to the right or 
the left. Criticism turned its basic axis towards 
the disclosure of the artist's social personality. 
Thus, the book itself was put aside, and in the 
foreground appeared the active disclosure of the 
artist's personality. And the reader, receiving 
such an interpretation of the book, was first of 
all interested in the writer and not in the book 
w r i t t e n  b y  h i m  . . . .  

The other twist consisted in an inadequate 
historical concreteness. It resulted again from 
the critic's ignorance of the planned development 
of the economy. Thus, it turned out that a writer 
wrote a book in which he reflected entirely cor
rectly such and such social relations. He could 
reflect them weakly or with a class tendentious 
deviation, but he took the situation as it was 
given to him. However, the critic reproached him 
for what the writer could not, and should not, 
have reflected . . . that is, the critic borrows 
a phenomenon from an entirely different historical 
period and accuses the author of its absence.20 

When we consider Zhdanov's article on the journals 

Zvezda and Leningrad, we will appreciate the similarity 

between the RAPP and the Zhdanovist approaches. 

However, the theoretical bases of Zhdanovist 

criticism were laid not in the aforementioned article 

but in his speech before the first Congress of Soviet 

Writers. A close reading of this speech (delivered 

August 17, 1934) before the first Congress of Soviet 

Writers reveals many of the traits associated with the 

pre-war period in Soviet literary criticism. 

2 0  '  Harriet Borland, Soviet Literary Theory and 
Practice (New York: Greenwood Press, 1950), pp. 140-141. 
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Zhdanov's schematic, dogmatic and voluntarist 

approach to historic analysis is matched by his approach 

to literature. After noting with obvious pride the 

ideological stance taken by Soviet writers in their works, 

Zhdanov addresses himself to the state of bourgeois 

literature. There he finds nothing to admire. 

The present state of bourgeois literature is 
such that it is no longer able to create great 
works of art. The decadence and disintegration 
of bourgeois literature, resulting from the col
lapse and decay of the capitalist system, repre
sent the characteristic peculiarity of the state 
of bourgeois culture and bourgeois literature at 
the present time. Gone never to return are the 
times when bourgeois literature, reflecting the 
victory of bourgeois society over feudalism, was 
able to create the great works of the period when 
capitalism was flourishing. Now everything is 
degenerating—themes, talents, authors, heroes. 1̂ 

Zhdanov's approach is perhaps more interesting for its 

underlying suppositions and for the method of application 

than for the specific content of his remarks. He appears 

to be applying the general Marxist observation that 

cultural phenomena are related to the economic systems in 

which they exist. Since he felt that capitalism was in 

a state of irreversible decline, he concluded that the 

cultural institutions of capitalist countries must 

necessarily share the fate of their economic systems. 

We would want to focus on the conception of reflection 

which emerges in this passage. In fact, the most 

21 Andrei Zhdanov, Essays on Literature, Philosophy 
and Music (New York: International Publishers, 1950), p. 11. 
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characteristic feature of this analysis is the absences 

one detects when it is compared with either Marx's or 

Lenin's approach to the same question. Gone for example 

is Marx's notion of the uneven development of economic 

and cultural institutions. Here all is in perfect har

mony, the superstructure is an undistorted and adequate 

"reflection" of the base. Gone too is any idea of the 

specificity of literature such as one can detect in 

Lenin's article on Averchenko. Instead we see an intensely 

ethical analysis aiming only at the most accessible level 

of the work. To measure the degree of degeneration this 

represented in the Marxist analysis of base-superstructure 

interaction one need only read a passage from Engels' 

letter to Conrad Schmidt, dated August 5, 1890. In 

referring to a review of a book by Paul Barth, Engels 

observes, 

. . . and if this man has not discovered yet that 
though the material form of existence is the 
"primum agens" [primary agent] this does not ex
clude spheres 'of ideas from reacting upon it in 
their turn, though with a secondary effect, he 
cannot possibly have understood the subject he 
is writing about . . . And the materialist con
ception of history also has a lot of friends now
adays to whom it serves as an excuse for not 
studying history. Just as Marx used to say about 
the French "Marxists" of the late seventies: 
"All I know is that I am not a Marxist."22 

It would be profitable to examine in some detail 

the characteristics of Zhdanov's method. He contrasts 

arx and Engels, Selected Works, p. 689. 
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the heroes of decadent bourgeois literature with those of 

Soviet writers. While the former populate their works 

with "thieves, police sleuths, prostitutes, hooligans," 

Soviet writers are attracted to "the active builders of 

a new life—working men and women, collective farmers, 

Communist Party members, business managers, engineers, 

members of the Young Communist League, Pioneers." This 

emphasis on the working class and its vanguard, the 

Communist Party, reflects the Marxist contention that 

literature tends to concern itself with the ascending 

class in any given period of history. As a general rule, 

this class is portrayed in an optimistic light, its 

members inspired by a faith that man has the ability to 

shape his own destiny. The Marxist view of historical 

evolution toward ever higher forms of social relationships 

in addition to the central position it assigns to the 

conscious participation in the shaping of future social 

structures makes an optimistic outlook almost inevitable. 

Zhdanov tells writers to know reality so as to be 

able to depict it truthfully in works of art, not merely 

in an objective fashion, but to represent reality in its 

"revolutionary development." The representation of reality 

in its revolutionary development requires some grasp of 

the theory of dialectical materialism and historical 

materialism. Otherwise the writer may merely record 

reality without comprehending its significance. There are 
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several variants of this error. The author, for example, 

may in analyzing a chain of events fail to grasp the 

most significant (from a Marxist point of view) details, 

thereby putting the whole situation in an incorrect 

perspective. Alternatively he may isolate a single event 

in time and scope so that, while accurately presented by 

itself, the depiction is nevertheless askew because its 

true importance in the total chain of events is impossible 

to ascertain. 

Zhdanov then turns to the educative function of 

literature. "In addition to this, the truthfulness and 

historical concreteness of the artistic portrayal should 

be combined with the ideological remolding and education 

of the working people in the spirit of socialism. This 

method in literature and literary criticism is what we 

23 call the method of socialist realism." Here Zhdanov 

emphasizes the didactic function of Soviet literature 

and in the following paragraphs he adds that Soviet 

literature is not afraid of the charge of being tenden

tious. That literature has social content and to the 

extent that the author attempts to comprehend his society 

and the forces that mold it he educates his readers, all 

of this is hardly a discovery. It is a time-honored 

practice to throw writers in jail because they were not 

23 Zhdanov, Essays, p. 12. 
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educating the people in a fashion consistent with the 

goals of the ruling class. Few indeed are the artists 

who have been punished for shortcomings of form. 

As was pointed out in the discussion of Marx 

and Engels, the questions of the educative function of 

literature and the correct dosage of tendentiousness 

are thoz*ny. Is it sufficient for the writer to explore 

reality as he lives it in a sincere effort to communicate 

his experience and his understanding of his experience? 

Lenin is said to have remarked that all approaches, even 

those fundamentally erroneous, could yield something 

fruitful when applied by a great artist. Lenin's analysis 

of Tolstoy comes immediately to mind. This interpretation 

of the didactic duty of writers still leaves them full 

discretion in the choice of their subject matter and the 

method of depiction. There is simply the assumption on 

the part of the critic that every good writer imparts to 

his reader some knowledge, and to the extent that he 

reflects the socialist environment in which he creates, 

his work can be said to cast light on his society and make 

a contribution to its construction. 

An alternative interpretation insists on the molding 

process that the artist is supposed to assist in. The 

molding of a new man in socialist society requires that 

the artist concentrate his energies on certain themes and 

depict specific types of heroes, the builders of 
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hydro-electric stations or Party men, for example, and 

in this way offer to the reading public edifying models 

of behavior as well as depicting the advantages to be 

enjoyed in the future as the society progresses toward 

Communism. 

Zhdanov next discusses the key concept of "revolu

tionary romanticism," which he defines in the following 

way: 

To be an engineer of human souls means stand
ing with both feet firmly planted on the soil of 
real life. And this in its turn denotes a rupture 
with romanticism of the old type, which depicted a 
non-existent life and nonexistent heroes, leading 
the reader away from the antagonisms and oppres
sion of real life into a world of the impossible, 
into a world of Utopian dreams. Our literature, 
which stands with both feet firmly planted on a 
solid materialist base, cannot be hostile to ro
manticism, but it must be a romanticism of a new 
type, revolutionary romanticism. We say that 
socialist realism is the basic method of Soviet 
literature and literary criticism, and this pre
supposes that revolutionary romanticism should 
enter into literary creation as a component part, 
for the whole life of our party, the whole life of 
the working class and its struggle consist in a 
combination of the most stern deeds and magnificent 
future prospects. Our Communist Party has always 
been strong by virtue of the fact that it has 
united and continues to unite a thoroughly busi
nesslike and practical spirit with broad vision, 
with a constant urge forward, with a struggle for 
the building of communist society. Soviet litera
ture should be able to portray our heroes; it 
should be able to glimpse our tomorrow. This will 
be no Utopian dream, for our tomorrow is already 
being prepared today by conscious, planned work.24 

This paradigm of literary theory is constructed parallel 

24Zhdanov, Essays, p. 13. 
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to the model of action followed by the Party, which also 

combines close analysis of everyday reality with a 

guiding vision. Behind this argument lies the assumption 

that the political model is in fact immediately pertinent 

to the analysis of literature. 

George Lukacs has analyzed the disastrous effect 

that this sort of false "revolutionary romanticism" can 

have on literature. When the writer conceives of his 

role as that of an illustrator, he loses his capacity to 

relate theory to reality. Theory is degraded to the 

status of dogma and cannot illuminate the reality from 

which it is supposed to spring. The choice and realistic 

depiction of characters follows laws in many ways dis

similar from those which govern decisions on the political 

plane. While on the level of politics the determination 

of typical features in the political scene reveals that a 

given political phenomenon has only one typical feature 

(war is the typical result of imperialism), in literature 

practically every character embodies certain typical 

traits. A character may occupy a position far removed 

from the center of struggle in the political arena, yet 

he may contain in himself many of the conflicts current 

in the society at large. Luk£cs sets forth the criteria 

for determining the typical character. 

. . . What is the key to these 'typical' heroes 
of literature? The typical is not to be confused 
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with the average (though there are cases where 
this holds true), nor with the eccentric (though 
the typical does as a rule go beyond the normal). 
A character is typical, in this technical sense, 
when his innermost being is determined by objec
tive forces at work in society. Vautrin or Julien 
Sorel, superficially eccentric, are typical in 
their behaviour: the determining factors of a 
particular historical phase are found in them in 
concentrated form. Yet, though typical, they are 
never crudely 'illustrative.' There is a dia
lectic in these characters linking the individual 
—and all accompanying accidentals—with the 
typical. . . . The reader learns his personal 
peculiarities and is sometimes tempted to con
sider him, not wholly wrongly, as an outsider and 
an eccentric—until he realizes that such eccen
tricities are the mark of an age in transition.25 

The association of the typical, interpreted in a 

narrow sense, and the revolutionary romanticism described 

by Zhdanov necessarily alter the structural level of the 

literary work. The unavoidable tensions produced when a 

society tries to vault into the front ranks of the indus

trial nations of the world must be taken into account on 

the political level or goals will not be attained. However, 

on the level of literature these tensions can much more 

easily be swept under the rug in favor of a make-believe 

world. In this sense the work is not realist, since it 

does not take as its point of departure objective reality, 

neither is it revolutionary, for any serious attempt 

at social change must take into account the real 

25 Georg Luk£cs, Realism In our Time (New York: 
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1964), pp. 122-23. 
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state of affairs before it can formulate a solution with 

any hope of success. All that is left of the formulation 

is the romantic element and like all romanticism divorced 

from reality, it tends most naturally toward disillusion

ment. Such an approach to literary creativity with super

men as heroes has its own logic. The hero must always be 

victorious or at least he must make a contribution to the 

ultimate victory, a victory which is conceived of as inevit 

able. While the hero may suffer an unfortunate (but 

nearly always edifying) fate, the work must end on a 

happy note. The facile identification of literary solu

tions with political solutions results quite naturally in 

a series of stock solutions to stock problems. 

This approach to literary criticism implies a 

hierarchy of values by which literature will be judged. 

Literature must be edifying. It must not simply lay 

bare problems in society but it must also imply their 

solutions and even give the reader courage to confront 

the task. It is intensely teleological. Not only does 

it suppose a purpose to history but requires of the writer 

that he subscribe to the same view detail by detail and 

that he struggle for it through his writing. 
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Report of the Central Committee on the 
Journals Zvezda and Leningrad 

Although our analysis may impart an impression 

of systemic coherence to Zhdanov's theory of socialist 

realism as laid out at the first Writers Congress, it 

made no such impression on Soviet or foreign Communist 

critics. The period stretching from 1934 to the outbreak 

of World War II was characterized not so much by the 

establishment of a critical hegemony as by vigorous 

debate and dissent. To cite only the most prominent of 

these divisions, one could note Brecht's polemic with 

Luk£cs on the matter of modernism versus realism, Luk£cs1 

own debate with Zhdanovist literary critics while he was 

in exile in the Soviet Union, and finally, the wide 

acceptance of comparative studies founded, by the famous 

scholar, Veselovsky. It is therefore our contention 

that there could be no question of Zhdanovist criticism 

in France before the end of the war for the quite simple 

reason that before the appearance of Zhdanov's report 

there was no agreement among Communist intellectuals on 

what form that criticism would assume. 

Let us now turn to the most famous example of 

Soviet criticism, in the. period immediately after the 

war: The report by Andrei Zhdanov concerning" articles 

that had appeared in the journals Zvezda and Leningrad. 

This report is valuable because it is an example of the 
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application of the theory of socialist realism which 

Zhdanov elaborated at the Writer's Congress. Reading 

his analyses of Zoshchenko and Akhmatova, one can see 

the tendencies implicit in this theory. Zhdanov was 

offended by a satirical piece by Zoshchenko and by poetry 

by Anna Akhmatova. Zhdanov first rebukes the editors of 

the Journals for opening their pages to such works. This 

is a fairly straightforward statement of position in and 

of itself. Publication of material is reserved for those 

works which measure up to certain standards. Which 

standards must a work achieve in order to be published? 

In relating his criticism of Zoshchenko's "Adven

tures of a Monkey/1 Zhdanov starts off with the following 

sentence: "The meaning of this 'work' by Zoshchenko 

consists in this, that he depicts Soviet people as idlers 

and monsters, as silly and primitive people. Zoshchenko 

takes absolutely no interest in the labor of the Soviet 

people, their exertions and heroism, their high social 

26 
and moral qualities." This assertion is puzzling. 

Zoshchenko was well known as a satirist and one would 

hardly expect a satirist to spend his time praising 

people and institutions. Moreover, the story in question 

is absolutely gentle in its criticism of certain characters 

in the story. 

26 
Zhdanov, Essays, p. 15. 
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Zhdanov's remarks on the content and meaning of 

Zoshchenko's satire betray a virtually complete ignorance 

of the distinction between artistic cognition and scien

tific cognition. The passage cited above is symptomatic 

in that Zhdanov reduces the satire to a simple attack on 

the whole Soviet people. In order to pull this off he 

gives a highly slanted resume of the satire and jumps 

immediately to his conclusions that Zoshchenko disdains 

the Soviet people, that he sees nothing praiseworthy in 

Soviet society, and that his vision is unrelentingly 

gloomy. One notices that even the resume is done in a 

slipshod way. Here is the plot line as deduced by Zhdanov 

along with his analysis. 

If you read attentively and think over the 
story, "Adventures of a Monkey," you will see 
that Zoshchenko casts the monkey in the role of 
supreme judge of our social customs and makes him 
read something on the order of a moral less to 
the Soviet people. The monkey is presented as 
some sort of rational element, whose job is to 
evaluate the behavior of the people. Zoshchenko 
needed to give a deliberately deformed, carica
tured, and vulgar picture of the life of the 
Soviet people in order to insert in the mouth of 
the monkey the nasty, poisonous, anti-Soviet maxim 
to the effect that it is better to live in the zoo 
than at liberty, and that it is easier to breathe 
in a cage than among the Soviet people.27 

Zhdanov, in fact, addresses himself to the actual 

text very little. The social message of the text is 

deduced from the barest sketch of the plot and in a way 

97 
Ibid., p. 16. 
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which assumes an unmediated determination of the text by 

the author's biography. Thus Zoshchenko is determined 

by his association with the Serapion brothers and Akhma

tova by her class background. One is struck immediately 

by the distance which separates this approach from the 

tact implicit in Lenin's articles on Tolstoy. One of the 

most significant aspects of Zhdanov's method is its 

pronounced tendency not only to analyze, but to judge. 

His is a highly normative method, the purpose of which is 

not merely to penetrate into the text and understand it, 

but to praise the work or condemn it. The importance of 

such a position can be grasped when one realizes that the 

critic is also the censor. "It is not up to us to recon

struct our way of life and our social order for Zoshchenko. 

Let him reform. And if he does not want to reform, let 

him get out of Soviet literature. In Soviet literature, 

28 there is no place for rotten, empty, and vulgar works." 

Again, 

. . . As we have seen, the state of affairs 
in the Leningrad section of the Writers' Union 
is such that at present there are plainly not 
enough good works for two literary-artistic jour
nals. That is why the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party decided to close the journal 
Leningrad, so as to concentrate all the best lit
erary forces in the journal Zvezda.29 

If the very publication of this report were not 

proof enough of lack of unanimity in critical practice, 

28Ibid., p. 17. 29Ibid., p. 35. 
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then we have it from Zhdanov himself: 

If 'works' of this sort are presented to 
Soviet readers by the journal Zvezda, how weak 
must be the vigilance of those citizens of Lenin
grad in the leadership of Zvezda for it to have 
been possible to publish in this journal works 
that are poisoned with a zoological hostility to 
the Soviet order. Only the dregs of literature 
could produce such 'works' and only blind and 
apolitical people could put them into circulation. 
They say that Zoshchenko's story went the rounds 
of the Leningrad platforms. How greatly must the 
ideological leadership in Leningrad have weakened 
for such things to have taken place!30 

What emerges from Zhdanov's own account of the succession 

of events is that neither the public at large (and it is 

clear that Zoshchenko was reaching a large number of 

people), nor the leadership of Zvezda, nor even the 

leadership of the city of Leningrad managed to detect the 

poison which seemed so obvious to Zhdanov. 

For literature, the struggle against all that was 

"alien" was layers deep. Corresponding to the fear of 

attack from outside was a fear of foreign literary influ

ences. Again and again Zhdanov upbraids those writers who 

have fallen under the spell of decadent bourgeois influ

ences . 

However, outwardly beautiful the form that 
clothes the creations of the fashionable modern 
bourgeois western European and American writers, 
and also film and theatrical producers, they 
still cannot rescue or raise up their bourgeois 
culture, for its moral foundation is rotten and 
baneful, . . . 

30 
Zhdanov, Essays, pp. 36-37. 
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Does it become us, representatives of advanced 
Soviet culture, Soviet patriots, to play the role 
of worshipers of bourgeois culture or the role of 
pupils? 1̂ 

The passage reveals not only the attitude of 

siege on the part of the writer, but also his total dis

regard for the autonomy of literary creation. Nowhere is 

there any hint that Zhdanov recognized a difference be

tween propaganda and literature. This is simply another 

aspect of his reductionisra. The complex way in which 

literature conveys knowledge to us about ourselves and 

society is reduced to a crudely functional means of 

fighting a political foe on the international level. 

This theme in Zhdanov's essay became officially 

known as the struggle against "cosmopolitanism" and one 

offshoot of it was the campaign against "Veselovskyism." 

Veselovsky was a nineteenth-century Russian literary 

scholar and a pioneer in the comparative study of liter

ature. The centenary of his birth was celebrated by 

many Soviet scholars in 1938, but after the war the 

premise that European literature influenced Soviet liter

ature was impermissible. This was a particularly 

pathological manifestation of the obsession with the 

"alien" because in its effort to expunge all trace of the 

foreign influence, it was forced to cut out a valuable part 

of its own contribution to literary studies. The organism 

31Ibid., pp. 41-42. 
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had to perform surgery on itself, handing its own vital 

organs to the enemy for him to call his own. 

The substitution of a mechanistic instead of 

dialectical explanation for a writer's alleged ideology 

is also a feature of Zhdanov's approach. This method 

consisted of quoting a highly selective series of remarks 

drawn from the aesthetic proclamations of two literary 

movements of the early twentieth century, branding the 

movements as "reactionary literary currents," and then 

associating the writer in question with the damned. In 

the case of Akhmatova, the themes that Zhdanov discovers 

in her poetry are explainable, according to him by her 

affiliation with and sympathy for the pre-revolutionary 

ruling nobility: 

. . . The feeling of being doomed—an under
standable feeling for the social consciousness of 
a dying group; gloomy tones of death-bed hopeless
ness, mystical experiences coupled with eroticism— 
such is Akhmatova's world, a splinter from the 
world of the old culture of the nobility, the "good 
times of Catherine," that have passed into eternity, 
never to return. Not exactly a nun, not exactly a 
harlot, but rather nun and harlot, with whom har
lotry is mixed with prayer. . . . This is the 
poetry of the ten thousand-strong upper crust of 
the old Russia, of the nobility, the doomed, for 
whom by this time nothing is left but to sigh over 
the good old days!"32 

The critic need only discover the social origins of the 

writer in question in order to explain the writer's themes 

and perspective. This is reflection with a vengeance, a 

*39 
Ibid., pp. 22-23. 
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highly mechanical and simplistic explanation for what in 

fact is an exceedingly complex phenomenon—the artistic 

expression of class perspective. The mechanistic approach 

to the relationship between an author's social origins 

and his perspective and class affiliation is incapable of 

accounting for the variety of positions taken by writers 

of the same class. 

Zhdanov strongly identifies the function of 

literature with education. Speaking of the role of Soviet 

writers in their society, he says, "Comrade Stalin called 

our writers engineers of human souls. This definition has 

deep meaning. It speaks of the enormous responsibility of 

Soviet writers for the education of the people, for the 

education of the Soviet youth, for not tolerating waste 

33 in literary work." The whole quote is framed in the 

spirit of narrowness. Zhdanov's definition involves an 

amputation of all that is not immediately serviceable, 

immediately functional. It is furthermore laid out in 

terms of power, not in terms of exchange. It is an ulti

matum. 

Just what does this education consist of? In the 

first place, it does not suffice for the writer to simply 

write well aesthetically. He must also present an ideolog

ically acceptable message. Zhdanov speaks scornfully of 

33 Zhdanov, Essays-, p. 34. 
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. . . a work is written well, artistically 
beautiful—give it a start, regardless of the 
fact that it has rotten passages that disorient 
our youth and poison them. We demand that our 
comrades, both those who give leadership in the 
literary field and those who write, be guided by 
that wihtout which the Soviet order cannot live, 
i.e., by politics, so that our youth may be 
brought up not in a devil-may-care, nonideologi-
cal spirit, but in a vigorous and revolutionary 
spirit.34 

Zhdanov quotes Lenin's article on "Party Organiza 

tion and Party Literature" to support his cliam that 

"our literature cannot be apolitical, cannot be 'art for 

art's sake,' but is called upon to fill an important van-

35 guard role in social life." Central to his vision of 

the educational role of literature is the relationship of 

the writer to the Party. 

Zhdanov treats in some detail the nature of the 

education that he has in mind. 

. . . Guided by the method of socialist real
ism, conscientiously and attentively studying our 
reality, striving to penetrate deeper into the 
essence of the processes of our development, the 
writer must educate the people and arm them ideo
logically. While selecting the best feelings and 
qualities of the Soviet man and revealing his tomor
row, we must at the same time show our people what 
they must not be, we must castigate the remnants of 
yesterday, remnants that hinder the Soviet people 
in their forward march. Soviet writers must help 
the people, the state, and the party to educate 
our youth to be cheerful and confident of their 
own strength, unafraid of any difficulties.36 

"^Ibid. , p. 31. 

36Ibid., p. 43. 

T5 
Ibid., p. 33. 
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One need hardly insist on the contrast this vision of the 

tasks of literature presents with Lenin's own. 

Perhaps the most striking feature of Zhdanov's 

approach is his propensity for breathtaking oversimpli

fications. In his analysis of the state of bourgeois 

literature (unrelieved gloom and decadence), his undif

ferentiated assignment of all writers in capitalist 

countries to the category of apologists for bourgeois 

values, his one-to-one relating of social origin to 

perspective, he gives evidence of his ideplogical imma

turity, his unwillingness to assess reality in all its 

complexity. Further proof of this failing can be found 

in his identification of the role of the writer with that 

of a cheerleader. Indefatigably cheerful, the writer 

must necessarily deviate from mature analysis of difficult 

problems. It is easy to see that satire would occupy a 

very uncertain position in such an interpretation of the 

function of literature. The setting out of topics that 

writers should treat as well as prescribing the manner in 

which those topics will be treated are serious infringe

ments on the autonomy of artistic integrity. 

In general, Zhdanov adopts a. unidimensional 

approach to literature. The author's social background 

explains and virtually equals his ideology. The ideology 

is contained solely in the superficial content of the work, 

and the value of the work can be reduced to the immediately 
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apparent effectiveness of this ideology in the solving 

of immediate social problems. In every domain of pre

vious materialist criticism, Zhdanov either distorted 

or caricatured basic principles. One may legitimately 

inquire why such a critic should find his way into this 

study. The first reason is simple enough. There is sim

ply no denying the fact that the French Communist Party 

was for quite some time largely uncritical of Soviet 

cultural policy. In the next chapter we will consider 

one manifestation of Soviet influence in literary criti

cism, Roger Garaudy's analysis of several French novelists. 

If we are to assess the impact of Zhdanovist critical 

practice, then surely we must have this phenomenon clearly 

sketched out in its major tenets. We should also note 

that the very evolution which this study seeks to detail 

is obscured or glossed over in most of the existing 

analyses of French Communist literary criticism. Insofar 

as the existing research tends to identify virtually all 

French Communist literary theory with Zhdanovist criti

cism, it becomes imperative to this study to define the 

Zhdanovist critical approach so that it may be clearly 

distinguished from subsequent methodologies. 

Apresvan: Art and Freedom 

Z. Apresyan's book Freedom and the Artist, defending 

Soviet aesthetics, was published in English in 1968. It 
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discusses many of the key questions that divide the 

Soviet and the French Parties on the matter of literary 

theory and criticism, and in view of its translation into 

English, it serves as a fair indicator of official Soviet 

attitudes on literature and art in general. In general, 

it tends to demonstrate the persistence, at the highest 

levels of Soviet academe, of a virtually undiluted 

Zhdanovist theme and practice of criticism. 

The general theme of the book is the highly 

controversial matter of the freedom of the artist. The 

special interest of this book is in its open confronta

tion of this issue in such a way that the implications 

for a total theoretical model lie very close to the 

surface. 

For Apresyan the question of artistic freedom is 

bound up with the various components comprising the 

artistic works. Apresyan numbers four principal aspects 

in the work of art: the gnosiological, the artistic, 

the ideological, and the social. Already in his defini

tion of these terms one can detect the principal elements 

of the Soviet approach to literary theory. Here is how 

Apresyan defines the gnosiological aspect of art: 

". . . the basic question of aesthetics—concerning the 

relationship between art and reality, the limitations 

made by the subject of an artistic work on the artist, 

and the interrelationship between the model (what is 
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reflected) and the content of the work of art (the 

^7 
reflection).M 

One is immediately struck by the welter of 

classic Soviet oppositions—art and reality, form and 

content, and model and reflection. This formulation has 

as its most fundamental trait the quality of stasis . . . 

All of the oppositions listed assume or imply a movement 

in one direction, usually from reality to art. The one 

possible exception to this all-pervasive equilibrium is 

the apparently suggestive use of the word "model," 

yet upon closer examination this turns out to be false 

promise. Rather than meaning the formal structure and 

its relationship to the material chosen by the artist as 

his subject, it is clear that Apresyan in fact intends 

for model to be considered as a synonym for "reality," 

for he adds parenthetically "what is reflected" and this 

can only mean external, already extant reality. 

It is this quality of stability which is the 

most characteristic feature of Soviet official analysis 

and which constitutes a focal point of contrast with the 

direction taken by the French Party critics. In fact, 

the philosophical perspective most closely resembling the 

formulation quoted above is that of metaphysics as defined 

in Marxist terms as the idealist attempt in philosophy to 

37 55. Apresyan, Freedom and the Artist (Moscow 
Progress Publishers, 1968), p. 10. 
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define reality according to fixed and immutable categories. 

The terms used by Apresyan are designed to break down and 
/ 

arrange phenomena, not to grasp them as process. 

Passing to the second aspect cited by Apresyan, 

ope finds an essentially expressivist description of the 

artistic element. For Apresyan the artistic element is 

basically a "question of craftmanship" in the first in

stance. The underlying assumption is that the artistic 

medium is an inert material which takes the shape of 

reality through the skill-material which takes the shape 

of reality through the skillful (i.e., "craftsmanly") 

manipulation of an essentially neutral material. Yet at 

this point it must be admitted that Apresyan's analysis 

becomes somewhat more nuanced although not in innovative 

terms. Apresyan introduces an element of tension into the 

structure that he has set up by defining artistic method 

as, in part, "the correspondence between the artist's 

intention and the objective ideological and aesthetic 

38 tone of his work." The old distinction between the 

artist's intent and the actual effect produced is impor

tant in that it offers the critic one way in which to 

avoid the mechanical reading of the author's class origin 

or sympathies directly or mechanically into his work. 

What dilutes this potentially provocative approach and 

38Ibid., p. 11. 
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in fact contradicts it are the remaining terms which are 

supposed to contribute to our understanding of the 

artistic aspect of freedom. These are content and 

form and the relationship between the work of art and 

the talent displayed in its execution. 

One fascinating aspect of Apresyan's categori

zation is his orientation toward an essentially bourgeois 

conception of the artistic process. The whole question 

is framed in terms like "craftsmanship," "talent," and 

the concept of the resistance of the artistic material to 

the intent of the artist. Of these the last is the most 

complex in that it does suggest the idea of work, yet 

the critical framework of the question is bourgeois in its 

insistence on the concept of the artist as a genius 

expressing himself by virtue of some mysterious talent. 

Prom there on out the analysis can only slide into mysti

fication in which the inscrutable individuality of the 

superman-artist is only thinly veiled by talk about his 

social conditioning. 

Passing to the ideological aspect of the question 

we again observe the previously noted stasis in that for 

Apresyan the central question in regard to ideology is 

the degree of adherence to Party principles and not how 

these principles are represented, shaped, and influenced 

by the work. Significantly, it is the artist who is 
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influenced by the ideology, not the other way around or 

both ways simultaneously. 

The final aspect, the social, is defined in a 

fashion that is really not open to much debate from a 

Marxist perspective in that it seeks to determine the 

historical conditions under which the work is produced 

and to determine from a concrete analysis of those social 

conditions the degree to which the artist was indeed free 

to create. One might point out that this formulation 

presupposes the existence of some objective measure of a 

concept as vague as freedom. 

Thus already in the assumptions which will guide 

Apresyan in his discussion of the question of artistic 

freedom, one can detect an uncritical repetition of terms 

whose relationship to bourgeois thought is evidently not 

appreciated. . . .. 

Apresyan is attempting, therefore, to define the 

limits of freedom both in the context of "the laws of -

beauty" and within the limits imposed by social status. 

His method consists basically of a review of the histor

ical attitudes of key figures going all the way back to 

Plato on the question of the freedom of the artist. His 

purpose is to prove that all art is, in fact, class art 

and that modernistic trends in the arts are on the one 

hand inherently ugly and, on the other, inherently bour

geois. 
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At this point it is useful to point out the 

resemblances that this approach has with the classical 

Zhdanovist approach with its hostility to modernist 

experimentation and its strident insistence on partisan

ship as the bedrock of true artistic vision. It is no 

accident that this view falls back on a conception of 

art as governed by immutable laws which ironically are 

above class analysis. On the other hand, as regards the 

content, this is the level of class action and on this 

level one can perceive and evaluate the influence of 

class positions. Typical of Apresyan's formulation of the 

problem is the following quote in which he attacks the 

American art critic Ben Heller: 

. . . and the basic conclusion drawn is that 
there exists unlimited freedom, permitting the 
artist to distort reality, to emasculate his work 
depriving it of all content, to destroy concrete 
emotional form and to replace realistic images 
with abstract daubing—this sort of reedom would 
be nothing more than formalistic trick work re
gardless of what fancy names it adopts, like 
abstract art, surrealism, concrete realism and 
so forth. This is what lies behind so-called 
"free" art, its anarchistic arbitrariness in 
relation to the laws of the artistic relation, 
its individualistic and subjective vision and 
understanding of life and phenomena . . . .39 

The natural direction of this approach is to regret the 

good old days when artists created according to the laws 

of art. The question that never comes up is, just where 

do these laws come from? To read Apresyan, one would 

39 Apresyan, Freedom, p. 28. 
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conclude that these laws are a sort of Kantian category 

beyond analysis, somehow inherent in the nature of 

things. This is the point beyond which one cannot pass 

in this theory. 

Hence the laws of art must be a direct re
sult of an artist's perception of reality itself 
and of the aesthetic comprehension by the indi
vidual of the world around him and of himself. 
The development of all phenomena and processes 
takes place in accordance with objective laws, 
and this includes art.40 

From the preceding remarks it would appear that 

Apresyan does not even acknowledge the existence of a 

problem surrounding the question of art as a process and 

the role of ideology in the act of reflection itself. 

This impression would be inaccurate. In fact, Apresyan 

quotes the following highly provocative section from 

Lenin's thought: 

Cognition is the eternal, endless approxima
tion of thought to the object. The reflection of 
nature in man's thought must be understood not 
'lifelessly,' not'abstractly,' not devoid of move
ment, not without contradictions, but in the eter
nal process of movement, the arising of contradic
tions and their solution.41 

Yet, in contrast with the French, Apresyan's 

conclusions show his lack of appreciation for the problem 

of ideology in the structuring of the artistic work. For 

Apresyan, the central fact is that there exists a reality 

40Ibid., p. 43. 

4̂ Vladimir L. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 38 . 
CMoscow: Progress Publishing,. 1967)j p.195. 
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reality is represented, the better is the art. And the 

kingpin of this argument is the concept of talent and 

experience, the first guaranteeing the artist's recogni

tion of and adherence to the "laws of art" and the second 

assuring that he will apply these laws to a corpus of 

material drawn from "reality" and correctly construed.-

Thus, distortion comes about when "an artist lacks the 

necessary talent or a thorough knowledge of life (or both) 

42 or is unable to "grasp" the subject he tries to portray." 

One of the most dangerous tendencies in Western 

bourgeois aesthetic trends, asserts Apresyan, is the 

analysis of the literary work as a manifestation of the 

work of the unconscious, making use of the theories of 

Freud. One passage from this section will illustrate 

Apresyan's attitude toward Freud and Freudian based 

theories of art: 

. . . To champion the subconscious factor in 
creativity means to introduce an element of dis
order into the artistic process, proclaim the 
supremacy of art bereft of purpose or sense, 
identify the work of the artist with the instinc
tive behaviour of animals (this is one of the 
devices of bourgeois aesthetic theory that is 
repeated time and time again), return the activity 
of man to the first instinctive forms of work that 
go back to ancient times, which Marx qualified as 
animal-like and primitive.43 

42 Apresyan, Freedom, p. 85. 

Ibid., p. 140. 
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One of the principal aims of Apresyan's book is 

the defense of the Soviet notion of partisanship in liter

ature. Apresyan contends that Marx, Engels, and Lenin, 

. saw the basic and decisive cause of the virtues and 

shortcomings of belles lertres and publicistic writings, 

in the final analysis, in the philosophical standpoints 

therein represented, and in the class positions of their 

44 authors.M 

The argument then leads to the conclusion that 

since Marxism-Leninism provides the only comprehensive and 

valid philosophic and class theory, within the Communist 

perspective the adherence to Communist Party perspective 

is in fact a sine qua non for a correct artistic portray

al. Furthermore, Apresyan cites Engels to prove that 

the class position of the writer or artist is intimately 

linked to the aesthetic quality of his work. 

This approach presents some problems for the 

classics who were clearly reactionary. How can one at 

once contend that the class perspective of an author is 

of paramount importance in judging the aesthetic impact 

of a work while at the same time subscribing to a hier

archy of works, the highest rungs of which are occupied 

in several instances by reactionary artists? 

44Ibid., p. 149. 
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Fortunately, for the purposes of this dissertation 

Apresyan chooses to discuss Lenin on Tolstoy in order to 

resolve this question. In this way he provides an easy 

point of comparison with the French, as exemplified in 

the article by Claude Prevost to be analyzed below. 

Apresyan proceeds to note that Lenin analyzed 

Tolstoy's work in terms of the dialectic between his 

reactionary world outlook and the relentless criticism 

that Tolstoy leveled against social injustice of his 

time. Yet in trying to link the disparate elements in 

this formulation (i.e., reactionary worldview and 

basically progressive social criticism) Apresyan fails to 

deal with the basic problem. Obviously, if the author's 

"Weltanschauung" is reactionary and if Apresyan is correct 

in his belief that class positions determine the aesthetic 

impact of a work, then it is difficult to account for the 

persistent popularity of ideologically retrograde writers 

such as Dostoyevski while hundreds of writers with more 

palatable class positions and "Weltanschauung" languish in 

obscurity. 

Apresyan's point throughout his book is that, in 

fact, claims to empirical objectivity made by non-Communist 

artists are just hollow assertions that merely serve to 

blind them to their unconscious class position and world 

outlook. The teachings of Marx, Engels, and Lenin are 

the foundation for another, this time truly objective, 
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creative freedom coupled with the theoretical apparatus 

for an undistorted vision of reality. 

This philosophy, once it becomes an inalien
able part of an artist's creative subjectivity, 
prevents the subjective factor from being trans
formed into the kind of subjectivism that distorts 
reality and prevents the individual traits of the 
artist from becoming an individualism inaccessible 
to others, and ensures that the objective factor 
does not appear in art as hollow, empirical objec
tivism.45 

The only direction that the argument can go from 

here is, in fact, the course that it follows inexorably 

(and at quite some length). Since the Communist Party is 

the embodiment of the will of the working class and since 

that class is the most progressive class, the artist, in 

bending to intervention from the Party, is, in fact, only 

allowing himself access to the most undistorted view of 

social reality, bridling his own subjectivity and, 

ultimately, ensuring the aesthetic impact of his works. 

One can detect little or no change in this exceedingly 

scholastic resolution of the problem of the relationship 

between the dictatorship of the proletariat and artists. 

On the other hand there is one area in which 

there is some visible movement from previous positions 

adopted by the Zhdanovites. While contending that 

capitalist society exerts an enormous degrading effect 

on the artist, swaying him to produce works of art that 

45 Apresyan, Freedom, p. 227. 
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cater to the aesthetic and ethical needs of the perverted 

ruling class, Apresyan does hold out the possibility that 

the artist may yet produce powerful and generally pro

gressive works which serve his people honestly and dis

interestedly. Succeeding in this, however, he can only 

look forward to material insecurity and eventual perse

cution as his lot. 

The only path for the artist with lofty humanist 

goals is to align himself with the working class in his 

society and to share in its progress toward the establish

ment of a state in which true freedom of creativity does 

ntit conflict with humanist aspirations. For his part, 

the artist can create works that help the proletariat 

gain insight into the true conditions of its environment. 

Thus it can be seen that there is some movement 

away from the Zhdanovist formulation that capitalist soci

ety produces decadent art. The balder mechanical aspects 

of the earlier position have given way to a grudging 

admission that true art, even within the bounds by which 

Apresyan defines that entity, is possible under capital

ism. This then represents a chink in the wall of the 

absolute determinacy of economic factors on artistic 

production. It does not, however resolve the deeper 

problem of articulating the various levels of participation 

in society preferring instead to reduce everything to a 

problem of adherence to the working class. 
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It is interesting to note that Apresyan comes 

out unequivocally for the realist tradition as the only 

appropriate and even aesthetically satisfying mode of 

artistic creation for the artist hoping to make a pro

gressive contribution to the class struggle in his socie 

society. His formulation is even more restrictive than 

that elaborated by Luklcs and in spite of his assertions 

that the artist has complete freedom of style, in fact 

his definition of realism leaves little room for anything 

but repetitions of formulae worked out in the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. 

Attempting to resume the overall impression 

created by this book in contrast to that produced by the 

French, I am struck first and foremost by what can best 

be termed its scholastic approach. Apresyan's approach 

involves first and foremost the accumulation of testimony 

of authorities whose opinion is cited as definitive and 

indeed self-evident. However, there is a contradiction 

not seen or anticipated by the author. The level on which 

the figures quoted are supposed to influence the reader 

is not intellectual. That is to say, that the references 

cited do not serve to present a particularly brilliant 

formulation of a question, rather they merely furnish the 

appropriate aura of authority to what is essentially 

Apresyan's none too original rehash of Zhdanovist theory. 
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The element which is missing is of course any 

prolonged and serious questioning of the real meaning of 

the sources cited for the original authors themselves, 

as well as an inquiry into the validity of these theoret

ical premises in the light of more recent inquiry. This 

approach tends to reduce the texts to a body of knowledge 

which is impervious to reinterpretation. 

As for the argumentation of the book, it is a 

sustained defense of the supremacy of political analysis 

of literature and art over other methods more directly 

related to the specific material under consideration. In 

this respect the Zhdanovist methodlogy remains intact 

in one of its most characteristic features, the reduction 

of the literary to the political. 

Thus we may conclude that while the more blatant 

abuses of censorship have disappeared or at least been 

subdued since the Stalinist era, the theoretical appara

tus which supported its existence has remained in the 

Soviet Union. 



CHAPTER 3 

PARTY LITERARY CRITICISM AND STALINISM 

Literature of the Graveyard 

In the "Introduction" to his well-known Pour Marx 

Louis Althusser describes the situation existing for 

Marxist philosophers in France just after World War II 

and since it was also the lot of Marxist writers and 

critics for the most part, it is worth quoting to set 

the scene. 

C'dtait l'imm^diat apr^s-guerre. Brutalement 
nous ftlmes jet£s dans les grandes batailles poli-
tiques et ideologiques que conduisait le Parti: 
nous dumes alors prendre la mesure de notre choix, 
et assumer ses consequences. 

Dans notre memoire politique, ce temps reste 
le temps des grandes graves et des manifestations 
de masse, le temps de l'appel de Stockholm et du 
Mouvement de la Paix,—quand basculferent les im-
menses esperances nees de la Resistance, et cora-
menca l'sipre et longue lutte qui devait faire 
reculer dans 1'horizon de la guerre froide, 
repoussee par d'innombrables bras humains, 1'ombre 
de la catastrophe. Dans notre memoire philosophi-
que, ce temps reste celui des intellectuels armes, 
traquant 11erreur en tous repaires, celui de 
philosophes sans oeuvres que nous etions, mais 
faisant*politique de toute oeuvre, et tranchant 
le monde d'une seule lame, arts, litteratures, 
philosophies et sciences, de 1'impitoyable coupure 
des classes,—le temps qu'en sa caricature un mot 
resume encore, haut drapeau claquant dans le vide: 
« science bourgeoise, science prol^tarienne » .1 

"'"Louis Althusser, Pour Marx (Paris: Maspero, 
1967, p. 12. 
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Then Althusser goes back to the pre-war era to 

the foundation of the Party and finds that the Marxist 

movement in France lacked the great figures that other 

countries such as Germany, Italy, and Russia had. He 

then sums up the intellectual climate in Communist 

quarters at that time. 

Le parti francais est n6 dans ces conditions 
de vide th^orique, et il a grandi en dgpit de ce 
vide, comblant de son mieux les lacunes existantes, 
se nourrissant de notre seule tradition nationale 
authentique, pour qui Marx avait le plus profond 
respect: la tradition politique. II reste marqu£ 
par cette tradition politique, et, de ce fait, par 
une certaine m#connaissance du r61e de la th^orie, 
moins d'ailleurs de. la th^orie politique et £co-
nomique que de la th^orie philosophique.2 

However, we should also note that while the Party 

was operating in a philosophical near-vacuum, immediately 

after the war philosophers in France had begun a serious 

study of Hegel. Poster links this growth of interest in 

Hegel to the discredit which had befallen the liberal-

bpurgeois philosophical establishment. He also notes 

that the translations of Hegel by Jean Hyppolite and Alex

andre Kojeve made the philosopher accessible to a much 

wider public. It is significant, therefore, that while 

many of these students of Hegel, most notably Sartre, 

eventually found their way to Marxism, this was not 

brought about by contact with Communists but by studying 

2Ibid., p. 17. 
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3 Hegel. Already the Party's claim to legitimacy in the 

domain of left intellectual matters was under challenge. 

Considering the terrible sacrifices made by "le parti 

des fusilles" during the war years, militants like 

Garaudy may be forgiven for their bitterness toward those 

whom they could only consider as petit bourgeois dilet-

tants. 

However, Althusser's remarks are worth considering 

at some length for they are valid not only for the single 

domain of philosophy, but are equally relevant to the 

state of Marxist literary criticism in the period. Party 

thinking at that time was apparently dominated by the 

tendency to assess the value of any work, philosophical 

or literary, in terms of its contribution to the political 

struggle. In carrying out this assessment Party intellec

tuals politicized all domains, and they fell prey to 

reductionism, a pitfall made virtually unavoidable because 

of the lack of a firm theoretical foundation which might 

have otherwise held the reductionist impulse in check. 

The word "impitoyable" as well as the phrase "science-

bourgeoise, science proletarienne" draw attention to a 

second characteristic of the intellectual work of this 

period. The critical tools of analysis were called upon 

3 Mark Poster, Existential Marxism in Postwar 
France (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
1975), pp. 3-35. 
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to furnish value judgments whose criteria lay outside 

the particular discipline. All activity was required to 

yield material that would be politically useful in the 

ideological and political struggle in France. 

Since it is my intention to demonstrate that French 

Communist literary criticism moved from a Zhdanovist 

critical practice to evolve its own model, X will start 

with a work by a critic whose predispositions obviously 

align him with the most rigid and orthodox model of 

Soviet criticism. I refer to Roger Garaudy's Literature 

4 of the Graveyard. I plan to show not only that Garaudy, 

but French Communist critics in general, came to subject 

their theoretical assumptions to the most thorough-going 

re-evaluation and that in this process they forged new 

instruments of literary research, tools that reflected 

their coming to grips with questions of prime importance 

to their French compatriots and not a predominant effort 

to conform somehow to a formula devised in Moscow. 

My analysis of Garaudy's work will concentrate on 

his critical tools and presuppositions rather than deal 

with his judgments on the writers he considers. By 

establishing the categories by which he judges art and the 

4 Roger Garaudy, Literature of the Graveyard (New 
York: International Publishers, 1948). 
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methodology he applies to arrive at his judgments, I 

hope to lay the basis for demonstrating the future evolu

tion and radical transformation of the whole critical 

process as practiced by Communists. 

Garaudy's book begins with an all-out attack 

against Sartrean existentialism. The ostensible pretext 

of this polemic is the content of Sartre's novels, their 

defeatist and nihilist positions as construed by Garaudy. 

In fact, there is almost no reference to the texts them

selves in the whole section dealing with Sartre. The 

reader is struck by the remarkable distance between the 

text and the criticism. 

Garaudy's primary tool in his dispute with Sartre 

is the use of a sort of vulgarized philosophical analysis. 

As an example of this vulgarization, I cite the following 

summation of Sartre's (indeed of all existentialists') 

philosophy: "Their central problem is constantly posed 

in the following terms: Why does something rather than 

nothing exist? Do X really exist? And do the things that 

surround me exist? Those are the fundamental themes of 

5 existentialism; ..." 

Without undertaking an involved analysis of 

existentialist thought, it is safe to say that even the 

casual student of existentialism will find it difficult to 

5Ibid., p. 8. 
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reduce the whole of existentialism to these few lines. In 

fact, the displacement of the focus of attention from the 

work of art in its own right to a sort of rough and ready 

analysis of the philosophy alleged to be contained in it 

is cause to speculate that Garaudy was far more comforta

ble in this domain than in the area of specifically 

literary criticism. 

As the argument evolves it becomes clear that one 

of Garaudy's objections to Sartre's position is that 

Sartre has chosen to remain outside of the Communist Party. 

The whole question arises in connection with a discussion 

of the meaning of freedom. Garaudy argues, "In a word, 

freedom is not a gift from heaven placed in my cradle, but 

a job begun by others, and at which I will work more 

effectively the more intelligently I associate myself with 

0 
others in the collective workshop of history." 

Of course, we are now in the area of the partisan

ship of the writer, his obligation to actively associate 

himself with the party of the proletariat and to reflect 

its goals in his work. The previous analysis of Soviet 

criticism of the thirties and especially of the Zhdanov 

period leaves no doubt as to the affinity between the 

methods employed by Garaudy and those current in the 

Soviet Union at that time. What is remarkable about this 

6 Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
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example of that approach is the crudity of its application. 

Garaudy does not even distinguish between the methodology 

of the critical realist, the writer living in bourgeois 

society while rejecting its values, and the socialist 

realist, who perceives of society as an organic whole and 

consciously tries to affect the destiny of society with 

his writing. The following quotation is from Luk£cs' 

Realism In Our Time, published in 1956, but the distinc

tion that Luk£cs defines here was already widely used by 

7 Marxists and was present even in his Writer and Critic, 

a collection of articles originally published in the 

thirties and forties. 

. . . Socialist realism differs from critical 
realism, not only in being based on a concrete 
socialist perspective, but also in using this per
spective to describe the forces working towards 
socialism from the inside. Socialist society is 
seen as an independent entity, not simply as a foil 
to capitalist society, or as a refuge from its 
dilemmas as with those critical realists who have 
come closest to embracing socialism. Even more 
important is the treatment of those social forces 
leading towards socialism; scientific, as against 
Utopian, socialism aims to locate those forces sci
entifically, just as socialist realism is concerned 
to locate those human qualities which make for the 
creation of a new social order. The revolt against 
the old order, against capitalism—the point of 
contact between critical realism and a socialist 

7 
Georg Luk£cs, Writer"and Critic (New York: Gro®-

set and Dunlap, 1970). The articles published in this 
book originally appeared in the thirties. That they were 
known to French Communist intellectuals is proven by the 
fact that Henri Lefebvre refers to Luk^cs' works in the 
"Introduction" to his Pascal (Paris: Nizan, 1948). 
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perspective—becomes a subordinate element in this 
wider context. 

There is another remarkable affinity between 

postwar Soviet criticism and Garaudy's analysis of Sartre. 

Garaudy crowns his attack on Sartre's definition of free

dom with the observation that, "... this obscurantism, 

despite Sartre's atheism, will lead more young people to 
g 

religious faith than to militant action." This argument 

is reminiscent of Zhdanov's attacks on Zhoshchenko and 

Akhmatova for their corruption of the youth and in a way 

ties in with the fundamental theme of Zhdanov's criticism. 

For Zhdanov and for Garaudy the function of literature 

is to participate in the formation of a militant cadre 

capable of combatting the bourgeoisie at a moment when 

both critics perceived that class to be in sharp decline. 

It is clear that for both of them the posing of problem

atics is an entirely inappropriate activity and that 

works framed in ambiguous terms, must be exposed or they 

will become potentially dangerous. 

A curious inconsistency emerges when Garaudy 

states: 

. . . As a matter of fact, the "ravages" of 
existentialism are very limited: It is not an 
epidemic that can grip a whole nation. This 
thinking severed from the real world has no hold 

a 
°Georg Luk£cs, Realism In Our Time (New York: 

Harper and Row, Publishers, 1964), pp. 93-94. 

9 Garaudy, Graveyard, p. 11. 
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on the working class, which is today the bearer 
of the golden rule of philosophy; thought is 
born of action, is action, serves action. It 
involves at most a titillation or mild fever af
fecting a few intellectuals who considered them
selves "demobilized" after the Resistance move
ment had played its part. 0 

The argument is fascinating since even in 1963 

the Polish Marxist philosopher, Adam Schaf.f, felt the 

need to deal with the threat of existentialism once 

more.^^ This is certainly a persistent sickness. Garaudy 

can refer to this movement on the one hand as a "titilla

tion or mild fever" while on the other hand he has spent 

quite some time proving not only that this philosophy is 

ill-founded, but that it is injurious to the cultivation 

of a correct perspective among the youth. 

In general, it can be said that Garaudy fails to 

come to grips with the work of art itself. His chapter 

on Sartre deals with no work in particular and seems cur

iously abstracted from the actual works he purported to 

study. The methodology employed is reductionist in the 

extreme and has as its final goal the arrival at a norma

tive judgment. This normative judgment in turn is defined 

in the narrowest interpretation of political utility. 

Garaudy's study of Mauriac in the same book is 

interesting because unlike Sartre, for whom Garaudy 

10 
Ibid., p. 15. 

"^Adam Schaff, A Philosophy of Man (New York: 
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1963). 
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obviously has the most undiluted distaste, Mauriac has 

earned his respect as a writer. Yet this respect is 

tempered by a rejection of what he perceives to be the 

impetus and ultimate impact of Mauriac's novels. Speaking 

of the concept of freedom held by the declining classes, 

Garaudy has this to say: "... This ersatz freedom, 

without content and without laws, is nothing but an im

potent revolt and an evasion of sordid and desperate 

reality. The most striking and also the finest literary 

expression of this view of the world is that offered to 

12 us in the works of Francois Mauriac." 

Garaudy then will view the work of Mauriac as a 

fine literary expression of a philosophically untenable 

position. I will show that in choosing this tack in his 

analysis of Mauriac he will be blind to a number of 

central problems. Nevertheless, the fact that these prob

lems are even touched on in this section of his book is the 

result of the change in approach that contrasts so markedly 

with his treatment of Sartre. 

From the very outset Garaudy is willing to take 

Mauriac on his own ground. For one thing it is evident 

that he has read Mauriac's novels and other writing and 

seems thereby to be prepared to let the writer state his 

own views in his own terms. For example, his conclusions 

12 Garaudy, Graveyard, p. 16. 
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as to the system of Mauriac's self-imposed limitations 

are based on a rather persuasive quotation where the 

author himself describes his method. "No drama can 

begin to live in my mind if I do not locate it in the 

places where I have always lived." 

This change of method on Garaudy's part is the 

main reason for his arriving at a far more compelling 

analysis of the shortcomings inherent in Mauriac's work. 

Garaudy is able to show that the moment that Mauriac's 

most forceful characters leave their natural habitat, 

they cease to be treated with the same power and depth 

that the author displayed when dealing with his preferred 

environment. Garaudy's point is that Mauriac is capable 

of relating to his characters, of describing them from the 

inside, as he puts it, as long as they do not outstep the 

bounds of his, Mauriac's, own ideological limitations. 

For Garaudy this self-imposed restraint is a 

limitation in the appeal of Mauriac's novels and one that 

makes him inferior to a writer of Balzac's breadth. Here 

Garaudy is grappling with the problem of determining the 

impact of an author's ideology on his literary creations. 

Is the true measure of an author's merit, as Engels sug

gests in his judgment of Balzac, his ability to overcome 

his own class perspective? How can a Marxist assert the 

determining influence of class struggle, and therefore of 

class affiliation, while at the same time leaving the way 
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open for an artist to rise above this influence? It is 

clear that for Garaudy this ability to step outside of 

one's own class is important. He considers it inadequate 

for a writer to explore the conflicts of the larger social 

context of which they are a part. Garaudy quite clearly 

also feels that the sensitive and forceful depiction of 

these conflicts does not suffice, but that the author must 

offer solutions. 

Garaudy has tripped up against one of the short

comings of his method; namely that he has not clearly 

defined the difference between the implicit or explicit 

political content of a work and its aesthetic impact. 

Furthermore it would appear that he has only dimly 

perceived the problem of identifying the specifically 

literary form of the ideological content of a work. In 

the passage cited he indicates that Mauriac's ideological 

perspective results in an aesthetic defect in the work. He 

is then operating on the assumption that narrowness of 

perspective leads to an aesthetically deficient portrayal 

of reality and specifically hampers the full development 

of character (Mauriac's characters are only believable in 

one milieu). This at least would be an interesting 

thesis to pursue, but instead of carrying through on this 

point, he asserts that the real shortcoming of Mauriac's 

approach is that in reading him one can never go beyond 

disgust. As Garaudy puts it, "Negation and refusal are 
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not revolutionary." In short, instead of giving us a 

potentially useful tool for relating class allegiance to 

literature, Garaudy has used literature as a pretext to 

attack the class loyalty of a writer. In so doing he has 

revealed his own suppositions as to the role of writer and 

critic. The writer's task, according to Garaudy, is to 

galvanize readers to revolution while the critic corrects 

their faulty politics and unmasks their true class affili

ation. 

Quoting at length from the section just cited, we 

find that Garaudy moves away from literary analysis at a 

point when he was quite close to confronting a central 

problem. 

Mauriac's misfortune is that he has never moved 
out of his class. When he judges it and detests 
it, he is still looking "from the inside" and the 
bourgeoisie does not go beyond this "inside." It 
gives birth to its own grave-diggers but does not 
carry them within itself. From the inside, the 
most that one can feel is "disgust"; and there lies 
the tragedy of Mauriac. 

. . .  I n  t r u t h ,  t h i s  r e p r o a c h  w i l l  s c a r c e l y  
affect him. For in that field he has no preten
sions as a philosopher; he is an artist. . . . In 
all of this I am not trying to detract from 
Mauriac's worth. By the impact of the characters 
he has created, he has flung a challenge at his 
models; he has had the will power not to leave 
them intact. I do not know if any of "his kind" 
have taken his accusations to heart. 

This is the critical point where Garaudy has the 

central question in his grasp and lets it slip by. In the 

13 Garaudy, Graveyard, pp. 19-20. 
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passage that follows he sharply criticizes Maruiac's 

despair of man and his rejection of every progressive 

concept. Yet Garaudy is seemingly unaware that he has 

missed one of the main weaknesses of his own method. 

If indeed Garaudy is so skeptical of the potential impact 

of Mauriac's admittedly forceful depiction of the degen

eracy of the bourgeoisie in his novels, then why should 

the writer be asked to carry out this sort of task at all? 

Garaudy's demand for conscious commitment on the part of 

the writer seems to relate to the potential educative 

value his work will have. That is why he is so critical 

of Sartre's adherence to a sort of subjectivist nihilism. 

Yet if Garaudy doubts the efficacy of even the most power

ful portrayal of bourgeois degeneracy, how can he continue 

to place such importance on the didactic function of 

literature? 

This is in fact a central question of Marxist 

aesthetics, namely just what is the educative function of 

literature? In the writings mentioned in the section on 

Marx and Engels, I have already discussed their aversion 

to the sort of overtly partisan literature that Garaudy 

seems to advocate, a literature of answers not questions. 

Nevertheless, one of Marx's most oft-quoted observations, 

in his third thesis on Feuerbach, is that "the educator 
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14' must educate himself." In the context of writing, this 

injunction could be interpreted to mean that the writer 

can legitimately be called on to explore and push back 

the confines of his own ideological frontiers. He should 

constantly strive to recognize his own prejudices, his 

own mental structures, especially since he is dealing 

with the very raw material from which those structures 

are erected, language. The demand for lucidity, not a 

clarity of style, but awareness of the strictures of the 

socially conditioned and normally unquestioned patterns of 

thought, constitutes one way in which the writer, regard

less of his politics, educates himself and his readers. 

Yet, for Garaudy, if this lucidity does not produce immed

iate political results, it has failed. 

Garaudy has not worked through carefully enough 

the dialectic of the influence of social origin or class 

loyalty on the work. Lacking also is a theoretically 

rigorous account of the potential impact of the work on 

the very social context from which it emerged. If a 

literary work is socially useful (or in the case of 

Sartre, socially dangerous and corrupting), then the pre

cise manner in which it exerts its influence must be 

carefully understood. 

14 Karl Marx, and Frederick Engels, Karl Marx a.nd 
Frederick Engels: Selected Works (New York: Internation
al Publishers, 1970), p. 28. 
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This theoretical inadequacy explains why Garaudy 

cannot go beyond a very superficial analysis. He reduces 

the value of a work to the ideas contained therein. This 

causes him to pass over contradictions in his analysis 

without being aware of them. A good example of this is 

his assertion that, "The novelist has never been able to 

kill Therese Desqueyroux, but politics has let her die or 

15 forgotten her. Her revolt is quite dead." Yet only 

shortly before he remarked on the challenge these charac

ters present to their models. Apparently they are very 

strikingly drawn yet politically ineffective. Garaudy 

does not touch on the specifically literary question of the 

relationship between the total impact of a work and char

acter depiction, opting instead to criticize Mauriac for 

the political inadequacy of his stance. 

The rest of the analysis of Mauriac consists 

exclusively of an exposition of the necessity for a 

struggle along class lines in order for man to attain his 

freedom. The climax of this section is Garaudy's defin

ition of commitment. "And we must not 'play around1 with 

the word Tcommitment.1 To commit oneself, without 

dodging or evading, means only one thing concretely: To 

take part in the struggle of the progressive forces, the 

16 vanguard of which is the working class." Since this is 

15 16 Garaudy, Graveyard, p. 20. Ibid., p. 23. 
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supposed to be a literary criticism, it is fair to 

conclude that Garaudy is defining not simply commitment 

by just anyone, but specifically the sort of adherence 

required by a writer in order for his works to be effec

tive weapons in the struggle for human freedom. 

Characteristically, the chapter ends with an admonition 

to the youth. 

The longest analysis in the book is devoted to 

17 Andre Malraux, who is considered to be of special sig

nificance because of the alternative that he offers to the 

type of commitment encouraged by Garaudy. Garaudy's 

attack on this pseudo-commitment is the most convincing 

piece of criticism in the book while at the same time 

partaking of the weaknesses evident elsewhere in his 

method. 

Garaudy attempts to weave several themes through 

his treatment of Malraux. The idea of commitment involves 

the taking on of responsibility by the writer for the 

impact of his work. That assumption of responsibility can 

only be understood in the context of a specific theory of 

how the writer presents his views and how those views 

affect the course of society. For Garaudy the question of 

responsibility is intimately linked to the presentation of 

the hero in the novel. As Garaudy develops his argument, 

17Ibid., pp. 24-47. 
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the hero is at once the embodiment of a specific set of 

class values while at the same time those values can be 

assigned to the author. Furthermore, he attempts to 

show that the novel has a specific class function, namely 

it serves to satisfy a thirst for "apocalyptic thrills" 

for the upper classes, while also preserving them from 

the necessity for revolutionary action. The writer, 

therefore, is himself the spokesman of a class and 

creates heroes who reflect and promote his world view. 

In six short sentences Garaudy sums up not only 

his assessment of Malraux but also his concept of the 

relationship between a writer, his class allegiance and 

his function in society. 

. . . These are the "ingredients" of every one 
of Malraux's novels: himself and a "background" 
designed to reveal him. A novel by Malraux is an 
extended reportage interlarded with philosophical 
dialogues between the author and variants of him
self . 

Here I am not criticizing the writer's talent, 
which is undeniably great, but the man who 
expresses himself in his art. This man interests 
me because he bears witness to an era, to a class, 
and to its decadence of which he is the fine 
flower. If he is a powerful artist, it is because 
he has admirably matched his backgrounds with his 
personality. Malraux offers us the complete prism 
of himself against an apocalyptic background.-1-° 

In these few sentences we have the essence of the 

assumptions underlying Garaudy's method. For Garaudy 

the novel is most significantly a vehicle for the 

"^Ibid. , p. 24. 
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expression of the individuality of a writer and the power 

of Malraux's works derive from the author's ability to 

match his background with his personality. 

In his approach to Malraux's novels, Garaudy shows 

evidence of a characteristic dualism that separates the 

writer's talent from the expression of his ideology. At 

times, Garaudy seems close to dealing with this problem, 

as in the case of Mauriac discussed earlier. However, in 

the passage cited above, the opposition between artistic 

genius and the decadence expressed in the work is set out 

in stark relief. From a Marxist perspective this dichotomy 

is unsatisfactory, combining as it does two hopelessly 

disparate concepts, both of which are antithetical to a 

truly Marxist grasp of literature. 

For the Marxist critic, the use of the word 

"talent" to explain the power of a writer must surely be a 

cause for embarrassment. The question immediately arises 

as to what constitutes this talent. To try to resolve 

the matter by saying that the writer's talent resides in 

his ability to somehow match his personality with his 

background will hardly do. A thorough-going materialist 

interpretation must of necessity take into account the 

actual work performed by the writer and the way that he 

fashioned the materials he inherited from society. 

After paying his respects to Malraux's talent, in 

passing, Garaudy gets to the real substantifique moelle, 
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the expression of the man that shines through in spite of 

the aforementioned talent. Garaudy perceives the novel to 

be the perfect and adequate reflection of Malraux in the 

form of the variants of himself. Garaudy uses two images 

to portray the relation of the writer to the society that 

at once formed him and will ultimately receive his work. 

On the one hand he is the "fine flower" of society's 

decadence and on the other hand he is a "complete prism" 

of himself. Garaudy has not succeeded in articulating 

the relationship between the writer and his background, 

and this is evident not only in literal equivocation but 

in his choice of images as well. 

Malraux is then, according to Garaudy, a product 

of his environment just as the flower grows from the 

(properly fertilized) soil. Likewise Malraux's work is 

completely identifiable with his personality, which was 

merely fragmented into the various characters of his works. 

This sort of criticism violates the most elementary rules 

of sociological analysis as practiced by Marx and Engels 

and reduces literary analysis to a sham. A complex per

sonality such as Malraux's can no more be explained by 

allusion to his supposed class allegiance (conscious or 

unconscious) than his work can somehow be reduced to the 

exposition of a continual interplay between aspects of 

his personality. Just as the individual is an exceedingly 
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complex intersection of influences and resists reduction 

to any one element, so also does a novel of any note defy 

analysis by a single formula. 

This contradiction is a systematic defect of the 

whole Stalinist vision of society, a vision which foresook 

the Marxist analysis of the uneven development of society 

and substituted the vulgar sociological dogma advanced 

by Zhdanov. It will be remembered that one of Zhdanov's 

most noteworthy contributions to the nascent discipline 

of vulgar sociology was his observation that decadent 

societies produce decadent literature. However, Zhdanov 

has a somewhat more sensitive nose for contradiction than 

Garaudy so he denied that works of any power could be 

produced by writers living in bourgeois societies unless 

they adopted a socialist perspective. To the extent that 

Garaudy makes this approach the basis for his analysis of 

a writer, relegating all contradictions to the realm of 

ideology while the work itself is seen as a product of 

even texture, free of contradiction in its reflection of 

the values of the writer and the class whose needs he 

fulfills, to this extent his critique remains mechanical 

and sterile. 

However, this treatment of Literature of the 

Graveyard would itself be one-sided and mechanical if no 

mention were made of Garaudy's very perceptive analysis of 
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the theme of death in Malraux's work. In particular, his 

account of Malraux's use of "ersatzes for death" is most 

interesting. He offers an explanation for the fact that 

a class which covetously holds onto the status quo satis

fies its need for action through an insatiable demand 

for a sort of risk-free adventure. Malraux's novels, 

according to Garaudy, satisfied this need since they 

offer substitutes for death in the form of the depiction 

of the "ecstasy toward the depths" whether by alcohol, 

drugs, terrorism, or adventure. Politically this theme 

offers the bourgeoisie no threat while it indulges their 

fascination with danger. 

Garaudy in his conclusion explicitly states the 

assumptions that run through his analyses of Sartre, 

Mauriac, and Malraux. For Garaudy the choice of social 

milieu is never a matter that the artist determines on 

technical or literary grounds. For him, class consider

ations predominate in this choice. Again and again he 

stresses the relationship between themes and character 

depiction and the decadent society they reflect: "The 

invasion of decay into art has a precise meaning: The 

class which had made culture into a kind of noble privi

lege has entered into a decadence beyond repair. 

. Rotting capitalism has an art of rottenness. 

19 Garaudy, Graveyard, p. 61. 
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This mechanical equation of society with culture 

demonstrates the theoretical poverty that Althusser 

lamented in the passage cited at the beginning of this 

chapter. It represents as well a lack of understanding 

even of basic principles of Marxist theory in dealing 

20 with culture. Literature is reduced to ideology, 

ideology is related to the economic base with breath

taking transparency and the base itself is seen in the 

most undifferentiated and sectarian terms. Aesthetic 

considerations are resolved with the use of mystifications 

like "talent," while ideological analysis is carried out 

mechanically and dogmatically. These faults are a 

catastrophic legacy that Marxists have been trying to 

live down ever since Garaudy and others like him advanced 

them. 

Lefebvre's Alternative: Pascal 

Lest the reader proceed with the impression that 

the Party was destitute of competent critics, during the 

post-war period, it is useful to examine Henri Lefebvre's 

21 Pascal in order to establish that Zhdanovism did not 

utterly prevail. An analysis of this book will show not 

only that an alternative Communist approach existed even 

20 For a general description of the Marxist approach 
to culture, see Maynard Solomon, Marxism and Art (New York: 
Vintage Books, 1973). 

21 Henri Lefebvre, Pascal (Paris: Nisan, 194S). 
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during the heyday of Zhdanovism, but it will be a 

valuable point of reference in the ensuing debate sur

rounding the work of Lucien Goldmann. 

Since it is not ray aim to discuss specifically 

the actual analysis of Pascal's work that Lefebvre carried 

out but rather to determine his methodology, I will refer 

exclusively to his second volume. This volume is of 

particular interest since in its introduction Lefebvre 

replies to a number of critics, both from within and with

out the Party and in so doing he reveals his critical ; 

approach. Especially significant are his replies to 

Party critics who cite Zhdanov as their authority in 

attacking alleged weaknesses in Lefebvre's work. 

Lefebvre deals with his critics seriously, even 

when their objections are ludicrous. The Zhdanovites 

asserted that Lefebvre had demonstrated an unseemly sym

pathy for Jansenism and, even worse, had evidenced "une 

22 complaisance pour le vocabulaire existentialiste." 

After reading Garaudy's Literature of the Graveyard, one 

can easily imagine that this charge was intended to be 

utterly devastating. In his reply, Lefebvre reminds his 

critics that the incriminating vocabulary was not origi

nally existentialist, but in fact the incriminating 

terms, especially "der^lection" were borrowed from the 

Christian tradition and were, therefore, entirely - • 

22Ibid., p. 8. 
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As for the charge that he was unduly sympathetic to 

Pascal's religious perspective, Lefebvre advances a 

defense remarkable for its variance with Zhdanovite 

orthodoxy. 

. . . ne fautril pas revendiquer le droit, 
pour l'historien marxiste, d'employer par moments 
11 "intuition"—c'est-El-dire une certaine vision 
int^rieure, un certain sentiment direct de la 
"subjectivity"—afin de mieux comprendre ceux 
qu'il veut determiner ob.iectivement? Ne faut-il 
pas essayer de se placer par moments de leur point 
de vue, dans leur perspective, et (si possible) 
dans 'leur conscience, pour les voir tels qu'ils se 
voyaient eux-m§mes?23 

He goes on to affirm that this method will allow for a 

better differentiation between men of the same epoch, 

that it will allow for a fuller evaluation of their 

experience, sincerity, as well as permitting judgment on 

the quality of their ideas and works. The perceptions 

gained from such an exercise will, Lefebvre claims, give 

the critic the necessary insights to determine the dis

tance between the subjective aspirations of the writer 

and the objective role that his ideas played in history 

as seen from our vantage point. In support of this 

thesis Lefebvre cites Lenin's requirement that Marxist 

analysis of any social phenomenon proceed not simply in 

one direction, but that it simultaneously relate base to 

23Ibid., p. 9. 
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superstructure, the external to the internal and the 

subjective to the objective. 

In this short passage he has already confronted 

two of the most characteristic features of Zhdanovist 

criticism, namely, its refusal to admit the complexity of 

social relations and their depiction in the arts and its 

neglect of the dialectical approach in assessing social 

phenomena. The methodological identification of the 

critic with the author, however, is hardly materialist 

and is in fact flagrantly subjectivist. 

The abandonment of the dialectical method in 

analyzing literature resulted in the sort of mechanistic 

approach evident in both Zhdanov's and Garaudy's assertion 

that decadent societies produce decadent literature. Typ

ically Zhdanovist criticism devalues the influence of the 

individual by reducing the complex relationship between 

the individual and society to his relationship to the 

struggle between ruling class ideology and the ideology of 

the class seeking to displace the ruling class. Lefebvre 

proposes instead that the critic take into full account 

the social complexity of the era he is considering and 

that complexity eludes the critic who is incapable of 

placing himself inside the writer's world. 

Anticipating the objection that this methodology 

abandons scientific objectivity for subjectivism, Lefebvre 

notes that all research concerning the writer's subjective 
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make-up must be measured against history especially by 

means of constant reference to the social and economic 

base. This historical analysis will encompass the sub

jectivity of the writer including his ideology, his con

sciousness of his ideology and his- illusions of his ideology. 

Lefebvre furthermore attacks the pretense of 

objectivity assumed by his critics. 

. . . Objectivisme se complete toujours, ob-
scurement ou perfidement, selon le cas, avec des 
"jugements de valeur" que l'on fait passer sous 
couvert de 1'objectivite prfetendue. La m^thode 
objective approfondie, en englobant l'£tude his-
torique des conditions mat£rielles, la "subjecti
vity" des hommes £tudi6s, et enfin la prise de 
position vis-5.-vis des ideologies, d£passe it la 
fois 1'objectivisme simpliste et les "jugements 
de valeur" qui le dissimulent et le complfetent en 
apparence. 

While it would be an exaggeration to claim that 

Lefebvre is borrowing uncritically from the existentialist 

methodology, it must still be noted that the methodological 

attempt to see a writer from within his own perspective 

represents an effort to come to grips with the existential

ist objection to Marxist criticism, namely that it can only 

analyze the work by means of set categories that do little 

to reveal the peculiarity of each work and each author. 

Lefebvre attempts to explain the "conscience 

tragique" in terms of the socio-economic conditions 

24Ibid., p. 10. 
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prevalent in the 17th century. In this respect he is no 

different from other Marxist literary critics. Lefebvre's 

originality rests in his aversion for simplistic reductions 

that are incompatible with the dialectical method. Specif

ically he refuses to read history or literature as a linear 

advance of the progressive materialist though routing 

idealist trends. "De plus, la lutte du materialises contre 

1' id^alisme ne peut se comparer §, un match de football entre 

deux €quipes, celle de penseurs id^alistes et celle des 

matSrialistes!"25 

Lefebvre argues rather that a truly dialectical 

approach requires that the critic discover in each work the 

"grain of truth" which distinguishes it from the dominant 

ideology. This grain of truth may not be accessible to a 

mere analysis of the superficial content or philosophical 

implications of the work in question. In the case of Pascal , 

Lefebvre points out that an inversion takes place whereby 

the materialist content of his earlier work is submerged: 

. . . Apr&s la f^condation par l'€tude de la 
nature, la pens^e de Pascal a traverse une crise 
philosophique, en meme temps qu'une Elaboration 
de type esthetique (dans un but d'apologie de la 
religion chr€tienne) qui aboutit &, ce chef-d'oeuvre 
lyrique et passionn£: les "Pens^es." Dans les 
brouillons de Pascal, le mat^rialisme physique 
disparait comme tel; soumis a une pression d'ordre 
politico-tlieologique, il r^apparait sous forme de 
contradiction h 1'int€rieur de 1'apolog^tique et 
du "fidSisme."26 

25Ibid., p. 13. 26Ibid., pp. 13-14. 
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While Lefebvre leaves no doubt that he is 

identifying with his subject, he points out that the 

critic has a duty to indicate to what extent "ces hommes 

et ces oeuvres g^niales sortent des limites ^troites de 

repr^sentants moyens de leur temps et de leur classe." 

This approach is precisely the opposite of the 

Zhdanovist approach which seeks to show not how men can 

overcome the limitations imposed on them by their class 

and their own historical situation, but rather how they are 

slaves to its influence. Zhdanov accords an inordinate 

importance to the class origin of the individual which he 

then uses to explain the supposed weaknesses he detects in 

that person's work. Thus Akhmatova was from an aristo

cratic background so her work can be reduced to a pining 

for the good old days. Zoshchenko for his part during the 

twenty's was an active member of the petty bourgeois 

literary circle, the Serapion Brothers, a fact which 

accounts for his alleged anti-Soviet inclinations. 

Lefebvre even hints at a theme which will become 

much more prominent in the latter part of the sixties and 

the seventies when he suggests that one measure of the 

genius of a writer is his ability to see beyond the hori

zons of his class and time, discovering his own limits. 

This idea combined with Lefebvre*s rejection of content 

as the sole criteria for measuring a writer's objective 

impact and importance, seem to indicate that Lefebvre 
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was already thinking in terms remarkably similar to those 

of the left structuralists of the fifties and sixties. 

In particular, when he refers to this horizon as being 

"invisible et bouch§ pour les autres" he seems to suggest 

the same sort of definition of the progressiveness 

advanced by Barthes; namely, that it is the unseen and 

unconscious level of the influence of dominant ideology 

("1'ecriture bourgeoise," for example) that is the real 

battleground of writers. 

Consistent with the methodology he outlines, 

Lefebvre proceeds to explore the contradictions of a 

great thinker torn between his devotion to science and 

the anti-rationalist ideology of his religious faith. 

Much of the importance for Marxists of this work lies in 

its use of the most up-to-date research on the concrete 

social and historical conditions of the period as a 

prelude to forming conclusions. It will be remembered 

that even for Marx and Engels there existed the problem 

of would-be Marxists who neglected the necessary research, 

preferring to begin with the conclusion and manufacture 

the supporting data afterward. There is no evidence of 

this tendency in Lefebvre's Pascal. In this respect his 

method presents one more contrast with the Zhdanovist 

approach which typically neglected concrete reality in 

favor of ready-made conclusions. 
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It is worth noting the purpose made of the data 

marshalled by Lefebvre. His argument is that Pascal's 

Pensees cannot be understood adequately merely by reference 

to the conflict of his ideology (in this case his Jansenism 

versus his work in science), but that the dominant element 

is his complex subjectivity. "Chez Pascal . . . l'£l£raent 

proprement id^ologique (abstrait out conceptuel) est en 

definitive subordonn£ au c6t£ subjectif. Et cela en prin-

cipe, dans l'id^ologie m§me qui glisse vers 1'analyse de 

la conscience "priv^e." Ensuite, concrfetement, dans 

27 l'oeuvre, qui tend vers le lyrisme et 1'Eloquence persuasive." 

The whole study is then an attempt to reconstruct 

the individuality of Pascal as seen in the conflicts he 

confronts throughout his Pensees. Lefebvre*s Pascal in no 

way resembles the Sartre or Malraux of Garaudy in their one 

dimensionality and seemingly total domination by bourgeois 

ideology. Lefebvrers Pascal is, on the contrary, a total 

man who lives his ideological contraditions subjectively. 

. . . Qu'apporte done la lecture des 
Pensees? Nous y rencontrons, non pas tant un 
philosophe qu'un auteur, amis un auteur qui est 
un homme. Ni l'id^ologie en g€n6ral, ni une 
id£ologie particuli&re—la religion, par 
exemple—ne peuvent s'expreimer completement 
par des concepts sans 1'expression subjective, 
esth^tique, de 1'homme qui les accepte. Dans 
1'expression conceptuelle, le sujet s'estompe ou 
disparaSt.28 

27Ibid., p. 235. 28Ibid. 
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It is precisely this subject, the very individuality of 

Pascal, that part of him which exceeds formulation by 

any one ideology that Lefebvre attempts to reconstruct 

by his methodology. This emphasis on the peculiar, on 

the individuality of the author is flawed by his assump

tion of Pascal's identity. 

While his methodology is defective, Lefebvre 

created a space for other critics to move in. The respect 

he still commanded in the Party made his resistance to 

Zhdanovism a valuable precedent for subsequent critics. 

This is an important factor and one that in itself pro

vides a fundamental contrast with the state of affairs in 

the Soviet Union. By all accounts, when Zhdanov issued 

the report of the Central Committee on the journals 

Leningrad and Zvezda, there was little or no debate. 

Certainly the later course of Soviet criticism would lead 

one to assume that there were many critics who found the 

approach laid down by Zhdanov unworkable but they 

refrained from challenging his authority. This is under

standable, after all, because Zhdanov was not speaking 

solely on his own behalf, but as a representative of the 

Central Committee of the Communist Party. In the French 

CP, however, the situation was rather different in that 

there did not appear to be a total domination of the field 

of literary criticism by the Zhdanovist faction. Thus the 
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tendency, so frequently remarked by bourgeois analysts 

of the French CP, to resolve disputes by administrative 

measures was tempered by the existence of a deeply rooted 

non-Zhdanovist approach exemplified by Lefebvre. As we 

shall see when we discuss Crouzet's article on Goldmann, 

his work is cited as a point of departure for future Party 

criticism. 

Existentialist Criticism: Sartre's 
Qu'est-ce que la literature? 

The publication of Jean-Paul Sartre's Qu'est-ce 

que la littgrature? in 1948, while conceived by the author 

as a retort to his critics from the right, was also in the 

concrete situation of the post-war period bound to be an 

important point of comparison with the policies of the 

Party. It is therefore useful to examine the principal 

theses of this work the better to understand how it 

relates to the Party thinking in literary criticism and 

to compare it to the somewhat later structuralist approach 

evident in Barthes's Le degre zero de l'ecriture. These 

three currents can then be analyzed to determine which of 

their components survived in the evolution of the Party's 

literary theory. 

In the remarks preceding the first chapter, 

Sartre makes it perfectly clear that he has been stung by 

criticism from the right concerning his effort to make 

literature more engagee. His tactic is to deal with the 
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problem of language as it regards the central question 

of the level on which a writer participates in the social 

life of his time. Sartre is specifically addressing the 

argument that the arts are debased by any attempt to har

ness them to partisan political tasks. This view, in 

turn, depends on the rejection of all utilitarian and 

cognitive role for the arts leaving them with the sole 

function of distracting or amusing a public. In short, 

the arts, according to this view, are purely for enjoy

ment. The argument asserts that while language does, 

in fact, have meaning and concedes that meaning carries 

implicit in itself political significance, this is not 

the true function of literature. To support this con

tention, it is pointed out that it is impossible to find 

political content in music or, for that matter, in poetry, 

or at least on a level of primary importance. 

Sartre's retort is typically existentialist in that 

he is quick to observe that after all literature is not 

music and to frame the argument as if there were a paral

lel to draw between music and literature is to be wrong 

from the outset. Sartre, for his part, begins by pro

claiming the absolute irreducibility of the various 

domains: "Le prosateur ecrit, c'est vrai, et le poete 

ecrit aussi. Mais entre ces deux actes d'£crire il n'y 

a de commun que le mouvement de la main qui trace les 

lettres. Pour le reste leurs univers demeurent 
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incommunicables et ce qui vaut pour l'un ne vaut pas 

29 
pour 1'autre. La prose est utilitaire par essence ..." 

While in poetry words are treated as objects 

having their own special and central interest for the 

artist, in prose words are used to apprehend objects. The 

question is not whether the words are pleasing in and of 

themselves but rather if they correctly grasp the reality 

they set out to describe. The organizing principle for 

prose is then the desire to share the results of writing. 

Clarity of style is then proof of the writer's overriding 

concern with the communication of something other than 

the simple assertion of his intuition as evidenced in his 

use of language. Clarity is evidence of the use of 

language as a vehicle for the transmitting of a content. 

This content which merits the effort to attain clarity is 

proof of the existence of a transcending hierarchy of 

values which determine precisely what is worth communi

cating. 

It must be remarked that Sartre has here touched 

upon one of the central themes of subsequent (i.e., 

Althusser's article in La Pens£e, Juin, 1970, "Appareils 

ideologiques d'etat") Marxist criticism in the seventies. 

In the most elementary decision of the selection of the 

limits (content, theme) of the work the author reveals 

29 
Jean-Paul Sartre, Qu'est-ce que la literature? 

(Paris: Editions Gallimard, 1948), p. 26. 
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his own conceptual framework which can then be seen to 

delimit the work in a decisive way. This line of argument 

in the hands of Macherey and then Vernier becomes the 

basis for a whole new approach to literary criticism in 

the ideological tradition but with the difference that 

instead of the older and more traditional method with its 

insistence on the actual ideological content of the work, 

the newer method concentrates on what is not in the text. 

This, then, becomes a criticism of absence in the sense 

that those problems which cannot be fully articulated in 

the works are nevertheless present in the forms of con

tradictions, equivocations and simply blank spaces which 

are the terrain which the author cannot traverse for the 

simple reason that his ideological apparatus renders 

these matters invisible (see Macherey's analysis of Jules 

30 Verne's works). 

Another Sartrean contribution to the evolution of 

Marxist thought in literature is his analysis of the 

manner in which the act of writing in its capacity of 

naming things (people, ideas) is of primary ideological 

significance. 

. . . Parler, c'est agir: toute chose qu'on 
nomme n'est deja plus tout a fait la raeme, elle a 
perdu son innocence. Si vous nomraez la conduite 
d'un individu vous la lui rev^lez: il se voit. 

30 Pierre Macherey, Pour une th^orie de la produc
tion litteraire (Paris: Maspero, 1974). 
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Et comme vous la nomraez, en m§me temps, & tous 
les autres, il se salt vu dans le moment qu'il 
se volt; son geste furtTf, qu'il oubliait en 
le faisant, se met & exister 6norm€ment, £l ex-
ister pour tous, il s'intdgre eL 1'esprit ob-
jectif, il prend des dimensions nouvelles, il 
est recup£r£. Apr&s cela comment voulez-vous 
qu'il agisse de la m§me raanifere?^! 

What we have here, then, is an account of the 

transformational impact of writing which, when it was 

written, was a timely contribution. Seen in the terms 

outlined by Sartre, literature does indeed have a didactic 

function of major social importance. Yet from several 

points of view this explanation is inadequate in that it 

then would appear that the transformational character of 

the depiction would be dissipated once the specific cir

cumstance to which it addressed itself passed. We are 

then left at an impass to account for the persistence of 

the sensation of relevance of a text long after the 

specific conditions which it describes have disappeared. 

The retort that these are somehow eternal situations and 

therefore have eternal relevance falls into the basest 

bourgeois vision of the immutability of the human condi

tion, and we are then only a short step from justifying 

existing structures. The problem with this analysis is 

one that in a strange way Sartre shares with Garaudy in 

the sense that they both seem to adhere to a theory of 

reflection which pre-supposes a transparent language and 

33 Sartre, Litterature, p. 29. 
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a material deja-la reflected in this language. Consider 

only for example, "Et le style, bien sur, fait la valeur 

de la prose. Mais il doit passer inapercu. Puisque les 

mots sont transparents et que le regard les traverse, il 

32 serait absurde de glisser parmi eux des vitres d£polies."_ 

On the other hand he does not allow his argument to degen

erate into the utilitarian approach suggested by Garaudy's 

analysis in Literature of the Graveyard. Sartre is 

clearly circumscribing the field of action for the writer 

to the domain of "parole" and yet offering his explana

tion of the efficacy of this action consistent with the 

specificity of the medium. Thus Sartre admits quite 

openly that this is very much a secondary level of action 

and cannot be construed as immediately effective on the 

political scene. This would in fact amount to a total 

confusion as to the nature of literature and Sartre's 

clairvoyance on this matter is perhaps the most striking 

difference between him and Garaudy in the immediate post

war years. 

In one area Sartre is in large measure in agreement 

with orthodox Soviet and French Communist literary theory. 

He unequivocally advances the position that content pre

cedes style, although he also maintains that content does 

not determine style. Content is simply antecedent to style. 

32 Ibid., p. 32. 
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Now this attitude marks the clearest distance between 

Sartre's analysis and that of Robbe-Grillet. In both of 

these cases the position is advanced that the choice of 

style is a decision in which one may read partisanship or 

at the very least the efficacy of partisanship on a much 

more significant level than that of the content. More 

of this later, but it is an important point to bear in 

mind for the affinities it seems to suggest between 

Sartre's analysis of this period, that of the soon to be 

prominent structuralist critics and to an extent the 

companion movement in the avant-garde nouveau roman. 

In his analysis of the role of criticism Sartre is 

once more strangely in accord with positions sounded a 

quarter-century later. For Sartre, the critic moves most 

comfortably among objects and thus most often abstracts 

writing from the context in which it was conceived. The 

critic reduces this writing to values which he can embrace, 

even when passing from author to author whose values are 

in stark opposition. What makes this all-embracing 

acceptance possible is precisely the fact that the critic 

has treated the book as an object; whereas in real life 

he would have to take a stand, in literature he can merely 

contemplate. To assure that nothing disturbs his tran

quillity, the critic must remove all trace of living 

conflict and drama from the works. 
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. . .  L e u r s  r a i s o n n e m e n t s ,  i l  f a u t  q u ' i l s  l e s  
d^sarment d'abord, comrae le temps a fait pour 
ceux des classiques, qu'ils les fassent porter 
sur des sujets qui n'int^ressent personne ou sur 
des Veritas si generales que les lecteurs en 
soient convaincus c'avance; leurs id^es, il faut 
qu'ils leur donnent un air de profondeur, mais eL 
vide, et qu'ils les forment de telle mani&re • 
au'elles s'expliquent gvidemment par une enfance 
malheureuse, une haine d£class£e, ou un amour in-
cestueux.33 

In his devastating critique of criticism which seeks only 

to find the eternally human in every work, Sartre pre

figures a major theme of Communist criticism of the late 

sixties and the early seventies. Of course, Sartre carries 

out his criticism in the context of his wider defense of 

engagement, a consciously accepted social responsibility, 

while for later critics this argument would be conducted 

in terms that suggested that on formal and linguistic 

levels literature is plunged in social sense, regardless 

of the writer's intention. 

Here, however, Sartre takes off in a direction 

later to be rejected by most Marxist critics and yet it 

must be said that his framing of the issue is altogether 

evocative of the general problematic addressed by the 

critics of the seventies. Sartre attempts to describe 

the frontiers of the expressed and the unsaid in its 

relationship to the reader; the general problem is to 

determine to what extent the reader is actively engaged 

33 Sartre, Litterature, p. 41. 
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in the creation (or recreation) of the work. Sartre 

maintains that every work is made up not only of content 

present, but is just as surely structured by silences. 

These silences, however, are artfully conceived so that 

we are drawn in and participate in the filling of the 

voids, and in that sense in creating the work, but the 

whole while we are guided by the author. We pour our

selves into the work, yet we are at the same time formed 

by the author. It is important to note then that these 

are not the silences of which Macherey speaks in his 

Pour une theorie. Sartre is not referring to the 

ideological presuppositions of the writer which on the 

one hand shape and inhabit his work, yet at the same time 

act to carve out voids, chasms which the ideology cannot 

traverse and indeed cannot even define. 

It is perhaps also worth noting in the context of 

the constellation formed by Sartre, Lefebvre, and Barthes, 

that Sartre is also speaking against a conception of the 

literary work as text. Indeed the whole thrust of this 

section is directed against any critical method which sees 

the text as a fixed entity forming a whole which could 

then be isolated from the historical conditions in which 

it was conceived. 

Marxism has never had a fully developed theory of 

the aesthetic response. Sartre's discussion of this 
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matter is, therefore, of prime interest as a part of a 

left theory of literature. We have already seen that for 

the Soviet critics of this period the whole matter is 

eluded in Zhdanov's remark that Soviet writers are 

called on to do much more than write good stories. We 

will also see that for Barthes the aesthetic response 

seems to be a non-issue and when it can be read into his 

analysis, he seems to say that it is very much tied to 

the quality of literature whereby it constantly draws 

attention to itself by its formal devices (such as the 

use of the "passe simple"). Lefebvre on the other hand 

links aesthetic pleasure to knowledge in the sense that 

his book is a closely argued and extensively documented 

attempt to show that in order to properly appreciate 

Pascal, one must confront the historical reality of 

Pascal's society. 

The aesthetic response according to Sartre is 

defined as the pleasure which derives from the assuming 

of the responsibility of the reader, taking into account 

that the reader is absolutely free. Yet the reader, too, 

for his part must accept that the writer is free. This, 

for Sartre, is the sine qua non for an authentic relation

ship between the reader and the writer. If that is the 

case, however, then Sartre draws the conclusion that 

there is a firm link between the moral and the aesthetic 

responses. 
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. . . Car puisque celui qui €crit reconnait, 
par le fait m§me qu'il se donne la peine d'€crire, 
la liberty de ses lecteurs, et puisque celui qui 
lit, du seul fait qu'il ouvre le livre, reconnait 
la libert# de l'gcrivain, l'oeuvre d'art, de quel-
que c6t£ qu'on la prenne, est un acte de confiance 
dans la liberty des hommes. . . . Ainsi n'y a-t-il 
que de bons et de mauvais romans. Et le mauvais 
roman. est celui qui vise & plaire en flattant au 
lieu que le bon est une exigence et un acte de foi. 
. . . Mais personne ne saurait supposer un instant 
qu1 on puisse 6crire un bon roman k la louange de 
1'antis&nitisme.34 

Thus in a certain sense there is agreement between 

Sartre and the Soviets as well as with the French Communist 

Party. For all of them the value of a work cannot be 

discerned by an analysis of the formal configuration of 

its elements. In fact, a proper understanding of the 

aesthetic response must take into account considerations 

which are in the final analysis political. Sartre's 

example is anti-Semitism, yet the Soviets might point out 

that the choosing of sides during their Civil War was 

equally a matter of recognizing man's liberty, or at least 

by the position that the author took one could infer an 

attitude toward mankind in general. 

This formulation, linking as it does the aesthetic 

to the moral, is very problematic for Marxist criticism. 

Although Sartre's locating of freedom as the centerpiece 

of his argument is inconsistent with a materialist analy

sis, he agrees with post-war Party critics that a link 

34 Sartre, Littgrature, p. 79. 
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exists. Here one might recall Lenin's analysis of Tolstoy 

and his judgment of the value of Averchenko's book, 

discussed above. In both cases Lenin praised the books 

in spite of the hostility of both of these authors to 

socialism. While it is hard to imagine Lenin defining 

an anti-Semitic work as aesthetically satisfying, this is 

a matter of degree. In"fact, as soon as one tries to 

get away from racism (and it would even be possible to 

make a case for the position that to advocate the con

tinued existence of tsardom was in a way to condone racism 

in view of that government's systematic practice of 

airti-semitisnj), and to take up more thorny political issues, 

Sartre's criterion for aesthetic response becomes less 

useful. It would seem then that the existentialist 

response which relies so heavily on its radically individu

alist analysis of freedom is at odds with the position of 

the Party orthodoxy which links aesthetics to correct 

politics. The existentialist response is also at odds 

with the Brechtian model in which the pleasure obtained 

from any activity is directly related to the individual's 

ability to participate and transform himself in the process 

of the experience. 

In view of Garaudy's contention that Sartre was in 

fact a writer of the ruling class and that in the final 

analysis his work served the interests of that class, it 

is interesting to see how Sartre addresses himself to the 
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question of "Pour qui £crit-on?" It is indeed striking to 

read his analysis which continues to assert the vital link 

between society and literature. 

. . . On ne peut 6crire sans public et sans mythe— 
sans un certain public que les circonstances his-
toriques ont fait, sans un certain mythe de la 
litt£rature qui depend, en une'tr^s large mesure, 
des demandes de ce public. En un mot l'auteur est 
en situation, comme tous les autres hommes. Mais 
ses Merits, comme tout projet humain, enferment eL 
la fois, pr6cisent et d£passent cette situation, 
l'expliquent m§me et la fondent, tout de m§me que 
11id6e de cercle explique et fonde celle de la ro
tation d'un segment.35 

This resistance to the tendency to dissolve the 

work into the larger category of eternally human verities 

is Sartre's tactic in retaining firm contact between the 

work and society. In this concern he is firmly in the 

tradition of phenomenologists who devote much energy to 

the struggle against reductionist tendencies. Yet it is 

perhaps interesting to note that in insisting on the 

predominantly expository role of prose Sartre is himself 

guilty' of a sort of reduction. How can one analyze Flau

bert, for example, without taking note of the way that he 

changed French prose on the level of language? Here then 

is a central problem for Sartre in that Flaubert achieved 

that very limpidity of language which Sartre privileged as 

the prerequisite for prose to be an efficient vehicle for 

thought content. Yet Flaubert's effort was directed in 

Ibid.j p. 184. 
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precisely the opposite direction from that envisaged by 

Sartre for he aspired to nothing less than writing about 

nothing. It was his aim to reduce content to zero. To 

this end he fashioned his own peculiar literary language 

which managed by its very transparency to point to itself. 

Certainly Flaubert was a problem for Party critics. 

It must be apparent from the preceding that Sartre 

was, in fact, absorbed in working through the same 

problems which occupied Party critics in this period. 

Garaudy, although in a much cruder form, comes to essen

tially the same conclusions as Sartre. He, too, is 

inclined to make his assessment of a work on the basis of 

an ethical (ideological, political) analysis. Of course, 

his values are, to quite some extent, different from 

Sartre's. Now these problems are of central importance, 

for on their solution depends nothing less than the 

critic's attitude toward his own literary heritage. Using 

Sartre's or Garaudy's criteria, how should a progressive 

react to Pascal? This is the question which Lefebvre 

takes up and which plagues Party critics well into the 

sixties. 

The Structuralist Challenge: Barthes' 
Le degrg z&ro de l'ecriture 

The publication of Barthes1 Le degre zero de l'ecri

ture opened a gaping fissure in the whole theory underlying 

previous Marxist criticism of literature. Yet while 
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Barthes' insights required a new approach to literature. 

He repeatedly indicates the existence of a relationship 

between social realitv and the process of dcriture. Tnus 

he states _at the outset of the book. 

. . . Ainsi le choix, puis la responsabilite d'une 
ecriture, designent une liberte, mais cette liber
ty n'a pas les mdmes limites selon les differents 
moments de l'Histoire. II n'est pas donn£ 3, 
l'gcrivain de choisir son Ecriture dans une sorte 
d'arsenal intemporel des formes litt^raires. 
C'est sous la pression de l'Histoire et de la 
tradition, que s1£tablissent les €critures possi
bles d'un ecrivain donne . . . .36 

The passage quoted above is particularly. 

interesting in that it tends to question not only the basis 

for a Marxist criticism, but it also circumscribes the 

area within which the writer may exert his liberty, a 

central concern of Sartre's. Le degrg zgro de 1'Ecriture 

forced a basic rethinking of previously practiced criti

cism and, therefore, is deserving of close analysis.. 

Barthes* first point is that literature is not just 

one more vehicle for the expression of a reality existing 

outside of literature. He thereby puts into question the 

Zhdanovist concept of Lenin's notion of "reflection," 

whereby exterior reality is somehow mirrored in the cul

tural production of a society. Specifically, Zhdanovist 

theory postulates a one-to-one equivalence between the 

economic system of a society and the type of culture 

•^Roland Barthes, Le degre zero de 1'ecriture 
Paris: Editions Gonther, 1953, p. 19. 
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produced by that society. Zhdanovist criticism tends to 

reduce all trends, stylistic peculiarities and literary 

devices to the influence of an all-pervasive infrastructure 

(i.e., the social relations of production) ignoring the 

staggered development of different sectors of the society 

as well as the internal coherency and influence of the 

cultural institutions themselves. Barthes strikes right 

at the heart of this approach by rejecting the concept of 

the transparency of language. 

Barthes makes a critical distinction between the 

spoken language and gcriture. 

. . . Toutes les <§critures pr^sentent un carac-
t£re de cloture qui est Stranger au langage parle. 
L'ecriture n'est nullement un instrument de commun
ication, elle n'est pas une voie ouverte par oil 
passerait seulement une intention de langage. 
C'est tout un d^sordre qui s'^coule a travers la 
parole, et lui donne ce mouvement d€vor6 qui le 
maintient en £tat d'£ternel sursis. A l1inverse 
l'ecriture est un langage durci qui vit sur lui-
m@me et n'a nullement la charge de confier £, sa 
propre dur6e une suite mobile d'approximations, 
mais au contraire d'imposer, par l'unit£ et 1'ombre 
de ses signes, 1'image d'.une parole construite bien 
avant d'etre invent^e.^ 

Barthes seems to be on the verge of a formalist assertion 

of the total independence of art from social reality, but it 

soon becomes clear that this is not his intent. In fact 

what Barthes is trying to point out is the fact that 

literature is a use of language that calls attention to 

itself. To this degree he is in accord with the formalists 

37Ibid., p! 21. 
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who located the specificity of literature in the use of 

language to draw attention to itself. 

Yet Barthes goes beyond the formalists in his 

assertion that literature is not communication at all on 

the level of content. As Barthes makes clear in his 

discussion of the language of the Revolution, that tremen

dous upheaval did not see a corresponding shift of form; 

rather the form remained relatively stable while language 

usage was transformed. 

Barthes1 analysis of the language of Marxist 

political speech leaves aside reference to the content, 

concentrating instead on the systems of relationships 

("litotique") between words. "... chaque mot n'est 

qu'une reference exigiie 3. 1'ensemble des principes qui 

38 le soutient d'une facon inavou£e." 

Barthes characterizes the Stalinist use of language 

as a passage from a language of knowledge to one of value 

judgments with terms arranged in pairs, like "cosmopoli

tanism" having as its opposite "internationalism." 

Definition fulfills the function of separation of good and 

bad while writing ("^criture") is called upon to bridge 

the gap between denomination and judgment. This closure 

of writing results in the use of a value to explain another 

value, thereby giving Stalinist writing its characteristic 

3SIbid., p. 24. 
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tautological formulation. Barthes' conclusion is that: 

. . . (l'ecriture stalinienne) en effet, ne vise 
plus a fonder une explication marxiste des faits 
ou une rationalite r^volutionnaire des actes, 
mais a donner le reel sous sa forme jugee, impo-
sant une lecture immediate des condamnations: 
. . . On peut d£nombrer une §criture proprement 
marxiste (celle de Marx et L£nine) et une £cri-
ture du stalinisme triomphant (celle des democra-
ties populaires) . . . . 

Similarly, for the Right} Barthes contends that 

. . l'ecriture fonctionne come une bonne conscience 

et qu'elle a pour mission de faire coincider frauduleuse-

ment l'origine du fait et son avatar le plus lointain, 

en donnant 3. la justification de 1'acte, la caution de sa 

realite." 

Barthes' hostility to the type of writing prac

ticed by Communists hardly needs comment, but it should 

be noted that his attack is not against Marxism per se 

nor even against Communism as a political system. Barthes 

is quite specifically attacking the use of language or 

writing which calls itself Marxist and therefore claims 

to make reference to exterior reality, yet in fact is a 

closed system of tautological terminology leading not 

from phenomenon to classification but instead from value 

judgment to value judgment. 

The whole section on political writing is remark

able for its symmetry (he considers the "truly" 

^Barthes, Degre, p. 25. 40Ibid., p. 26. 
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revolutionary writing of the Revolution, the supposedly 

revolutionary writing of the Communists, the "ecriture 

polici&re" of the Right and the "dcriture engag^e" of 

Esprit or Les Temps modernes). While Barthes bursts 

the bubble of Stalinist pretense to a writing laying 

claim to scientificity, he likewise lays waste to the 

existentialist concept of a writing free of the individ

ual's own history, a terrain apart where his freedom is 

absolute. Barthes points out that in fact the exact 

opposite occurs on the level of "Ecriture." 

. . . 1'Ecriture k laquelle je me confie est 
d^jS. toute institution; elle d^couvre mon pass£ et 
mon choix, elle me donne une histoire, elle af-
fiche ma situation, elle m*engage sans que j'aie Ei 
le dire. La forme devient ainsi plus que jamais 
un objet autonome, destine & signifier une pro-
pri£t£ collective et d^fendue, et cet objet a une 
valeur d'£pargne, il fonctionne comme un signal 
6conomique gr&ce auquel le scripteur impose sans 
cesse sa conversion sans en retracer jamais 
1'histoire. 

Here we are at the heart of Barthes' argument. 

The existentialist effort of realizing their freedom on 

the level of a choice among ethical alternatives and to 

be carried out in a medium which they conceived to be 

void of content itself, this venture is doomed to failure 

from the start. In his analysis of several features of 

the novel form, Barthes convincingly argues that the con

ventions prevailing in the French novel are far from 

^ Ibid., p. 27. 
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being an innocent vessel for the transmission of a 

content. The gcriture itself has density and conveys a 

message just as surely as the content. In fact failure 

to recognize this fact can result in glaring contradic

tions between the supposed "message" or subjective 

engagement of the writer and the deeper impact created 

by his use of literary norms. 

In his comments on the pass£ simple as the tense 

"par excellence" of the novel, Barthes shows how far-

reaching are the implications of the simple choice of 

tense, how fraught is this choice with its own logic. 

According to Barthes this tense no longer used in the 

spoken language, has as its principle object not a gram

matical function but instead the pointing to' itself as a 

mode of literary expression. As Barthes puts it, 

. . . Derri&re le pass£ simple se cache toujours 
un demiurge, dieu ou r^citant; le monde n'est pas 
inexpliqu£ lorqu'on le recite, chacun de ses acci
dents n'est que circonstanciel., et le pass£ sim
ple est pr£cis£ment ce signe' op£ratoire par lequel 
le narrateur ramfene l'^clatement de la r£alit£ H 
un verbe mince et pur, sans volume, sans d^ploie-
ment, dont la seule fonction est d'unir le plus 
rapidement possible une cause et une fin_42 

Barthes is quite explicit in exposing the social 

role of this type of writing: 

. . . Le pass£ simple signifie une creation: 
c'est-k-dire qu'il la signale et qu'il 1'impose. 
M§me engage dans un sombre r^alisme, il rassure, 
parce que, gr3.ce 5. lui, le verbe exprime un acte 

42' 
Ibid., p. 30. 
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clos, d£fini, substantive, le R£cit a un nom, il 
£chappe & la terreur d'une parole sans limite: 
la r£alit§ s'amaigrit et se familiarise, elle 
entre dans un style, elle ne d^borde pas le lan-
gage; la Litt6rature reste la valeur d1usage d'une 
soci£t£ avertie par la forme m§me des mots, du 
sens de ce qu'elle consomme. Au contraire, lors-
que le R£cit est rejet€ au profit d'autres genres 
litt£raires, ou bien, lorsqu'sl l'int^rieur de la 
narration, le pass£ simple est remplac£ par des 
formes moins ornementales, plus fralches, plus 
denses et plus proches de la parole (le present ou 
le pass£ compost), la Literature devient 
d^positaire de 11epaisseur de 1'existence, et'non 
de sa signification. S£par£s de l'Histoire, les 
actes ne le sont plus des personnes.^ 

There is one section in Le degr£ z£ro . . . which 

alone renders it indispensible for our study. The chapter 

on "l'^criture bourgeoise" is of major interest as we 

consider the evolution of Party theory. Looking ahead 

to the elaboration of the Althusserian model which we will 

see below, we find already several of the principle 

elements already in this chapter. Of course, the question 

of literary language occupies a central position in the 

argument Barthes pursues. In the process of establishing 

the historical origins of "6criture," which he locates 

just after 1650, Barthes adopts a line of argumentation 

prefiguring in the most striking way the future theories 

of Vernier and Balibar. 

Barthes holds in his thesis that until 1650 there 

was a general instability in the rules governing word 

formation, and syntax. The modern reader responds to this 

43 Barthes, Degr<g, p. 32. 
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sort of writing with an impression of diversity. In the 

period following 1650, Barthes notes that we can properly 

speak of an "Ecriture" making its presence felt in French 

letters. The crucial event in this coming to conscious

ness is the establishment of the national language: 

En effet tant que la langue h^site sur sa 
structure mSine, une morale du langage est impos
sible; 1'Ecriture n'apparait qu'au moment ou la 
langue, constitute nationalement, devient une 
sorte de n^gativitt, un horizon qui separe ce 
qui est defendu et ce qui est permis, sans plus 
s'interroger sur les origines ou sur les justifi
cations de ce tabou. En errant une raison intem-
porelle de la langue, les grammairiens classiques 
ont d6barass£ le Francais de tout problfeme lin-
guistique, et cette langue Spurge est devenue une 
icriture, c* est-5.-dire une valeur de langage, com-
nee imm^diatement' comme universelle en.vertu m£me 
des conjonctures historiques. 44 

Barthes is also perfectly lucid as regards the ideological 

implications of the formation of the national language: 

Cette ecriture classique est evidemmen,t une 
ecriture de classe. Nee au XVIIe si&cle dans le 
groupe.^ue se tenait directement autour du pouvoir, 
formee a coups de decisions dogmatiques, £pur€e 
rapidement de tous les proced^s grammaticaux qui 
avait pu elaborer la subjectivity spontan€e^de 
11homme populaire, et dress£e au contraire a un 
travail de definition, 1'ecriture bourgeoise a 
d'abord ete donnee, avec la cynisme habituel aux 
premiers triomphes politiques, comroe la langue,. 
d'une classe minoritaire et privilegiee; . -

While it is. not Barthes' project to sketch, out, 

in. detaiL, the actual mechanisms by which this language 

perpetuates itself and is transformed (indeed, he tends 

to emphasize the.static nature of the literary language, 

44 45 
Ibid., p. 81. Ibid., pp. 82-83. 
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its sheer weight), certainly we are justified in asserting 

that this passage will have a major impact on the course 

of theoretical re-evaluation in the sixties and seventies. 

It would be hard to find another text by a non-Communist 

critic which demonstrates so clearly the impact on Party 

critics of the on-going general debates and theoretical 

flux in France. 

The question of the relationship between a . 

writer's intention and the ideological content of his 

work has long been a subject of interest to Marxist crit

ics and* theoreticians. Engels touched on the question in 

his letter to Margaret Harkness (see the section on Marx 

and Engels). Engels' resolution of the problem of the 

disparity between Balzac's political inclinations and 

his understanding of the deep tendencies of bourgeois 

society is brief and ultimately leaves a number of prob

lems unresolved. As we have seen, for Engels the key t^ 

the process, is in the combination of Balzac's "talent" as 

a writer with the weight of objective reality. 

Barthes works out a new approach to this question 

in his analysis of the progress of modern literature 

since Flaubert. In his view, literature has traced a 

course of ever more consciousness of itself. That con

sciousness recognizes the collaboration existing between 

the power structure and the cultural institutions of a 

society and turns its creativity against those very art 
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forms in an effort to render them ineffective in their 

servitude to ruling interests. Yet according to Barthes 

all order carries with it an unavoidable complicity with 

society's historical order. This then is the heart of 

the dilemma for all writers rejecting a social order and 

with it its literary conventions: 

. . . Ainsi l'on retrouve, dans le Roman, cet 
appareil a la fois destructif et resurrectionnel 
propre tout l'art moderne. Ce qu'il s'agit de 
detruire, c'est la duree, c1est-k-dire la liaison 
ineffable de 1'existence: l'Ordre, que ce soit 
celui du contenu po4tique ou celui des signes ro^ 
manesques, celui de la terreur ou celui de la vrai-
semblance, l'ordre est un meurtre intentionnel. 
Mais ce que reconquiert l'£crivain, c'est encore la 
_dur6e, car il est impossible de d£velopper_une ne
gation dans le temps, sans ^laborer un art positif, 
un ordre qui doit §tre eL nouveau detruiti 

Barthes1 approach already shows signs of the method

ology which he would later make into a consistent tool for 

literary analysis and in fact as a device for the critical 

restructuring of all human activity. In this passage one is 

struck especially by the uncovering of a deeper layer of 

meaning, a level that he will later call a deep structure, 

in which he has taken details which are not normally "seen" 

and has shown that they constitute the very fabric of the 

system. Typically, for Barthes, he then uses this finding 

to demythologize an aspect of human activity. 

Of special interest for the theory of literature 

seen from a Marxist perspective is the fact that once 

46 
Ibid., p. 58. 
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Barthes moves to this deeper level of analysis he finds 

the effect of a sort of social conditioning. Barthes' 

analysis is not, therefore, an attempt to remove discus

sion of literature from the realm of social influence; 

i.e., it is not a formalist analysis in the strictest 

sense of that word. Unlike the formalists, Barthes is 

not arguing for the total autonomy of literature. There 

is no reference to the formalist contention that that 

which is specifically literary in a work is precisely 

that which eludes sociological analysis. Barthes' con

clusion is, in fact, just the opposite. 

Barthes discovered that behind the conventions 

of the novel and the special use of language reserved for 

it there is indeed a system in collaboration with the 

dominant social force (the bourgeoisie). This is an 

important new tool to Marxist scholars for unravelling 

the ideological content of a work, a tool which will 

reorient the analysis of the relation between a writer's 

intention and the actual impact of his work. 

Barthes is particularly interesting for Marxist 

scholars in that he makes explicit use of the category 

of history, and in fact one can even make a case for the 

notion that he was attempting some sort of accommodation 

between the dialectical approach and the structuralist. 

Like Marx, Barthes creates tension in his system through 

the interplay between the intent of the individual and 
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the social forces which tend to modify, transform, or 

even contradict his intent. As in the case of Marx, the 

result of such a conflict is transformation. For Barthes 

this process determines the development of the form of 

writing in France from Chateaubriand, through Flaubert, 

then Mallarme, and ultimately reaching its "zero degree" 

in writers such as Camus. 

This neutral writing, according to Barthes, repre

sents the writer's response to a language that is a 

quagmire. Each effort to overcome the residue of secon

dary meaning attached to words, to forge a new instrument 

for uncontaminated communication with the reader is 

frustrated by the tendency for words and forms to take on 

a fatal familiarity, a readability that says all before 

the writer is even well into his work. 

It must be noted that Barthes does not lay down 

this thesis by way of tracing a history of literature 

outside of society. The opposite is in fact the case. 

The very need to create a space in which writing will not 

immediately give away its history, i.e., its long associ

ation with bourgeois values, is the direct outgrowth of 

the situation of the writer in a class society. Barthes 

contends that after 1848 French intellectuals came to 

understand that they were not the porte-parole of some 

sort of universal humanity, but that on the contrary their 
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values were class values and that their class was one 

among several. "Dor^navant, cette m£me ideologie n'appar-

alt plus que comme une ideologie parmi d' autres possibles; 

l'universel lui £chappe, elle ne peut se depasser qu'en 

se condamnant; l'^crivain devient la proie d'une ambiguity, 

puisque sa conscience ne recouvre plus exactement sa 

47 condition. Ainsi nait un tragique de la Literature." 

In locating the source of this alienation outside 

the history of the forms themselves conceived as an 

autonomous zone, Barthes reveals both the extraliterary 

and ultimately geneticist methodology he employs as well 

as the adherence to a basic premise of Marxist analysis. 

While clearly making room for the specificity of literary 

phenomena, Barthes is equally clearly locating their 

impetus, especially in the kay period of the turning 

point of 1848, outside of literature in the history of 

society. 

The writer is then caught in an unenviable pre

dicament. 

. . . On voit par IS, qu'un chef-d'oeuvre 
moderne est impossible, l'6crivain £tant plac£ par 
son £criture dans une contradiction sans issue: 
ou bien I'objet de l'ouvrage est nalvement accord^ 
aux conventions de la forme, la litt£rature reste 
sourde notre Histoire presente, et le mythe lit-
t£raire n'est pas d£passe; ou bien l'ecrivain 
reconnait la vaste fraicheur du monde present, 
mais pour en rendre compte, il ne dispose que d'une 
langue splendide et morte; devant sa page blanche, 

47 Barthes, Degre, p. 53. 
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au moment de choisir les mots qui doivent franche-
ment signaler sa place dans l'Histoire et tgmoigner 
qu'il en assume les donn^es, il observe une dis
parity tragique entre ce qu'il fait et ce qu'il 
voit; sous ses yeux, le monde civil forme mainten-
ant une veritable Nature, et cette Nature parle, 
elle 61abore des langages vivants dont l'^crivain 
est exclu: au contraire, entre ses doigts, 
l'Histoire place un instrument d^coratif et com-
prometant, une £criture qu'il a herit^e d'une 
Histoire ant^rieure et diff^rente, dont il n'est 
pas responsable, et qui est pourtant la seute dont 
il puisse user. Ainsi nalt un tragique de i'dcri-
ture, puisque l'^crivain conscient doit desormais 
se d^battre contre les soignes ancestraux et tout-
puissants qui, de fond d'un pass€ Stranger, lui 
imposent la Litt^rature comme un rituel, et non 
comme une reconciliation.48 

For this predicament Barthes sees two solutions, 

the one a sort of murder of literature such as he claims 

was worked out by Mallarme, the other a development of a 

kind of neutral writing that permits communication on the 

level of thought without the overlayering of a histori

cally significant and therefore complicated form. Barthes 

is quick to point out that this is the most difficult 

type of writing to sustain in that it tends to signify 

itself or, to put it another way, the writer runs the 

risk of imitating himself. His language then becomes 

merely one more style, a kind of classicism and no longer 

can claim to stand apart from history and merely equate 

in the manner of algebra. 

What should be clear from the preceding analysis 

is that, for Barthes the act of writing is not simply a 

^®Ibid., pp. 74-5. 
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question of pure aesthetics, rather it is a matter of 

ethical and political import as well. Indeed, the whole 

thrust of Barthes' argument is that the aesthetic and 

the politico-ethical are inextricably intertwined. In 

fact, Barthes seems to go farther in assigning a deter

mining role to social factors, specifically to the alien

ation resulting from a bourgeois dominated class society. 

This alienation then becomes the cornerstone of his 

explanation for the plurality of forms and the obsession 

with language typical of the works he groups under the 

modernist trend. 

It is fair to say then that Barthes is taking a 

political as well as a critical stand. On the one hand 

he is quite clearly hostile to the distortion forced on 

literature by bourgeois society, a distortion which leads 

writers to pursue the quest for a language indistinguish

able from the spoken language. On the other hand his 

stance is ambiguous when one tries to see what might be 

its positive political content. 

The choice of Roland Barthes' Degrd z6ro de 

11ecriture as a key work in tracing the interplay between 

Communist intellectuals and the principal literary 

critical trends of the post-war period is justified from 

several perspectives. As has been mentioned earlier, 

there can be no doubt of its impact not only on the "death 
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of literature" debate in France, but also on the course 

of Communist criticism. Furthermore, Barthes explicitly 

engages the Communists in debate on the premises of their 

critical and creative literary practice. It should be 

clear then that for Barthes at least the Communists 

represented one of the principal forces with which to 

contend in literature. 

While Degr£ zgro displays many of the preoccupa

tions later to characterize Barthes' work and indeed the 

whole structuralist critical movement, this early work 

cannot be considered as a model of the structuralist 

approach. While on the one hand we see the concern 

with a hidden and ultimate crucial order not perceivable 

on the level of surface detail and a typical concern with 

language, the trademark of Barthes' later criticism is 

absent or at best only implicit in this book. It would 

only be in the following years that Barthes would work out 

the details of a criticism using as its inspiration the 

tools hammered out in the field of structuralist 

linguistics and applied to literature on the level of 

homology. 

Barthes is then a link not only with the structur

alist movement that preoccupied French thought during the 

late fifties and especially during the sixties, he is as 

well one of the founding members of the journal Tel Quel 

and held in great esteem by the intellectuals who 
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gravitated to a heady concoction of semiology and militant 

Marxism. This group had many important contacts with 

Communist intellectuals. 

While Garaudy's method in Literature of the 

Graveyard relied on an analysis of the supposed content 

of a work as the basis for determining its political 

character, Garaudy's use of the sort of value-laden 

language described earlier by Barthes made it very diffi

cult to establish at what point the writer was conscious 

of the alleged objective impact of his work. Yet it is 

perfectly clear from the language that he uses that 

Garaudy holds the writer responsible for the defects he 

perceives in its ideological content. Responsibility 

implies a measure of consciousness and that leads us to 

the radical break forged by the structuralists as regards 

this question of intentionality. 

Implicit in Barthes' analysis of the literary 

phenomenon is the concept that the real impact of the 

literary work operates on a level that is not immediately 

accessible to the writer, nor to the reader for that 

matter. The literary work, seemingly the relating of a 

sequence of events, the description of character, etc., 

is in fact according to Barthes the complex reaffirmation 

of a preexisting set of norms by which literature is 

defined. Furthermore, this definition is a subtle sort 

of reenforcement of the status quo. The area allotted to 
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literature is a safe zone in which there are innumerable 

signposts indicating that regardless of how dangerous the 

subject matter treated, this is after all only literature 

and, therefore, of no real threat. 

Barthes' removal of content from the center of 

attention in determining objective impact of a work, 

its social function and relationship to ruling class 

ideology has the effect of requiring a complete revision 

of the idea of the responsibility of the writer and of 

the concept of humanism. Ultimately the espousal of 

humanist values by a writer and his allegiance to the 

cause of socialism rests on his ability to determine the 

effect that his work will have on his prospective reader

ship. Barthes tends to show that the intended impact of 

a work is not at all that which the writer may have 

hoped for and that his awareness of his own activity of 

writing is only a consciousness of the surface level while 

the deep structure where the true impact is determined is 

so socially determined that it is transparent and there

fore inaccessible. 

The structuralist use of linguistic categories to 

sift out the deep structure of human activity brings 

about a rethinking of man's relationship to his own 

meaning-giving activities. Just as Copernicus forced the 

abandonment of the anthropocentric vision of the universe 
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and as Freud uncovered determinants outside of man's 

normal range of consciousness in the inner universe of 

his psyche, the structuralists posit a systematic but 

hidden relationship existing between all human activi

ties. For Marxists this analysis would necessitate a 

major rethinking of the role of social conditioning. 

Whereas Marx seems to assign the dietermining influence in 

meaning-giving activities to social influences via the 

mediation of ideology, structuralist theory would seem 

to locate the final determinants in extra-societal cate

gories of the mind. 

Of course, the mere fact that Barthes forged an 

improved tool for literary analysis is in itself a 

politically important consideration. One need only take 

note of the demythologizing end to which Barthes applies 

his methodology to appreciate its political implications. 

Yet there is considerable ambiguity when one passes to 

his interpretation of the search for a zero degree of 

writing. Given the intense political activity of the 

period in which it appeared (Susan Sontag states in her 

preface to the English translation that portions of the 

book first came out in Combat, in 1947) and the explicitly 

political interpretation given to the evolution of formal 

concerns, it seems fair to inquire as to the class stance 

advocated by Barthes. 
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Barthes clearly perceives the avant-garde writers 

to be in rebellion against the hierarchy of norms inher

ited from a tradition they condemn as contaminated by a 

class society that they reject. Yet in their revolt do 

they adhere to a cause or do they simply reject? I must 

emphasize that I am not trying to evaluate their stand 

(as described by Barthes) by a sectarian standard such as 

that employed by Garaudy. But in a larger sense it is 

important to determine just what use the new language 

that the modernists were trying to attain would be put to. 

When Barthes says that "la recherche d'un non-style, ou 

d'un style oral, d'un degre zero ou d'un degr£ parl€ de 

l'^criture, c'est en somme 1'anticipation d'un £tat absolu-

ment horaogdne de la soci£t§; la plupart comprennent qu'il 

ne peut y avoir de langage universel en dehors d'une 

universality concrete, et non plus mystique ou nominale, 

du monde civil," is he laying the base for a specifi

cally literary form of class struggle, is he stating the 

terms on which writers can make their most useful con

tribution to the attainment of a classless society, or 

on the contrary is he elaborating one more scheme for the 

splendid autonomy of literature, this time to take place 

in the "utopie du langage" (p. 76)? 

^Barthes, Degre, p. 75. 
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In answering this question one may start by noting 

the methodology practiced by Barthes. In several 

instances he uses a dialectical approach in describing 

and accounting for the evolution of literary language. 

The most remarkable is his tracing of the sequence of 

contradictions (in the Marxist sense) leading to the 

impasse at the time of the writing of his book. Starting 

with a contradiction between the universality claimed by 

the bourgeoisie in its vision of humanity and the class 

society with its conflicts, Barthes, as was outlined 

above, traces the evolution of a sequence of attempts to 

devise a literary refusal of the norms of bourgeois art. 

What is remarkable in Barthes' analysis is that he points 

out that a negation of bourgeois values (i.e., the rejec

tion of their world vision) resulted in an attempt to 

create a space apart for literature, a zone in language 

where art could serve its own ends, guiltless of com

plicity in a society whose values it rejected. The dia

lectical twist was of course that the further art set 

itself apart in its use of language, the more it became 

unwittingly one more manifestation of bourgeois culture. 

The proposed solution itself involves yet another twist, 

namely that art can only become truly unalienated by 

merging with social speech which inevitably will betray 

the class structure of society. Yet it is only on this 
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condition that literature can become "un acte lucide 

50 d'information." Seen in this light then Barthes' 

effort cannot be construed as an attempt to build an 

ivory tower of language. Quite the contrary, it is an 

effort to bring out the class character of language as 

one step in the struggle to obliterate class language. 

The reception of Le degr§ z£ro by Party literary 

critics is uncertain. One searches in vain for a refer

ence to it in La Nouvelle Critique. It is not until 

Pierre Macherey published Pour une thgorie de la produc

tion litt^raire that we can see anything resembling a 

Party attack on Barthes. Even then it must be said that 

Macherey was apparently never an actual member of the 

Party although his long participation in the circle of 

scholars around Louis Althusser certainly marks him as 

being in the Party orbit. Yet, even as late as 1968 and 

51 1970 one finds uncritical references to Barthes. 

Mark Poster offers a possible explanation of the 

Party's failure to take up the challenge. It is his 

contention that aside from attacking Sartre the Party 

simply ignored threats to its hegemony from the Left. 

This account is somewhat unsatisfactory for our purposes, 

however, because, as we shall see, in the discussion of 

Ibid., p. 70. 

51 Linguistique et littgrature (Paris: La Nouvelle 
Critique, 1968), pp. 21, 65, 68, 71. 
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the article by Robert Crouzet, the Party reacted promptly 

to the appearance of Lucien Goldmann's Le dieu cache. 

It is Crouzet's article itself which provides us 

with a clue. Clearly many Party intellectuals were 

dissatisfied with the Zhdanovist model of criticism. 

Crouzet implicitly rejects this model noting that Lefebvre 

had already worked out an alternative model. In this 

context an attack against Barthes would only contribute 

to publicity for his alternative model. This publicity 

would be undesirable for two reasons. First it would 

inevitably add to whatever influence Barthes already had 

by creating a debate. Secondly, it would force Party 

intellectuals to attack a work which they might far 

prefer to consider seriously. Certainly we have evidence 

that a re-evaluation of critical theory was in progress. 

The Party silence on Barthes may simply reflect an 

unwillingness to slam the door on a promising new approach. 

Aragon and Crouzet: Old Ways 
and New Tensions 

Aragon1 s "Preface" to his Introduction aux liter

atures sovigtiques is useful for the purposes of this 

study in two ways. Here we find a defense of Soviet 

style Party intervention in literary matters combined with 

Aragon's assessment of the importance of avant-garde 

literary movements. These views will furnish us with 

points of comparison with the positions already elaborated 
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by Sartre, Barthes, and Lefebvre and will help us 

delineate the changes that would take place in the next 

decade. 

Aragon wastes little time in tackling the most 

thorny problem for French readers confronting the 

realities of literary production in the Soviet Union. He 

sets about discussing the role of the Party in determining 

the course of literature in the Soviet Union. Generally 

Aragon presents the Party as encouraging the widest 

possible practice of literature while at the same time 

denying hegemony to any one of the various contending 

factions then in existence. This approach is, in fact, 

one that should cause little dispute. 

It is not at this point that Aragon1s analysis 

becomes controversial but shortly thereafter when he 

tries to deal with the chaotic post-Civil War period when 

there was a tremendous influx of new writers who had 

little experience in the niceties of literary norms. Now 

the importance of this period lies in Aragon*s assertion 

that the ascendency of realism was related to the appear

ance of these new writers. 

. . . Le mouvement qui, dans la jeunesse for-
g£e par la lutte arm^e contre les Blancs, pr€cip-
itait I'^closion du rdalisme, £tait plus ou moins 
freine par les aines, peu enclins a faire place a 
une generation qui melait sans doute a une cer-
taine inexperience de 1'expression litt^raire 
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unesinguli&re maturity due aux gvlneraentg.aux-
quels elle avait £t£ m§i£e. 52 

Certainly Aragon's position on this matter is 

clear. Realistic depiction has little to do with the 

manipulation of verbal tools. The essence of realism is 

much more closely linked with the real life experiences 

of the writer than with his use of language. It would 

seem then that we have indeed moved very little from the 

position enunciated by Zhdanov to the effect that writing 

good stories was not enough. For Aragon the question of 

literature conceived as a practice of language does not 

even come up in this context. 

Yet to face the problem of Party intervention in 

literature while at the same time dealing with realism 

is to become enmeshed in the tangle of romanticism versus 

realism. The fact that these new writers had lived a lot 

and therefore presumably had much to say does not in 

itself qualify them as socialist realist writers. Aragon 

in fact makes this clear when he states that, "Le rdalisme 

comporte au dela de 1'observation scientifique de la 

nature, une &me, une conception du monde commune & 

1'ensemble de ces ecrivains, qui, refletant consciemment 

le monde ou ils vivent, mais ne se contentant pas de le 

* " . . Louis,Aragon, Introduction aux litteratures 
sovietiques "(Par'is: Gallimard, 1956), p. 17. 
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refl£ter, entendent contribu^r h. sa transforma

tion; . . ."-S3 giS interpretation of the Writers1 

Congress of 1934 is that it reflected the Party's concern 

that one faction might bully its way into supremacy and 

control writers of diverse backgrounds, styles, and 

tendencies. On the level of Party control and interven

tion, however, there remains the problem for Aragon that 

the Party imposed a single method on all writers, namely 

the socialist realist approach. As noted above in the 

section on the evolution of Soviet theory, this attitude 

betrays a fundamental voluntarism in taking for granted 

that which remained to be accomplished. For if in fact 

all of the writers had been behind this methodology, why 

then was it necessary to liquidate several of them (Babel 

is the first name that comes to mind) and to harass 

others (Zoshchenko and Akhmatova for.example)? 

Theoretically the distance between the actual 

state of affairs and the depiction required by social j.st 

realist theory is bridged by the introduction of the 

element of romanticism. According to this explanation, 

unlike the bourgeois non-Marxist writer, the socialist 

writer is armed with the Marxist-Leninist vision of the 

tendencies of history. This tool enables him to discern 

the major thrust of an historical moment and incorporate 

53 
Pbid., p. 19. 
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this in his work. Yet this account must surely alter the 

concept of reflection, a metaphor which would seem to 

refer to a reproduction of external phenomena. 

It is at this point that the role of the Party 

becomes clear. The Party, according to the Soviet model 

which Aragon seems to endorse, sees to it that the 

prescribed romanticism takes the proper course. I have 

already discussed the elements which are obligatory in a 

proper rendering of the romantic element in the section 

on Soviet theory. What seems astounding to the student 

of French letters is that Aragon could make these asser

tions in such an uncritical form in view of the complex 

discussions then under way on the left in France and also 

in view of Aragon's own practice of writing in which he 

must have confronted many of these problems. Neverthe

less, it cannot be said that Aragon was somehow unaware 

of the nature of the theory that he defended: 

. . . Que 1'affirmation du triomphe d'un art 
d'id^es, au service d'une conception du monde, 
pour la transformation du monde, d'une litera
ture morale partant, ayant des fins p^dagogiques, 
ne peut que faire sourire aujourd'hui comme alors 
les tenants de l'art pour l'art. S'ils ont un 
bon caract&re. Et 1'extension, au-delil m€me des 
limites sovi^tiques, de semblables concegtjLons 
n'est pas de nature H le leur conserver.54 

The intervention of the Party to insure the cor

rect ideological orientation of the romantic element 
__ 

Ibid., p. 20. 
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within socialist realism is the source of another 

problematic for Aragon: did not the subscription to one 

tendency necessarily entail the withering of other 

schools? Aragon argues that in fact a reading of 

Soviet literature makes it perfectly clear that there 

is an enormous variety of style, content, tone, etc. 

Yet there is also a curious equivocation in this section, 

a certain defensive stance which can be read in view of 

later developments as fissures in his conviction. "Peut-

etre quelques-uns s'en affligeront-ils: mais l'ecrivain, 

lui, si on lui donne le choix (l'^cole sans audience ou 

cette foule qui lit, qui d^vore), croyez-vous jamais 

qu'il hesite?"55 -

This is in fact the lead-in for Aragon's discus

sion of experimental literature. Does not the fact that 

Soviet publication policy is set up to favor those works 

which, because of their pedagogical bent, are written in 

a style which is easily accessible to the masses—does 

this not entail a de-emphasis to the point of disappear

ance of marginal forms of literary practice, avant-garde 

forms? Aragon responds quite simply, yes, and good rid

dance. 

He reminds the reader that the experimental 

literature held so dear in France resides in the end on 

55 
Aragon, Introduction, p. 25. 
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the assumption that there is a risk involved. That risk 

is financial. In France by 1956 it had become virtually 

impossible to have avant-garde material published other 

than at one's own expense. The next question is obvious— 

who can afford to publish his own works? Only someone 

like Raymond Roussel, replies Aragon. Only a person of 

considerable personal means can take upon himself the 

financial burden of writing experimental literature. 

However, at that point Aragon asserts that those who can 

afford to practice this type of writing are restricted by 

their own ideological stance or are prevented by the with

holding of support to touch upon anything which might be 

politically dangerous to the ruling class. His conclusion 

is bluntly put: "Inutile de jeter des larmes de crocodile 

sur 1'experience formelle, typographique, sur l'art de 

56 trfes bien ne rien dire." 

Thus Aragon dismisses the avant-garde and quite 

clearly places himself in opposition to movements already 

under way in France, the nouveau roman to mention only 

one, and gives us a point of perspective from which to 

measure the distance from the mid-fifties to the present 

period. 

It is in this context that the article by Michel 

Crouzet takes on its main importance. Michel Crouzet in 

a6Ibid., p. 26. 
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his article "Racine et le marxisme en histoire litteraire" 

discusses questions of central importance to my thesis. 

The occasion of his article was the publication of two 

new books on Racine and Pascal, Lucien Goldmann's Le 

Dieu cachg and Raymond Picard's La carrifere de Racine. 

This article is pivotal because 1) it establishes a 

point of comparison between Lefebvre's work in the same 

domain, 2) it offers a perspective on a non-Party Marxist, 

3) it shows a general acceptance of very new criteria in 

the judgment of literary works, 4) it furnishes the 

opportunity to criticize the primary bourgeois work 

available to the English reading scholar studying French 

Marxism (David Caute, Communism and the French Intellec

tual) . 

Crouzet's attitude toward Goldmann is divided 

between respect and criticism. Crouzet makes no bones 

about the importance of the new approach attempted by 

Goldmann. He credits Goldmann with having tackled one 

of the primary problems facing Marxist critics, "Peut-on 

expliquer le cas Racine, peut-on dggager un contenu 

historique, social—et alors, quel est-il?—de cette 

oeuvre dont personne ne nie la beauts, mais que beaucoup 
e/7 

considferent comme une beauts vide?" 

57 
Michel Crouzet, "Racine et* le marxisme en 

histoire litteraire," La Nouvelle Critique, 79 (1956), 
p. 62. 
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In effect we are dealing with the same problem 

that confronted Garaudy when he analyzed a writer like 

Mauriac, whose "talent" he recognized while rejecting 

his politics. Crouzet puts the situation in sharp focus 

when he sketches the opposing views of Racine evoked at 

a conference sponsored by the Lettres ffrancaises. This 

conference was held at the Sorbonne and Jean Vilar and 

Jean-Louis Barrault gave differing opinions. Racine 

was depicted as "un ecrivain de cour" and as a "pur 

technicien sans profondeur." By way of a defense of 

Racine the Marxists could only muster a rehash of 

traditional arguments having little in common with a 

Marxist understanding of the playwright nor grasp of an 

appropriate methodology. "Attaques un peu 'gauchistes,r 

reponses souvent traditionnelles furent echangees sans 

58 
conclusion." 'Crouzet even remarks that the highly 

esteemed (in Party circles) Sept siecles de roman by 

Pierre Daix is at a loss to deal with Racine. 

In the context of this vacuum both concerning a 

major figure of French literature and perhaps even more 

significantly in the development of a methodology for 

the assessment of writers whose ideology was retrograde 

from the Marxist point of view, it is no faint praise 

that Crouzet bestows on Goldmann. 

58 Ibid., p. 62. 
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. . . La ttifese de Goldmann est certainement 
para-marxiste; elle contient des points contest-
ables, parfois nuisibles; devons-nous avouer 
n6anmoins que sa parution est un £vfenement posi-
tif? Parce qu'il porte dans un large public le 
probl&me de la m^thode marxiste en histoire lit-
t^raire; parce que cet effort insuffisant pour 
s'inspirer du mat£rialisme est un encouragement 
la discussion et I. la recherche. Goldmann pose 

(mal, il est vrai) beaucoup de questions. C'est 
aux marxistes d'y r^pondre. Goldmann a os4 6tu-
dier Racine; c'est un domaine ouvert k la compe
tition des marxistes et des non-marxistes. Son 
travail s'est orients dans une voie d£jli pressen-
tie ces derni&res ann^es: les rapports de la 
trag^die racinienne avec la critique politique, 
avec une morale naturaliste (cf. Bdnichou), ou 
avec une attitude antih^rolque (cf. Nadal), son 
humanisme par "son r&ve de puretd et de tendresse, 
ou des @tres jeunes et beaux sont cern£s par des 
perils, livres & la puissance des m^chants. 
exposes sans defense jL la mort" (A. Adam).S9 

We'/should' start by noting that no, methodological 

problems are solved in this article. Rather we must see 

its importance in the fact that it is clear t-hat the 

Party by 1956 was being challenged in the field of 

literary criticism. It is therefore interesting to 

note that the course charted by Crouzet, in contrast to 

that which is implicit in Aragon's "Preface," urges a 

swing sharply away from the Soviet style deductive and 

ultimately crypto-scholastic criticism. In posing Lefebvre 

as an alternative for Goldmann,60 then Crouzet is arguing 

precisely for a serious and methodologically self-

conscious Marxist approach. 

59Ibid., p. 82. ^Ibid., pp. 73, 75. 
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Seen from another angle the article addresses a 

central problem which lurks behind Aragon's "Preface" as 

well. How are Marxist critics to confront works in which 

the surface message is clearly not progressive? This is 

Lefebvre's problem in his study of Pascal and Goldmann's 

as well in his study of Racine. In a way it is the same 

problem facing Aragon when he must decide what to do about 

avant-garde literature with its heavily modernist (and 

therefore unacceptable to a Soviet style of criticism) 

perspective. For Aragon the solution is simply rejection. 

Crouzet however seems to suggest that if that strategy 

is open for a literature which as Aragon points out has 

been largely marginalized in capitalist society, it is 

clearly inadequate for a body of writing (such as Racine 

or Pascal) valorized as classic. Here the problem is 

one of recuperating or rescuing the works from a 

reductionist bourgeois analysis. If Crouzet is correct, 

Goldmann is also guilty of reductionist analysis and in 

that sense his work at once collaborates with bourgeois 

practice and at the same time is fuel for the accusation 

that Marxist criticism of the classics must be reduction

ist. We must read this article then not as a detailing 

of solutions, but as a recognition of the existence of a 

profound problematic to be confronted by Party critics. 

It is from this perspective that we can understand the 

response offered by Garaudy in the next section. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE BREAK WITH THE ZHDANOVIST MODEL 

- Garaudy: D'un realisme sans rivages 

There can be little doubt that Roger Garaudyrs 

D'un realisme sans rivages1 carried the Party imprimatur 

although it was published at Plon rather than at Editions 

Sociales. None other than Louis Aragon furnished the 

preface which defined the search for a new path long 

overdue since the revelations of Stalinist practices by 

Khrushchev in 1956. It should be remembered that at this 

precise time the Soviet Communist Party was engaged in a 

fierce struggle to prevent the very re-evaluation of what 

had been defined as socialist realism. Thus it can be 

safely assumed that when Aragon sounded this clear call 

for a new course in literary criticism and by extension in 

the Communist approach to intellectuals, he was not acting 

as an individual, although his position may have caused 

discomfort in some quarters, especially among those 

members still irrevocably committed to the truth as it 

might be discerned in Moscow. 

Roger Garaudy, D'un realisme sans rivages (Paris 
Plon, 1963). 
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The Party's decision can hardly be imagined to be 

the outgrowth of a simple perception of the intellectual 

inadequacy of Zhdanovist literary critical theory. In 

fact the Party's association with the most retrograde 

aspects of Soviet literary policy as well as analogous 

stances in other areas, the Hungarian revolt for example, 

had led to massive defections by the early sixties. Among 

those who left were some of the most valuable theorists of 

the immediate post-war period, including most notably Henri 

Lefebvre after the publication of his Problfemes actuels du 

marxisme, a book in which he was harshly critical of dog

matism. This situation was compounded by a growth of new 

Marxist groups which can be divided into two large and 

somewhat amorphous groups claiming Marxism as their heri

tage. The first of these, the existentialists led by 

Jean-Paul Sartre, had long flirted with Marxism. The 

second group was at first associated with the structuralists 

and particularly with Roland Barthes and can be loosely 

identified with the Tel Quel group. While reluctant to 

join the Communist Party, these intellectuals saw Sartre's 

existentialism as hopelessly enmeshed in bourgeois subjec

tivity and so rejected it. In short, the situation provided 

proof positive that French intellectuals were vitally 

interested in Marxism per se but that they were put off by 

what they perceived to be the Party's rigid adherence to 

Soviet official theoretical tenets. 
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In the early sixties, then, it became amply clear 

that such a policy was not politically viable. Further

more, the Marxist claim to scientificity is cast in doubt 

when the analysis of concrete phenomena is abandoned for 

rigid adherence to a set of invariable principles, such as 

unswerving support of every aspect of Soviet political and 

literary policy. This perception, slow in coming to be 

sure, can be seen in Garaudy's D'un realisme and in Aragon's 

preface in the form of an attempted rethinking of one of 

the cornerstones of Communist literary criticism, the con

cept of realism. 

As has been established in the discussion of 

Aragon's preface to Introduction aux litteratures 

sovietiaues. the narrow interpretation of realism led to 

the disavowal of a whole sector of France's literary heri

tage, indeed of much of European literature, in the sense 

that there was much in this domain which was difficult to 

understand as realist when realism is defined as writing 

grounded in the observance of social reality and guided by 

a sense of social commitment. It is irresistible to see 

in this effort to find room for a much wider variety of 

literary creation within the definition of realism a move

ment parallel to the Party's attempt to open debate of a 

wide number of issues. 

When Aragon opens his preface to D'un realisme 

by saying "Je tiens ce livre pour un evenement," he was 
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describing a process in which his views expressed in the 

preface were sure to be a significant element. That he 

understood the gravity of both his position and that of 

Garaudy can best be ascertained by his statement that an 

error committed in the name of Marxism and tending to 

place in question the scientific validity of Marxism had 

a "valeur de crime contre 1'humanity." Aragon proceeds to 

compare the shock of Marxists awakening from the post-war 

period to that of combatants who, once the war is over, are 

bewildered by the violence that they themselves practiced. 

Denouncing the practices of the Stalinist period 

as deviation from true Marxism, Aragon condemns the argu

ment from authority: 

II ne s'agit pas d'une revision du marxisme, 
mais au contraire de sa restitution. Et d'en 
finir avec la pratique dogmatique, dans l'histoire, 
dans la science, dans la critique litt^raire, 
1'argument d'autorite, la reference aux livres 
sacres qui ferme la bouche et rend la discussion 
impossible. Pour m'en tenir, par exemple, 3, la 
litterature, la reference a Engels, k ce texte 
d'Engels qui donne sa juste place a Balzac, aura 
suffisamment servi a ecraser ce qui n'est pas 
Balzac. Des hommes qui se croyaient, par lsl, 
marxistes, etablissaient ainsi dans les oeuvres de 
l'acte une hierarchie intouchable, oubliant que si 
Engels, notamment, n'a point parle de Stendhal, 
cela tient a ce qu'il ne l'avait pas lu. lis ne 
comprenaient point que 11exemple d'Engels ici n'est 
pas le texte, la phrase sur Balzac, mais le cora-
portement d'Engels devant Balzac, et que suivre 
cet exemple, ce n'est pas reciter une priere, mais 
etre capable, devant un autre fait, de 1'intelli
gence d'Engels ou de Marx.2 

2 Garaudy, D'un rgalisme, pp. 13-14. 
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While Aragon does not specifically refer to 

Lukacs in this passage, the reference to.Balzac as the 

supreme example of realism and the setting up of a 

hierarchy of works and authors according to their con

formity with this model sanctified by Engels are two of 

the features commonly associated with Lukacs' theory of 

literature. Regardless of the precise target of Aragon's 

criticism, and there is ample reason to suspect that he 

was criticizing himself as much as anyone else, he both 

rejects the idea that Engels1 judgments on Balzac somehow 

set him up as a model and equally rejects the whole prac

tice of citing the opinions of Engels (and implicitly of 

any other authority) as the final word ("le texte") 

instead of examining the process by which Engels came to 

his judgment. Aragon does not even state that one need 

follow the same approach as that employed by Engels, but 

merely "§tre capable, devant un autre fait, de 1'intelli

gence d'Engels ou de Marx." 

Aragon then touches on the central question 

addressed by D'un rgalisme, that is the terribly thorny 

question of just what is meant by "realism." In fact, 

Aragon shows no awareness of the depth of the problem when 

he states that "Le d§bat de ma vie a 6t6 celui de 

1'expression des choses qui existent en dehors de moi, 

qui m'ont pr§c6d£ en ce raonde et y subsisteront quand j'en 

aurai et£ Efface. Dans le langage abstrait, cela s'appelle 
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3 le realisme . . . One sees immediately that the 

question is essentially a matter of reflecting (however 

that term may be subsequently defined) a preexisting 

reality outside of the writer. These "things" are some

how "expressed." Ten years after the publication of Le 

Degre zero de l'ecriture and indeed after Robbe-Grillet1s 

Pour un nouveau roman such a formulation of the concept 

of realism is a testimony to Aragon's isolation from the 

mainstream of French literary theory. This situation 

existed in spite of the presence of at least one promi

nent Communist philosopher who was well versed in the 

latest developments in structuralist thought, Louis 

Althusser. 

Nevertheless, Aragon seems to be trying to dis

pense with the concept of realism based on a fixed model 

in favor of a more flexible version: "Le realisme de 

demain, celui qui correspondra aux hommes qui vont nous 

juger, ne devra-t-il ce qu'il sera qu'S. la copie d'un 

realisme ancien, h. des modeles figes? Et si 1'£branle-

ment dans la connaissance du reel vient d'hommes et 

d'oeuvres qui ne se disaient pas r^alistes, qui ne 

l'etaient pas d£lib§r£ment, Matisse, ou Joyce ou 

4 Jarry . . . 

3Ibid., p. 14. 4 
Ibid., p. 16. 
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Aragon is suggesting that the mere reflection of 

existing reality seems to be inadequate as a gauge of the 

progressive potential of a work in that it may in no way 

threaten the existing status quo. Works which now are 

out of step with accepted convention, as were Joyce, 

Matisse, and Jarry at the time of their publication, may 

conform quite neatly to a future definition of realism. 

The function of these works and their value, Aragon sug

gests, is in their very ability to shake us out of an 

obsolete conception of exterior reality and of our 

relationship to it in much the same way that the demise 

of the theory of the earth being the center of the uni

verse exerted a healthy and far reaching effect on then 

prevalent visions of the world. 

Aragon then makes a direct reference to the Soviet 

practice of denying the existence or importance of social 

problems depicted in literature. There can be no doubt 

that Aragon intends the Soviets as the target of his 

remarks when he cites Mayakovsky's satires as an example 

of the artist's ability to point out a social defect. In 

fact Aragon is even more pointed when he says, 

. . . les exag^rations de 1928 et 1929 se sont 
transform^es en une satire directe de la bureau
crat ie; autrement efficace apr&s trente-cinq anndes 
qu'au moment ou le pofete 1'imaginait, une satire 
autrement dangereuse parce que les Pobedonossikov 
d1aujourd'hui ont autrement lieu de s'y reconnaltre, 
et niant I1Evidence de dire de leur portrait: Cela 
n'existe pas chez nous, ce n'est pas naturel, ce 
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n'est pas pr^vu, ce n'est pas ressemblant. Cela „ 
doit £tre refait, adouci, po£tis£, arrondi .... 

One can discern a considerable distance between 

what Aragon is advocating and what the CPSU condoned. 

His readiness to submit old dogmas to close scrutiny, in 

order for Marxist critics not to be so constrained by 

their commitment to "realist" literature that they find 

themselves driven to reject much of their national liter

ary heritage is evidence of his awareness of the existence 

of a grave theoretical deficiency in previous attitudes. 

At the same time he is aware that the stance of rejection 

which characterized his preface to Introduction aux lit-

teratures sovietiques was simply not viable in France, 

where refusal to confront intellectual challenges had 

already resulted in a falling away of adherents. Thus, 

one can understand to whom Aragon is addressing his 

remarks when he says, . . je me plais §. penser que des 

honmes jeunes, que tout tendait, chez nous, k d^tourner 

du realisme comme d'une affaire jug£e, condamnle, enterr^e, 

y verroirtr 1* e :c o mmericementT"d"ruhe mddxtati*6h~"actTve~otf"l' art 

contribue k la transformation du monde." 

Of course, this meditation had-already begun to 

some extent within the French CP with Lefebvre's Pascal 

and certainly with Crouzet's article on Pierre Daix and 

5 Garaudy, D'un realisme, p. 19. 
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Lucien Goldraann. Yet it was hardly the dominant perspective 

in the Party whose overall attitude in these matters was so 

narrow as to disaffect members such as Daix and Lefebvre 

and do little to attract new members. 

The Article on Ernst Fischer 

In the July 23, 1963 issue of Les Lettres Fran

chises , Garaudy exposed his views on the split in Marxist 

aesthetics which he saw to be along two irreconcilable 

trains of thought: The approach of Luk£cs and that of 

Brecht. Under the names of these two giants there had 

evolved two interpretations of the nature of art and its 

place in society. Garaudy contends that the Stalinist-

Zhdanovist tendency is most ably and coherently elaborated 

in the works of Luk£cs while the Brectian alternative is 

found in its most brilliant formulation in Ernst Fischer's 

The Necessity of Art. These two aesthetics differ on 

almost every important point: 

Elles s'opposent par leur conception de la 
nature et de la fonction de l'art, de la critique 
et des criteres de la valeur artistique, par leur 
conception aussi des rapports entre 1'artiste et 
les masses, avec toutes les consequences que cela 
comporte pour la definition meme du realisme et 
peut-etre meme de la conception de l'homme. 

For Garaudy, the Stalinist theory of reflection 

has, as its point of departure, the assumption of the 

Q 
Roger Garaudy, "Ernst Fischer et le debat sur 

l'esthetique marxiste," Les Lettres Francaises, 23 (.iuillet, 
1963), 1. 
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existence of an already extant reality which the work of 

art then "reflects." By contrast, Fischer (and therefore 

Brecht) conceives of art as a form of work and is only a 

form of knowledge insofar as it is conceived of as the 

active appropriation of reality by man. The effect of 

this approach is to shift the emphasis from art as imita

tion to art as creation. This view entails a rethinking 

of the measure whereby the "truth" of a work is a factor 

of how faithfully it reproduces external reality. Seen 

from the perspective of creation of work, the problem 

takes on a wholly different complexion than before. If 

one rejects the idea of creation from the void, then one 

must conclude that creation involves not merely the 

rearrangement of pre-existing materials but their 

remolding. In fact, Garaudy asserts that, ". . . la tache 

de l1artiste est de l'ordre de la recherche et non pas 

7 d'abord de l'ordre de 1'enseignement." 

Garaudy is very specific in tracing this alterna

tive to the Soviet theory of reflection directly to Brecht 

and his "Writings on the Theatre" in which the author 

claims his aesthetic to be non-Aristotelian, i.e., not 

dependent on the phenomenon of identification. It is 

7 Garaudy, Fischer, p. 1. 
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precisely this factor of familiarity which is basic to the 

Soviet theory of reflection, for without the element of 

familiarity the educative function of literature would 

supposedly suffer. The necessary corollary to this theory 

is that the spectator must be maintained at some distance 

from the work of art. In this position he retains his 

identity as a separate individual whose responsibility is 

not merely to allow himself to be swept along by the action 

of the work, but rather to reserve the right to an active 

critical role vis-§.-vis the action. 

On the theoretical level, the importance of trans

forming the raw materials the artist finds available is 

that his changing of these materials is the clearest proof 

that in fact reality is not fixed and immutable. The act 

of creative deformation then comes to stand for the revolu

tionary act itself, an act which necessarily must produce 

something other than that which already is. 

Quoting Fischer, Garaudy insists that art offers 

an alternative model to the reality that we actually 

experience. What the artist presents us with is a model, 

used in the sense of cybernetics, of the relations between 

man and the world. Once seen in this way the relevance 

of Ilarxist analysis of the class relations inherent in 

any socially executed and organized work becomes obvious. 

The analysis which grows out of such a method depends 

heavily on such concepts as alienation (used by Fischer 
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to discuss among others the art for art's sake movement 

of the nineteenth century and the nouveau roman. 

If the nature of art is, in fact, not that which 

the adherents of the reflection theory of art contended 

that it was, then the function of art must be re-evaluated 

as well. As stated before, the reflection theory pre

supposes that the object of art is to gain knowledge. If 

this is the case, then art must be judged according to the 

criteria of knowledge. The first of these is the claim 

that the work may make to an all-encompassing grasp of 

reality or, in other words, its totalizing effect. Seen 

from this perspective, a work would be more beautiful to 

the extent that it was more complete. As an illustration 

of his disagreement with Luk&cs, Garaudy cites Lukacs' 

famous analysis and comparison of Thomas Mann and Kafka, 

the result of which was that Kafka was criticized for not 

being a realist. In this connection Garaudy calls Lukacs' 

The Meaning of Critical Realism the most sectarian book 

ever on Marxist aesthetics. Certainly Garaudy was in a 

position to know something about the matter in view of his 

own work in the post-war period. 

If indeed the function of art is educative rather 

than creative or research-oriented, then there is the 

constant danger that its educative role will be seen in 
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terms of the shortest range most immediate and narrow 

political needs. There can be little doubt that in 

referring to this danger Garaudy is making reference to 

the Soviet practice of encouraging writers to treat cer

tain themes and even going so far as to prescribe the 

fashion in which the theme should be presented. Rejecting 

this approach Garaudy goes so far as to discard or at 

least dispute the value of the fundamental opposition of 

critical realism and socialist realism. 

Un rgalisme socialiste ne saurait se dispen
ser d'etre en meme temps un realisme critique: 
a partir d'une adhesion fondamentale a la concep
tion socialiste du monde et au mouvement histor-
ique vers le socialisme il ne peut eluder la 
fonction fondamentale de l'art qui est non pas de 
rassurer mais d'inquieter, non pas de pretendre 
nous donner 1'image d'une realite donnee et se 
mouvant sans nous, mais de nous suggerer que son 
mouvement depend pour une large part de notre 
action personnelle, que nous sommes personnelle-
ment responsables de ses insuffisances, en un mot 
considerer l'art comme un eveil de responsablite: 
"Le monde d1aujourd'hui ne peut etre deerit aux 
hommes d'aujourd'hui que s'il leur est gresente 
comme transformation," ecrivait Brecht.o 

Garaudy asserts that even the mystified and alien

ated artist incapable of giving expression to the totality 

of the flow of social forces can nevertheless give voice 

to the fundamental human desire to be whole. 

Garaudy takes up the problems of a literature 

which aims its appeal and educative impact at the masses. 

q 
Garaudy, Fischer, p. 7. 
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Such an approach may embody a conception of spontaneity 

which assumes that the ideological content of a work 

should be immediately available to the mass of reading 

public. This approach is perfectly consistent with the 

assumption that the primary function of a work is educa

tive and that therefore the form of the work should 

present the least possible obstacle to the assimilation 

of the content. Garaudy counters that, "C'est en effet 

une Strange facon de respecter le peuple que de flatter 

9 en lui la sensibility la moins cultiv^e." He points 

out that Marx taught that the dominant ideas in a society 

were precisely the ideas of the ruling class. Seen from 

this perspective one can appreciate the flimsy theoreti

cal basis on which is erected an aesthetic of spontaneity, 

especially in a society still under capitalist control. 

In a passage which is highly indicative of just 

how far Garaudy had moved away from the position of the 

Party in the debates of the fifties with the adherents of 

the nouveau roman (see Robbe-Grillet1s Pour un nouveau 

roman) and toward a position that in fact differs very 

little from that of the avant-garde writers of the fifties 

and sixties, Garaudy declares that, "La pire erreur serait 

de croire que le r^alisme socialiste peut se contenter de 

reprendre eL son compte ce langage en changeant seulement 

S 
Garaudy, Fischer, p. 7. 
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le sujet, la tendance, le "contenu," comme si la forme 

artistique etait une sorte de flacon dans lequel on 

puisse indiff^rEminent verser un poison ou un Elixir. 

There can be little doubt that this new approach has 

benefited considerably from the sort of criticisms 

launched by Barthes in his Le degrg z£ro l'ecriture and 

taken up somewhat later by Robbe-Grillet in the work 

mentioned above. 

Garaudy goes on to define formalism not as a 

preoccupation with form but rather the persistence of a 

particular form after the passing of the social conditions 

which in fact gave birth to it. This fixation of form at 

one point supposes that one "language" is appropriate for 

all time, a fundamentally ahistorical and anti-dialectical 

conception of the relation of form to content. 

Hand in hand with the idea of the non-educative 

function of literature is the concept of the relative 

autonomy of cultural phenomena vis-k-vis the base. Cen

tral to the idea of the immediate educative value of 

literature and therefore the need of a literature which 

deals with issues of topical concern, is the supposition 

that in fact there exists not only a connection but in 

fact a direct link between the cultural and the political 

levels of society. If this were in fact the case, one 

"^Garaudy, Fischer, p. 7. 
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could expect an immediate and effective reaction from 

the base upon the appearance of a work which correctly 

reflected the appropriate aspect of society in the 

prescribed fashion. This vision is unfortunately incon

sistent with what is most immediately apparent, namely 

that the connections between the economic system of a 

society and the art produced by that society are exceed

ingly complex and this can be best appreciated by noting 

the reactions evoked by various literary works. 

If there does indeed exist a complex relationship 

between the base and the superstructural cultural manifes

tations, then it is not at all clear just what the concept 

of decadence corresponds to. Garaudy rejects this 

mechanistic concept and returns to the theme that even 

with the advent of socialism an unalienated and integrated 

society will no more likely spring up of its own volition 

than a decadent literature will spring up necessarily from 

a dying economic system. 

Garaudy's article ends with his drawing the 

political consequences from the alternative which he has 

proposed. For Garaudy the primary trait of the Brechtian 

aesthetic is that it is compatible with a system of social 

relations in which the masses are called upon to partici

pate directly in the formation of the national culture. 

The demand for active participation in the work of art 

places a burden of responsibility upon the individual 
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requiring him to constantly acknowledge the possibility 

for transformation and transcendence in social relations 

and not only in social production. This approach to the 

masses assumes that they will be given the opportunity 

to appropriate for themselves their national heritage, 

not in a truncated form rejecting all those examples in 

which the artist's vision was deformed or alienated, but 

seeing in each work rather the uniquely human transforma

tive impulse, the refusal to simply concede. 

This article is of special interest for the stu

dent of Party theoretical development in the field of 

aesthetics in that it gives us in a concise form many of 

the principal themes that were to dominate literary 

debates of the sixties. Reading for example the debates 

at Argenteuil (see below) one can clearly perceive the 

degree to which Garaudy's views had won adherents by 1966. 

One can also read this article as a repertoire of the 

elements which Garaudy absorbs into his own formulation. 

Aside from the debt that he acknowledges to Ernst Fischer, 

and it is natural that he should give credit to another 

Marxist, it is inescapable that his approach bears a 

striking resemblance to those advanced by non-Communist 

critics and especially Barthes. Barthes for one in the 

mid-fifties was already in his Essais critiques pointing 

out the vital importance of a non-Aristotelian aesthetics 

and proposing that a viable model was present in the 
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writings of Brecht. While Robbe-Grillet does not mention 

Brecht, as noted above he too rejects the reflection 

aesthetic. It should be noted that in adopting a view 

point so similar to these two critics, Garaudy was con

ceding to two of the harshest and most explicit antago

nists of French Party policy toward literature during the 

fifties. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE NEW POLICY IN CULTURAL MATTERS— 
THEORY AND PRACTICE 

Argenteuil 

At first view, the inclusion of discussion of the 

Central Committee of the French Communist Party in a study 

of literary theory may surprise the reader. However, the 

debates at Argenteuil^" (hereafter referred to as Argenteuil) 

indisputably mark a turning point for Party literary criti

cism. Argenteuil is the event cited by all contemporary 

Communist literary critics as a watershed in Party cultural 

policy. It is the clearest proof that the tendencies 

already implicit in Garaudy's D'un rgalisme were neither 

isolated phenomena nor pure opportunism intended to attract 

intellectuals while changing nothing essential. Argenteuil 

was nothing short of a new departure, a major landmark which 

guides Party policy in culture to the present. It is at 

once the inevitable result of uniquely French necessities 

and the basis for a long term course of action. 

^"Debats sur les problfemes ideologiques et cultur-
els," Cahiers du Communisme, No. 42.(Janvier, 1966). 
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By the time of the convening of the Central 

Committee's meeting in March of 1966 it was clear that a 

systematic rethinking of Party policy in the domain of 

culture was in order. Pensee had felt compelled to devote 

the whole September-October, 1967 issue to the confron

tation between Marxism and structuralism which was then in 

full swing. 

It was in this context that the meeting on cul

tural problems took place and served to map out the new 

direction that Party policy was to take. Quite simply 

put, that new approach consisted of a virtually unlimited 

freedom of debate, theoretical reconsideration and 

vigorous search for common ground with other progressive 

intellectuals. This debate was recorded and published in 

volume 42 of Cahiers du communisme, which contains some 

19 interventions, two resolutions, and a conclusion. 

The debates reveal the tension which resulted 

from the attempt to swing away from the narrow sectarian 

approach of the previous period. The trick was to devise 

a resolution that at once addressed itself to the desire 

of the Party to reach a broad progressive public while at 

the same time retaining a perspective that was not in 

opposition with the general approach of the Party. Aragon 

summed up the method used in formulating the final resolu

tion, a document that he personally did not admire in its 

totality but which he supported: "Je suis partisan des 
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documents incomplets. Nous avons fait trop de documents 

complets, que nous avons ete seuls a lire. II s'agit de 

dire l'essentiel et de savoir negliger bien des choses. 

L'art de la resolution est la, et non pas dans la demarche 
o 

contraire." 

Aragon's remarks on the correct attitude to adopt 

in the formulation of this document are in fact relevant 

to the position mapped out by Garaudy in the continuing 

effort to find a common ground between Christians and 

Communists. Garaudy's presentation was entitled "Dogma-

tisme, pluralisme, problemes de la religion." It is 

important, for it contains a thorough criticism of dogma

tism in literary criticism and religion. 

Garaudy's opening remarks sum up the problem of 

the Party in the mid-sixties. While it was possible for 

Paul Vaillant Couturier to state in 1937 that everything 

worthwhile in the arts, literature and science was either 

occurring in the Party or around it, Garaudy observes that 

the same could not be said for the present. 

. . . Nous n'avancerons pas d'un pas si nous 
ne regardons pas la realite en face et si nous 
voulons faire les fanfarons, nous pr§sentant comme • 
d6tenteurs d'un "mot de passe" nous permettant de 
nous installer dans la v6rit6 et de contempler les 
errements des autres, en proclamant: le marxisme 
seul nous permet de. . . . Nous sommes la th£orie 
et vous §tes l'id^ologie . . . Nous tenons la v£ri-
t§ et vous §tes l'erreur . . . Personne ne nous 

2Ibid., p. 10. 
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croira, certains par une malveillance de principe, 
mais beaucoup aussi, parmi les plus honn§tes et 
les plus competents, pour cette simple raison que 
ce n'est pas vrai. 

Cette attitude a fait beaucoup de mal au 
mouvement communiste dans son ensemble: objective-
ment en retardant le progrfcs dans les domaines les 
plus divers, depuis la chimie jusqu'El la peinture 
et subjectivement, en ecartant de nous des millions 
d'intellectuels bien intentionnes et en permettant 
eL I'ennemi de nous donner le visage qu'ils souhai-
tent que nous ayons. 

Cette attitude porte un nom: c'est le dogma-
tisme, et la presomption qui en ddcoule.^ 

Garaudy begins his analysis and attack on dogma

tism by referring to Marx's Theses on Feuerbach in which 

he defines the distinction between Marxism and all previous 

materialisms. The error of all previous materialist 

philosophy consisted in its ignoring the "moment actif" of 

knowledge in which the subject constructs models or hypoth

eses that go beyond the observable phenomena but which are 

indispensable if man is to fit what he perceives into any 

order. These models are then verified by experience and 

practice. Garaudy is emphatic in pointing out that this 

approach to epistemology is in the tradition of the German 

philosophers, Kant, Fichte, and Hegel while the dogmatic 

approach falls back on the thought of Feuerbach, Diderot, 

and Spinoza. Garaudy warns that Marxism must never claim 

to be some sort of philosophy floating above the sciences. 

Garaudy then states that Marxism posits the 

existence of a reality exterior to the subject, but requires 

3 Cahiers, p. 10. 
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of the subject the constant awareness that his conception 

of that reality is other than the model by which he per

ceives it. Reality always exceeds the models by which 

science attempts to understand it. The difference be

tween the Marxist conception of man and reality and that 

set out by Hegel is precisely in this attitude toward 

the constructs by which we categorize our perceptions: 

Le materialisme marxiste qui est une philos-
ophie critique puisqu'il n'oublie jamais que tout 
ce que je dis des choses c'est moi qui le dis, 
nous interdit, comme materialiste, 1'illusion 
id^aliste qui consiste k confondre, comme la fai-
sait Hegel, notre reproduction conceptuelle du 
monde par raodeles toujours approximatifs avec sa 
production.4 

Garaudy goes on to point out that Marxism has no 

business falling back on the rationalist dichotomy of 

"truth" and "error." This distinction reflects the meta

physical search for ultimate truths and final categories 

by which all reality can be comprehended. In opposition 

to this immutable framework of knowledge, Garaudy offers 

a theory of knowledge in which truth, while still existing 

in a "relative" sense, is constantly subsumed in the never 

ceasing refinement and revision of models. 

Once Garaudy has nailed down this definition of 

the scientific approach, he uses it in his assault on 

dogmatism. 

4Ibid., p. 11. 
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. . . Conferer au marxisme le privilege d'une 
verite "absolument absolue" (qui ne serait pas a la 
fois relative et absolue), le privilege de se 
soustraire aux vicissitudes du progres scientifi-
que, ce serait lui oter son caractere de science 
pour lui accorder 1'immutabilite d'un dogme. Car 
le propre du dogmatisme theologique c'est de 
bloquer la dialectique de la v6rite relative et 
de la verite absolue. Le marxisme ne peut a la 
fois se reclamer de la science et revendiquer un 
status de v6rit§ qui ne serait qu'absolue, le 
statut (illusoire) de la m^taphysique et de la 
theologie. (p. 12). 

The use of the scientificity of marxism as an argument 

against the metaphysical search for absolute truths is 

more than passingly reminiscent of the structuralist 

claim of scientificity. In particular it brings to mind 

Althusser's attempt to re-read Marx in such a way as to 

emphasize in just what way Marx was scientific. This 

re-evaluation led him to discard the concept of the 

dialectic and Marxist humanism, as well. This is in 

fact the central task Althusser sets himself in his Pour 

Marx. In Althusser's other famous analysis of Marx, 

Lire Capitale, he seeks to determine the scientific 

essence of Marx's work, an element that as it turns out 

is shrouded in a terminology which makes Marx gravitate 

about his thesis without being able to formulate it in 

the maximal theoretical and scientific rigor. It is the 

search for just such a rigor which inspired Althusser's 

long work, a work which has taken a new twist as may be 
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5 
judged by his just published Elements d'autocritique. 

In short, Althusser says that the most important part 

of what Marx says is in fact absent. Yet paradoxically 

it is everywhere present in the sense that while he did 

not have the theoretical apparatus available to give his 

findings the full rigor of scientific validity, the 

constellations of his findings can be seen as implying 

and in fact requiring a certain structure. For our pur

poses the principal interest of this approach is in its 

suggestion that Marx can indeed be rethought, that his 

views on all matters are not of equal weight and that 

those of his findings which are beyong dispute are 

nevertheless open to rearrangement as to their relation 

to the total structure of the theory. 

At this point the resemblance with Garaudy is 

then quite clear and one can assert that while Althusser's 

views were hotly debated (and indeed still are) his influ

ence was nonetheless pervasive. Here in Garaudy one 

finds the same readiness to reconsider previous positions 

and more fundamentally (because the Party never ruled out 

reconsideration of theory as a matter of policy, but it 

consistently returned to the security of its previous 

positions) to suggest that the overriding test for Marxist 

5 Louis Althusser, Elements d'autocritique (Paris: 
Hachette, 1974). 
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thought must be its scientificity. Garaudy gives further 

evidence of his affinity with Althusser when he asserts 

that even the dialectic should be open to reexamination. 

In fact, Garaudy states that the principal task and 

value of Marxism is that it is an instrument of scien

tific research "en ce sens prdcisement qu'il nous met 

en garde, par principe, contre le dogmatisme de toute 
g 

theorie pretendant §tre exclusive et definitive." 

Garaudy offers as an alternative to dogmatism 

a conception of scientific research as a pluralistic 

practice. He contends that findings in the sciences 

arising from fundamentally different methods have never

theless proven to be contributions to the overall progress 

of scientific understanding of reality. 

Garaudy then passes to the question of literature 

and art as they relate to his attack against dogmatism. 

Claiming that social relationships must be considered as 

an organic totality, he states, "Le mat£rialisme histor-

ique de Marx n'est ni une m^thode de deduction ni une 

m^thode de reduction: l'on ne peut ni deduire les 

superstructures de la base, ni reduire les superstructures 

eL la base."^ 

Garaudy then sets about drawing up a list of 
i 

examples of the errors growing out of the mechanistic 

6Cahiers, p. 14. 7Ibid., p. 16. 
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approach to literary criticism. This section goes far in 

its rejection of the Soviet model of literary criticism 

and contains several of the key components to later 

become generally accepted by Party critics. 

The very first of his points is already an 

explicit attack on the Soviet position; he simply dis

cards the concept of decadence as a useful category in 

the analysis of literature and art. Ironically observing 

that the reduction of art and literature to the level of 

economics (decadent societies produce decadent art) must 

mean that Voltaire's Henriade is superior to Homer's 

Iliad because Voltaire's society was more advanced, 

Garaudy goes further and states frankly that in point of 

fact the period of the decomposition of imperialist 

society coincided with a proliferation of art and litera

ture—including Cezanne, cubism, Kafka, and Claudel. The 

reader will remember the importance Apresyan, for example, 

attaches to the concept of the rather direct link between 

economic structure and cultural production. To even 

further distance himself from the Soviet attitude on 

this matter, Garaudy goes so far as to say, . . m£me 

la periode de decomposition imperialiste a vu nattre des 

oeuvres importantes et dans lesquelles nous avons it 

apprendre: notre marxisme meme s'appauvrirait si nous 
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pensions, par exemple, comme si Husserl, Heidegger, 
Q 

Freud, Bachelard ou L§vi-Strauss n'avaient pas existe." 

While affirming that literature is a part of the 

superstructure, Garaudy rejects the tendency of reducing 

a work to its ideological ingredients. Only a theory of 

literature which reserves a large measure of autonomy for 

the arts and which takes into account the uneven develop

ment of society can escape the puzzle posed by the 

continued appreciation by modern audiences of the plays 

of the ancients. 

Garaudy cites, as the third error, the explanation 

offered by the partisans of the "mechanical reflection" 

theory. This resolution holds that works from the distant 

past still procure us aesthetic pleasure because the domi

nant feature of real artistic works is their function as 

forms of knowledge. Discarding, as inadequate, the 

Hegelian formulation that art teaches us in images what 

philosophy or history teach us in concepts, Garaudy 

contends that it is preposterous to advance the view that 

Don Quixote or Hamlet could be resumed in a series of 

philosophic abstractions. 

Garaudy's alternative for the older view of liter

ature as a form of knowledge in images hinges on the cru

cial importance of language in literature. 

8Ibid., p. 17. 
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. . . Le langage de 11 art est etroitement lie 
& son objet, il est necessairement, comme lui, 
inepuisable. II est createur de mythes, c'est-a-
dire d'un "module" de I'horame en train de se 
depasser, et au-dela du concept, qui exprime ce 
qui est deja fait, il est poesie ou symbole, 
c' est-si-dire rencontre inattendue de termes qui 
ne nous donne pas une realite dejS, faite, mais 
nous indique, nous fair "viser" une realite en 
train de se faire. Ce langage n'est pas seulement 
celui du savior mais celui de 1*exigence. II 
nous renvoie non une presence mais une ab
sence, & un manque, k une vide, qu'il nous invite 
a combler.® 

The key elements of Garaudy's argument—the indi

visibility of language and content, art as myth, 

literature as exploration or speculation rather than 

reflection, and especially literature as absence—all of 

these ideas were to occupy central importance in the 

literary debates of the latter sixties and early seventies. 

In this new conception of art, creativity becomes the main 

focus of attention. The artist is seen to be giving 

expression to man's inexhaustible creative capacity, and 

it is this consciousness of his own creativity which must 

be taken into account in any theory of realism. Seen from 

this perspective then realism cannot be fixed in a formula 

determined once and for all. Rather it must be seen as 

constantly variable as reality itself. This approach 

then constitutes a critical shift of attention from the 

perception of art as reflection to a conception of art as 

9 
Cahiers, p. 18. 
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an active shaping force. Furthermore, Garaudy's theory 

of literary creativity and its social function is 

analogical. Just as the scientist constructs theoreti

cal models to account for observed phenomena, the 

writer fabricates myths to structure lived experience. 

At this point the question of the Party's atti

tude toward its role in promoting the arts arises. 

Should the Party construe its role to be that of encour

aging a utilitarian vision of art, art as a weapon of 

class struggle and which therefore must defer to Party 

policy or be branded as reactionary? On the contrary, 

asserts Garaudy: The proper role for the Party is to 

educate writers and artists in general as to the dominant 

tendencies of the period (the passage from capitalism to 

socialism), persuade them of the central role of the 

working class in this struggle and finally awaken them 

to their responsibility in this process. However, and 

Garaudy insists on this point, realism is not a method 

but rather an attitude toward reality and the Party has 

no business injecting itself in matters of style or the 

choice of language. This is a region in which the artist 

has a right to assume all the risks and the responsibil

ities. 

Garaudy's report must be seen as a reassessment 

and rejection on two fronts, the Soviet model of 

socialist realism and the Party's own previous position 
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as typified by Aragon's attitude toward experimental 

literature. Here one must never underestimate the 

importance of the specificity of the French situation 

including the fact that not only was the French public 

exposed to a different variety of artistic works from 

that available to the Soviet public, but also within 

the ranks of the French Party itself there were prac

titioners of various modernist tendencies—Picasso for 

example. In the fifties the primary importance of 

literature was seen in its depiction of a reality exteri

or to itself. Garaudy clearly is delineating a new 

approach in suggesting that a theory of mechanical 

reflection does not suffice to describe the reworking 

of the materials the artist inherits from society nor 

does it treat the matter of the reinsertion of the work 

into society, and its radical function. This new attitude 

toward realism, while inadequately worked out on the the

oretical level, nevertheless opened up the possibility of 

seeing avant-garde art as something other than petty 

bourgeois aestheticism of formalism. Indeed, it implied 

a prolonged analysis and even promotion of this art in 

the conviction that it was the font line of the struggle 

on the ideological front. 

One must also take note of the key concept of 

literature being interpreted in terras of what it does not 
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say ("absence") rather than being viewed purely in terms 

of what is explicit in it. This concept, here, inade

quately and perhaps even wrongly worked out, will assume 

primary importance in subsequent Party and Marxist non

party theories of the ideological perspective of 

literature. To even suggest that the most important 

level of a work is perhaps not that which is said or 

"expressed," but on the contrary that which must be 

filled in by the reader, already gives evidence of the 

rethinking of basic assumptions so characteristic of the 

period in question. Yet Garaudy had not at the time of 

this report understood the full and deepest applicability 

of the concept of absence. In the passage analyzed 

above it would appear that Garaiidy refers to absence only 

in the sense that the writer might not furnish all of the 

parts to a puzzle, preferring to invite the reader to 

enter into the process of creation on an active plane. 

There is no dispute that this concept provides in 

a limited way the basis for a new approach to modernist 

works. One must also note that it is a fairly crude tool, 

all things considered. For one thing, it does not seem 

to provide for discriminating among works. Can it be 

said that the more successfully a work draws a reader into 

itself, the more progressive it is? One might also remark 

that the class analysis possible within the context of 

the formula presented by Garaudy is minimal. Just who is 
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drawn into this work and is compelled to fill up the 

voids? To pursue the metaphor farther, since it is a 

matter of filling up, just what replaces these voids? 

Doesn't this approach fall back on an idealist vision of 

human nature as providing a reservoir beyond classes 

which the writer can tap and bring into play? If this 

criticism is valid, then Garaudy's approach is open to 

criticism as being insufficiently class-oriented. 

There is another sense in which the idea of 

absence can be seen which orients the analysis in a 

rather different direction. It was previously mentioned 

that for Althusser absence is used in the sense of a 

mission and yet crucial factor which determines in fact 

the more readily apparent or transparent phenomena. Used 

in this sense the term cannot refer to elements in the 

work which the contemporary reader would be able to supply 

for himself. In all probability these underlying and 

finally determining structures are inaccessible because 

the intellectual framework or grill which would make them 

appear is simply not available. In this sense, then, the 

ideological significance of the concept of absence is not 

in its importance for the reader but for the critic. He 

will strive to distinguish between that which the writer 

leaves unsaid as part of his ruse to draw the reader into 

the work as a participant and that which is invisible to 

the writer because of his own ideological perspective. 
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The distinction between Garaudy's use of the idea 

of "absence" and its structuralist connotation seems to be 

only dimly reflected in the debates at Argenteuil. Only 

in the sense that these discussions were in large part 

the occasion for yet another confrontation between the 

Althusserians and the more orthodox critics and theoreti

cians in the Party, only in this sense can we perceive 

the divergence between these two uses of this critical 

concept. While it is undoubtedly true that Garaudy's 

use of the idea does not in fact offer us the theoretical 

possibilities inherent in the Althusserian usage, it is 

important not to underestimate how critical Garaudy's 

effort was at the time of the debates. What was clearly 

in order for the Party, which had for some time been 

identified with sectarian and anti-avant-garde positions, 

was a signal to experimental writers that their work was 

not held in disdain by the Party and that, in fact, it 

was considered a vital part of the nation's cultural 

life, not merely a superfluous pastime of the petty bour

geoisie as Aragon suggested in "Preface." 

Andre Stil is a figure of considerable interest 

in the debates because he was a practicing writer, 

although of the "realist" school. His paper, "Le Parti 

et la creation litt^raire et artistique,can be read 

^^Cahiers, pp. 53-68. 
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at once as the reaction of an old believer and as the 

reflections of a writer who perhaps himself felt the 

constrictions of the critical stance of the Party in the 

previous years. 

Indicative of the general tenor of his presenta

tion is Stil's assertion right at the outset that the 

Party must not only allow but indeed "sauvegarder les 

plus grandes possibility d1expression et de discussion, 

sans intervention superflue.Stil then passes to 

Garaudy's D'un rgalisme sans rivages saying that it is 

a valuable if controversial book whose main merit may 

in the end be that it shook things up ("secouer le pan-

ier"). He is explicit in rejecting an authoritarian 

attitude toward the arts where, 

. . . la froideur ne fait pas grand bien; ou 
rien de bon ne se fait sans passion cr^atrice, 
sans tendances diverses entrant en Emulation, oil 
rien n1 est plus contre nature que l1 aspiration S, 
la domination ou au monopole de quelque chapelle 
oil de qui que ce soit, et oil n'est jamais bien 
venue 1'instauration de hierarchies ext^rieures 
§L celles des oeuvres et competences r^elles, comme 
de tout ce qui ressemble & des mgthodes d1authori-
te.12 

Stil's analysis of the utilitarian attitude toward 

literature is particularly useful because it is at once 

telling for the audience to whom it was addressed and < 

astute in its political understanding. Stil calls the 

11Ibid., p. 55. 
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utilitarian attitude a form of leftist narrowness 

("1'6troitesse gauchiste") thereby raising to the polit

ical level the most typical characteristics of this 

approach, namely its propensity for hasty and ill-

considered judgments on the value of literary works 

compounded by a sectarian and inflexible adherence to 

these judgments once made. As Stil is quick to point out, 

a system which values literature for those elements which 

are perceived to be of immediate usefulness to the working 

class at a given moment on the level of the ideology 

explicitly expressed, such a system has no way of relating 

to these works once their immediate political usefulness 

has been exhausted. We have already seen that Marx and 

Engels had identified the permanent appeal of great works 

as a major problematic in the materialist theory of 

superstructures. We can appreciate that in this matter 

the political and the aesthetic are interrelated. 

Stil points out that the process of literary 

creation itself seems to run counter to the tendencies 

implicit in the utilitarian approach to literature. The 

utilitarian conception of literature presupposes the 

foreknowledge on the part of the writer of the ultimate 

impact and even direction of the work. However, says 

Stil, 

. . . les createurs sont les premiers a etre 
dans le doute quant jl ces effets possibles de ce 
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qu'ils font. A la difference de beaucoup de tra-
vaux manuels proprement dits, qui peuvent con-
naltre la certitude de l'objet achev£ et efficace, 
le travail de creation litt&raire et artistique 
n'est jamais assur§ d'avoir atteint son but, but 
qui est loin d'ailleurs d'etre toujours preconcu, 
mais qu£ se d^couvre souvent au cours de 1'acte 
de creation en m6me temps que les moyens de la 
poursuivre.13 

One is struck immediately by the reliance this 

approach places on the unseen levels of literary creation. 

Here the shift has gone all the way to the other end of 

the scale where the real character of a work may remain 

opaque to contemporary readers and only be accessible 

to later critics and public. The reason for the devaluing 

of the surface level of the work is precisely because the 

rational or consciously directed part of the work in fact 

becomes subjugated to the demands of the process of crea

tion. 

It is fair to ask just what order governs this 

imperious creative force which in the end frustrates the 

best intentions of the intellect. The answer, Stil 

asserts, can only be found by means of the scientific 

study of the subconscious. Stil maintains that the essen

tial distinction between the subconscious and the 

unconscious must be held in mind. To say that a writer 

is frequently influenced by a level of his mind which is 

not consciously available to him is neither to say that 

13 
Cahiers, p. 58. 
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the material from that level does not have political 

content, nor is it to say that it is necessarily chaotic 

and shapeless and therefore somehow a function of some 

lower aspect of man's being. This position would imply an 

ethical hierarchy strongly scented with the Judeo-

Christian value system, a veritable moral topography with 

the higher "intellectual" functions esteemed in preference 

to the rebellious, uncontrolled, and ultimately dangerous 

"subconscious" lower intrusions. 

A scientific theory of aesthetics and of litera

ture, on the other hand, can no longer ignore the science 

of the subconscious which is simply to say that Freud must 

be read. This is a major move for it entails on the most 

superficial level a reckoning with man's (from a Marxist 

perspective more correctly "men's") sexuality. This long 

taboo swampland was held in the deepest suspicion by the 

Soviets and dealt with in the most circumspect fashion, 

the better to avoid the mud-slinging visited upon Anna 

Akhmatova. 

So Freud is back on the reading list and in fact 

he has to be the point of departure, guarding as he does 

the gates of the subconscious. This reopening of lines 

of inquiry is in fact the main message of Stil's paper. 

"L'art veritable, quelle que soit sa tendance, ne peut 

s' ern*i.chir ni se renforcer par 1'exclusion d'aucune forme 
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14 d'exploration reelle de l'humkin." We must read this 

to mean not only all of the branches of science, but 

also that form of literature which takes as its point of 

departure not the easily intelligible but the purposefully 

difficult, in a word, the avant-garde. 

The corollary of this new conception of the rela

tion of the Party and its intellectuals to the rest of 

French society is that exploration is to be encouraged in 

every field of human inquiry and that if Communists hope 

to avoid a repetition of their neglect of Freud, they had 

better open contacts with those sections of the intellec

tual community where there was movement in new directions. 

Seen in this way, Stil's paper is a perfect intro

duction to the resolution. The resolution proceeds from 

the following premise. While there is an' immense heritage 

of scientific and cultural wealth available in French 

society and that this heritage is carried on by capable 

contemporaries, the development of both science and liter

ature, indeed of culture in general, is not systematically 

encouraged by the capitalist system. On the contrary, 

this system supports (i.e., materially) only those aspects 

of the scientific and cultural life which further, in an 

immediate sense, the interests of the ruling class, the 

14Ibid., p. 64. 
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rest being deformed to fit those interests or, not 

infrequently, simply discarded as marginal. Monopoly 

capital orients scientific research in those areas of 

prime interest to the monopolies which at the same time 

they sink their control ever deeper into the media through 

which culture is transmitted. Culture is then trans

formed into a commodity. 

These matters, as the resolution asserts, are not 

tangential to questions of artistic freedom at all but in 

fact lie at the very heart of the matter. This is clear 

when one considers the question of education. The educa

tional structure promotes a high degree of specialization 

while at the same time innoculating the student with a 

potent dose of ruling class ideology. The result is that 

science and culture are hold to be domains only remotely 

related, if at all. Intellectuals are confronted in 

their evolution with a social stratification based on a 

series of supposedly natural (i.e., transparent, and 

therefore not class related) dichotomies according to 

which one must choose between being a teacher or an 

engineer, a doctor or an architect. With human activity 

and knowledge divided into hermetically secure compart

ments, there arises a very real question of the freedom 

of the artist, and this on the most crucial level, that 

of his freedom to conceptualize. 
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The Party, for its part, proposed the formulation 

of a "programme commun" to deal with these problems in a 

more comprehensive way taking as the point of departure 

the reorganization of the economy along non-capitalist, 

socialist lines. From there the Party would proceed to 

break down the old divisions by providing for frequent 

opportunities for exchange between the various branches 

of the intellectual community. The Party promised that 

in this endeavor artists and writers would play a major 

role in determining the measure most likely to promote 

creation and research and to safeguard their liberty. 

Reform of the education system occupies a central 

place in the strategy of the Party. In the view of the 

Party the educational system in large measure determines 

who has access to culture. An educational system which 

systematically tends to exclude the sons and daughters 

of the working class from those levels of the educational 

system where the capacity to appreciate culture is devel

oped can only be called a class system. The Party, on 

the other hand, defines a truly democratic school in 

these terms: ". . . elle associe toujours la formation 

professionnelle & la connaissance scientifique, H la 

creation artistique, &. la formation civique, S. 1'Education 

physique." This system must use every available scientific 

advance in psychology as well as pedagogy so as to give 

every student the maximum possibility to develop his 
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capabilities in an all around way and to prepare him for 

the fullest possible participation in the social, politi

cal and cultural life of his country. Such a policy, 

claims the Party, is impossible without the restructuring 

of the system. 

Reform of the educational system must reside on 

a firm idea of just what constitutes culture. Defining 

creativity as the element which separates man from the 

animals, the resolution goes on to reject the notion that 

the creator is in fact a producer of pre-existing material 

which he merely arranges in artful and consumable con

figurations. In addition to the recognizable elements of 

a work of art there is also a certain something else which 

cannot be reduced to any of the parts nor even to their 

sum. This part is the creator himself in his full individ

uality. It is this element which dictated that a given 

work is distinguishable from another. 

The definition of the constitution of the cultural 

heritage is related to the question of the proper attitude 

to adopt toward experimental literature. On this matter 

the stand is unequivocal: 

L'heritage culturel se fait chaque jour, il a 
toujours 6t6 cr66 au present, c'est le present qui 
devient le pass6, c'est-£l-dire 1'heritage. C'est 
pourqoui l'on ne saurait limiter a. aucun moment le 
droit qu'ont les cr^ateurs k la recherche. C'est 
pourquoi les exigences experimentales de la lit-
terature et de 1 * art ne sauraient §tre ni6es ou 
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entravees, sans que soit gravement port# atteinte 
au developpement de la culture et de 1'esprit 
humain lui-m£me. -1"5 

In the resolution, which goes on to propose wide-

ranging contacts between Communist and non-Communist 

intellectuals in an effort to break down artificial 

barriers between the various disciplines and to sweep 

away the last vestiges of dogmatism, one can see many of 

the traits which were later to receive full blown treat

ment and to become characteristic of the general tenor of 

the Party approach to literary questions. Perhaps the 

most important of these is the clear promise of the Party 

to refrain from injecting itself in an administrative 

fashion into literary debates. The tactic will be rather 

to encourage debates and to begin the work of a serious 

theoretical re-evaluation. This re-evaluation will be car

ried out by the writers themselves, not imposed on them 

from above. 

That re-evaluation will be the subject of the 

following chapters of this study. Yet the very shape that 

it would assume was already implicit in the decisions 

taken at Argenteuil. On the theoretical level, intense 

self-criticism had led to a series of major shifts: A new 

receptivity to the avant-garde and perception of its 

potentially progressive role in the struggle for socialism, 

15 
Cahiers, p. 271. 
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a rejection of the Zhdanovist model of mechanical 

reflection, recognition of the fundamental importance of 

the subconscious in literary creation, the decision to 

adopt an open policy toward divergent literary and crit

ical trends. As we shall see, each of these stances will 

have its own importance in theoretical developments to 

be discussed next. 

Cluny I 

If the decisions taken at Argenteuil constituted 

the Party's official adoption of a policy of diversity and 

pluralism in the field of culture, the results of that 

resolution for Party literary criticism may be most clearly 

perceived in the two colloquia held at Cluny in 1968 and 

1970. These meetings of scholars both Communist and 

non-Communist are commonly referred to as Cluny I and 

Cluny II. The record of the papers delivered and the 

accompanying debates are contained in Linguistique et 
1 g 

littgrature and Litt&rature et idgologie. 

In the course of this chapter it will be demon-; 

strated that some of the major theoretical tendencies of 

the most recent period can be traced directly to positions 

debated at these colloquia. 

The papers selected for consideration in this 

chapter bring out two aspects of the colloquia which are 

16 
Linguistique et literature (Paris: La Nouvelle 

Critique, 1968). See also Litt6rature et idgologie (Paris: 
La Nouvelle Critique. 1970). 
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central to the thesis of this study. In their diversity 

they offer the clearest proof that the political decision 

taken at Argenteuil to encourage a plurality of approaches 

in culture was bearing fruit. These papers, moreover, are 

of special interest to this dissertation because of the 

influence they exert on the subsequent evolution of Party 

literary theory, especially on Vernier's model which is 

the subject of the next chapter. In the course of the two 

colloquia several of the key concepts which typify 

Vernier's theory found their first expression. 

The attitude of collaboration in research and 

scholarly exchange without sectarian rigidity is enonced 

in a categorical fashion in the opening statement of the 

editorial staff of La Nouvelle Critique: 

. . . Est-ce &, dire que le colloque de Cluny 
constitue pour nous une r^ponse definitive aux 
probl&mes qu'il posait? Certes pas. Dans la 
mesure oil il a rev£l6, chez de nombreux partici
pants, communistes ou non, 1'exigence d'un recours 
au marxisme comme condition du progrfes de leur 
recherche, il impose aux intellectuels communistes 
des responsabilit^s plus grandes, un £largissement 
et un approfondissement de leur reflexion th£ori-
que. . . . Cette reflexion, nous entendons la 
poursuivre dans le m§me esprit qui a et£ celui de 
Cluny, c 'est-El-dire, celui d'une trfes grande at
tention aux travaux effectu^s par tous les sp^cial-
istes qui font progresser la connaissance, commun
istes et non-communistes.-1-7 

The participants in the first coloquim had before 

them three questions to consider: 

17 " 
Linguistique et littera.ture, p. 7. 
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1. Comment la linguistique contemporaine "voit" 

la littgrature; 

2. Comment 1'analyse de la litt&rature fait, ou 

non, usage des theories et des donndes de la linquistique; 

3. Comment les cr^ateurs (pontes et romanciers) 

r£agissent §. 1' apport de la linguistique. 

The responses to these question run the gamut from highly 

technical theoretical studies (i.e., "Problemes de la 

structuration du texte" by Julia Krist&va) to studies of 

a single work using the structuralist methodology (i.e., 

"Correlations lexicales et organisation du r£cit: le 

vocabulaire du visage dans Th£r£se Raquin" by Henri 

Mitterand) and even to very general introductory studies 

(such as Raymond Jean's "Qu'est-ce que lire?1') It is 

important also to note the exceedingly useful "essai 

bibliographique" by Jean Peytard which is the first con

tribution. 

The best place to begin a sampling of the views 

set forth in the colloquium may be the rather general essay 

by Raymond Jean mentioned above. His discussion of the 

nature of reading brings him to consider reading, writing, 

and criticism as inextricably intertwined. Jean begins 

by distinguishing two types of reading; passive, in which 

the reader is in the presence of material, written or 

otherwise, whose meaning is immediately and transparently 

clear to him; and active, in which the reader encounters 
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resistance in his attempt to decipher the meaning. Jean 

then points our, however, that both of these definitions 

presume the process of reading to be a form of decoding 

which in turn requires the prior existence of a code sig

nifying a pre-existing reality whose message can be 

determined through the application of the code to the 

written material. The result will then be the message. 

One troublesome consequence of this approach as Jean 

points out is the inevitable conclusion that if the object 

of reading is to attain the "message," then the best 

method is both rapid and superficial. In fact, Jean 

maintains that reading, truly literary reading, is a fac

tor of writing and indeed of the particular work under 

consideration. In other words each reading must take into 

consideration the specific object to which it is directed. 

Jean divides the act of reading into two series 

of elements, those on the level of the purely visual 

activity and those on the level of communication. As for 

the former, Jean claims that "... tout ce qui, dans 

l'acte de lire, solicite d'une manifere particulifere le 

regard, le 'ddrange,1 le provoque, l'oriente, le dirige 

dans un sens nouveau, modifie non seulement les formes 

mais l'id£e m§me de la lecture, en un sens la conteste et 

18 la remet totalement en question." Here he is broaching 

13Ibid., p. 19. 
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the question of form as a means of subverting content. 

This of course is strongly reminiscent of Barthes in 

Degrg zgro and must be considered as an elaboration of 

the concept of avant-garde literature as a means of 

derailing the whole socially conditioned coding mechanism 

which, given writing, extracts a message. 

Revealing the link between the "nouvelle lecture," 

a"nouvelle critique," and a "nouveau roman," Jean quotes 

Jean Ricardou's Probl&mes du nouveau roman to reveal the 

social utility of this second reading. "Or il se trouve 

que la pratique de cette seconde lecture ne va pas sans 

une lat£rale utility. Tout lecteur rompu au decryptage 

des signes langagiers saura d^sormais, en toute occasion, 

d£masquer les langages falsifies que la soci£t£ lui 

impose." 

Jean's paper leaves no doubt as to this distance 

travelled since the mid-fifties. While it was possible 

for Aragon to treat the avant-garde as a petit-rbourgeois 

phenomenon of little or no interest to militants, by 1968 

we see the determining impact of avant-garde writers and 

critics such as Ricardou. 

In a fascinating follow-up to Ricardou's observa

tions Jean asserts that "Un monde qui aura franchi les 

barrages du second analphabetisme sera un monde qui aura 

19 Linguistique et litterature, p. 7, 
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quelque chance de repousser les langages falsifies." As 

examples of "langages frelat^s" he cites the American 

government's attempt to convince the American people of 

the legitimacy of its war in Vietnam and the abuse of the 

radio and the press in Czechoslavakia under Novotny. 

Sharing the first session with Jean were two of 

the Tel Quel group, Julia Krest^va and Jean-Louis Baudry. 

In view of the fact that the association between Tel Quel 

and Party intellectuals was so close and given the 

prominence of Krist^va in Tel Quel, her theories deserve 

special attention. 

Kristeva starts with the by then classic rejec

tion of the concept of literature. 

. . . Suivant le geste de la th^orie.de.la con-
naissance marxiste, nous distinguerons l'objet rgel 
de l'objet de connaissance, et nous refuserons de 
nous servir, dans notre approche s^raiotique, du 
concept de "litterature" comme d'un concept op6ra-
toire. Ce refus signifierait que nous consid&rons 
le concept de "litterature" comme historiquement 
et id£ologiquement appartenant un certain type de 
societe—la societe d'echange et de consommation,— 
et par consequent tout ce que nous pouvons dire de 
l'objet reel de notre analyse serait qu'il se pr£-
sente, de premier abord, comme un type de pratique 
signifiant tandis que l'objet de connaissance que 
nous nous donnons dans cet objet r£el serait un 
texte.20 

Distinguishing the semiotic approach from the 

linguistic or the rhetorical, Kristeva refuses to grant 

any special place to aesthetic considerations. Semiotics 

20Ibid., p. 55. 
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will consider literature "avec le m§me indice de valeur 

que le recit de presse, le discours scientifique, etc., 

lorsqu'elle la designe comrae une pratique signifiant." 

As for the concept of "texte," Kristdva explains that the 

terra is intended to draw attention to the process of 

meaning giving rather than reducing the "pratique signifi-

ante" to a structure on the model of the spoken language. 

Furthermore, Krist£va sees this approach as being more in 

line with a Marxist perspective in that it places the 

emphasis on the production of meaning rather than the 

exchange of meaning. From the idea of the text as produc

tivity, she concludes that being redistributive, the text 

is best approached through the categories of logic and 

mathematics rather than linguistics and that the text is 

in fact an intertextuality ("dans l'espace d'un texte 

plusieurs enonces pris k d'autres textes se croisent et 

21 se neutralisent.") 

Kristeva then proposes to use not the phonological 

model as the base for her analysis of the structuring of 

the text, but rather transformational linguistics associ

ated with Chomsky's generative grammar. Happily our 

purposes do not require a detailed resumd of the theory 

which quickly escalates into a logico-mathematical 

expression of the structuring of the text, fairly 

21Ibid., p. 56. 
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bristling with the formulae for which Krist^va is so 

notorious. Suffice it to say that with the fifteenth 

century novel by Antoine de La Sale, J£han de Saintr£ as 

her example, Krist£va first applies her method to the 

"texte clos," considering the "programmation initiale de 

la structure romanesque." This process entails the estab

lishing of the repertoire of structural devices employed 

in the novel and the sequence in which they occur. Her 

analysis yields the conclusion that with the arrival of 

the novel "literature" came upon the scene. That is to 

say that there arose a form of writing retaining aspects 

of the "r^cit," a purely linguistic phenomenon and 

confined to the spoken language or at least owing its for

mal structure to the spoken language, while at the same 

time containing a completely new element. 

Le fait qu'il est un r£cit n'est qu'un aspect— 
ant&rieur—de cette particularity fondamentale 
qu'il est de la "littSrature." Nous voilS. devant 
cette difference qui caract&rise le roman par rap
port au r£cit: le roman est d^jS. "literature ," 
c' est-&.-dire un produit de la parole, un objet 
(discursif) d'^change avec un propri^taire (auteur), 
une valeur et un consommateur (publique, destina-
taire).22 

Kristeva, however, points out that the transformational 

analysis has its limitations. While it can take into 

account the mutations within a closed structure, it has 

no means of dealing with the text in its social and 

22 Linguistique et litterature, p. 59. 
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historical context. Krist£va, therefore, proposes to 

supplement the analysis of the "texte clos" by trans

cending transformational analysis with the devising of a 

transformational method. "... nous considgrerons les 

diff^rentes sequences (ou codes) d'une structure textuelle 

precise comme autant de 'transforms' de sequences (de 

23 """ " codes) prises H d'autres textes."- -This-~iiiterp-lray-~o-f-

different texts she terms intertextualite and is important 

for it furnishes the critic with a key for determining how 

a given text reads history and is active in history. 

Her conclusion is that Marx's thought suggests the 

necessity of establishing a typology of cultures, each 

irreducible to another. Significantly quoting the Soviet 

semiotician Yuri Lotman, she says that semiotics will be 

the tool which will allow for the establishment of this 

typology as a function of the type of relation that the 

various cultures have with the sign. Semiotics then 

emerges as the science of the ideologies which underlie 

all "practique signifiante." 

One is of course immediately struck by the con

sciously Marxist thrust of Kristeva's approach. With a 

virtuoso command of the intricacies of structuralist 

criticism, she manages to go beyond Barthes by her 

insistence on the use of the transformational model in 

23Ibid. , p. 61. 
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place of the previously employed phonetic model (BarthesJ 

"Introduction a 1'analyse des recits" is a good example 

of this approach) while at the same time advancing a new 

path for Marxist literary analysis. Her work represents 

a full-blown and serious attempt to develop a Marxist 

analysis of formal structure as the vehicle of ideologi

cal content while at the same time shifting the focus of 

attention from literature conceived as an entity apart, 

and replacing it with a view of writing as work, that is 

as process and as production. 

Annie libersfeld, a specialist in 19th century 

romantic drama, furnishes a good example of the sort of 

structuralist analysis occurring within the ranks of the 

Party. Her paper, "Structures du Theatre d'Alexandre 

•. 24 Dumas pere, will provide us a point of comparison with 

the two papers just discussed. 

Ubersfeld notes at the outset that she proposes 

to use Greimas' analysis, which she herself admits is 

already classic, in studying the structuring of Dumas' 

plays. Her model proposes the division of the "espace" 

of Dumas' theatre into two domains, that of the stable 

interests of the ruling powers and that of the open region 

occupied by the oppressed. She divides the syntagmatic 

axis into three sectors representing the three stages of 

24Ibid., pp. 146-156. 
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action—the exposition, the dramatic movement, and the 

denouement. 

While the actual conclusions she draws are of 

secondary interest for our purposes, there are a number 

of observations worth making in connection with her paper. 

The first of these is the fact that by 1968 French Com

munists were engaged in structuralist criticism in a 

publication that was to be a showpiece. This not without 

significance, for it must be remembered that fierce 

debates had raged for some time over the alleged incom

patibility of dialectical materialism and structuralism. 

Indeed Althusser had created quite a stir with his asser

tion in Lire Capital that the dialectical approach was 

simply unscientific and must be discarded. 

Ubersfeld's reconciliation with structuralism 

allows her to reveal an ideological content inherent in 

the structure of Dumas' plays. As she puts it, "Au-del£l 

des conflits apparents, cette analyse ne nous permet-elle 

pas de saisir chez Dumas, comme chez Hugo, 1'indication 

du drame de l'homme et tout particuli&rement de 1'artiste, 

pris dans un monde tel qu'il ne peut pas accepter d'y §tre 

int6gr£, mime quand il ne peut pas non plus ne pas vouloir 
25 

y itre int£gr£?" It may be argued that this is exactly 

what Krist§va did in her work as well, but it should be 

25 
Ibid., p. 151. 
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noted that Krist^va first remolded the tools that she 

inherited from structuralism, contending that they were 

unfit for her purpose in the original state. Ubersfeld, 

in fact, uses the structuralist method in a way that has 

political implications, but she does nothing to tamper 

with the method itself. 

There is, however, one aspect of her analysis 

that is important for the central role it will occupy in 

later critical theory, namely the concept of distortion. 

The passage in question consists merely of a single 

remark, but it seems to be very much in the same train of 

thought as that pursued by France Vernier some six years 

later. In the passage Ubersfeld notes that while the 

structuring of Dumas' plays was in effect a challenge to 

the existing oppressive social structure, and although 

this, claims Ubersfeld, was perfectly clear to the audi

ence, the plays were nevertheless unhindered by the 

censure, apparently because of their conformist solution 

to the conflict. Ubersfeld concludes, "C'est qu'il y a 

si l'on peut dire distorsion dans le theatre de Dumas 

2f5 entre la denotation de l'oeuvre et ses connotations." 

Ubersfeld's paper is, in a sense, in the tradition 

of Engels' remarks on Balzac. In this case we would point 

out that establishing a dichotomy between the denotation 

26 Linguistique et litt<§rature. p. 148. 
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and connotation of the work serves essentially the same 

function as the creative genius argument which Engels 

advanced in favor of Balzac. In "both cases the progres

sive impact of the work is demonstrated in spite of 

considerable indications within the text of the author's 

own retrograde political views. The net effect in both 

cases is to vindicate works which would certainly be 

dismissed were one to apply a narrow political content 

analysis of that variety employed by Apresyan. 

In reviewing the material discussed from Linguis-

tique et litterature a number of points should be 

emphasized. Primary of these is the obvious fact that in 

1968 the Party had abandoned sectarian tactics in matters 

of culture and that it could attract scholars subscribing 

to divergent critical approaches. The special scholarly 

value of the sessions derived to a large extent not merely 

from the delivery of the papers, but just as much from 

the debate, at times sharp, between adherents of differing 

political as well as intellectual perspectives. What has 

to be a solid refutation to the idea that the Party was 

hostile to innovation is the fact that indeed new positions 

were taken and debated. One need only examine the resis

tance from the universitaires to the discarding of the 

Saussurean model of structuralist analysis to realize that 

the Party had succeeded in providing the proper environ

ment for serious debate. The conclusion is that in this 
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instance the.Party was participating in and contributing 

to the total cultural scene in France, not merely on the 

level of denouncing all that was not in perfect accord 

with Party policy as decadent or reactionary, but by 

making concrete contributions. 

That said, it must also be noted that there does 

not seem to be much evidence that Party intellectuals had 

caught up with the rapidly changing theoretical scene. 

While the Tel Quel group was busy examining the theoreti

cal bases of structuralist thought, the best that Annie 

Ubersfeld could do was to apply a method that she herself 

admitted was already classic. Perhaps more important, 

though, than the level of proficiency attained by any one 

Party intellectual is the fact that the Party had once 

and for all abandoned the idea that its intellectuals had 

to carry out their work within the bounds of a narrow band 

of politically and theoretically approved approaches. 

It is quite evident that the Party entered into 

the colloquium with the attitude that its greatest con

tribution would not be to bestow the truth upon the other 

participants; rather, the vent was to be a goad and a 

challenge to Party intellectuals to reevaluate their 

thoughts and to play a major role in the formulation of 

theory in a domain that had been given high priority. 
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Cluny II 

On April 2, 3, and 4, 1970 the Party held a second 

, colloquium.with a format identical to the first, that is with 

a presentation of papers and discussion within each of six 

sessions. As Francis Cohen stated in the opening of the 

colloquium the attitude of the Party in organizing the 

meeting was much the same as for the first: 

Le marxisme s'enrichit et se developpe au con
tact de toutes les recherches et de toutes les ex
periences de tous les domaines de l'activite hu-
raaine, et particulierement de l'activite scientifi-
que. Comme pour heritage recu du passe, nous par-
Ions ici d1assimilation critique. Ce qui est dire 
que nous ne cherchons pas -ici et aujourd'hui, pas 
plus qu'a aucun autre moment- de theorie de rem-
placement, mais que nous ne concevons pas la vie 
de notre theorie sans l'apport des donnees nou-
velles, donnees que nous ne trions pas selon leur 
origme. *' 

Yet the overall situation had undergone a radical 

change in the intervening period. First and foremost 

there had been May, 1968. The Party's policy of restraint 

which had so alienated certain sectors of the far left 

were still being debated. Yet at the same time there 

was an influx of members into the Party and many of these 

were intellectuals. Relations with Tel Quel were quite 

good with Krist^va occasionally even publishing an article 

28 in La Nouvelle Critique. This was the period when Jean 

Thibaudeau, a member of the editorial staff of Tel Quel, 

27 Littgrature et idgologie, p. 6. 

28 Julia Kristeva, "La semiologie science critique ou 
critique de la science," La Nouvelle Critique, No. 16, 15-20. 
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formally took out membership in the Communist Party. 

Francis Cohen expressed this attitude when he addressed 

the assembled participants: 

C'est parce que la literature reste 3l notre 
6poque, ou m§me devient plus que jamais un sec-
teur cl£ des d^bats id^ologiques. Les themes 
que s'y rencontrent, sa capacity d'action sur un 
public vaste et d^cisif, le carrefour qu'elle 
constitue de plus en plus pour de nombreuses dis
ciplines, voilEl sans doute quelques raisons de 
son importance sociale. Et done, du fait que 
l'on rencontre le norabre de th^oriciens et, si 
j'ose parler ainsi des £crivains, de practiciens 
pour qui il est important de connaitre, d'appuver 
ou de vivre les combats de la classe ouvrifere.29 

There were, however, some significant differences 

between the first and second colloques. The stenographic 

record of the debates along with the papers delivered at 

Cluny I which were collected under the title of Linguis-

tique et litt&rature was very popular and by the time of 

the convening of Cluny II the second edition had nearly 

been sold out. The interest aroused in the colloque 

resulted in a larger participation in the second and 

while no figures of the number of participants are given 

for the second colloque, the record of the proceedings 

entitled Littgrature et ideologies runs to 309 pages while 

Linguistique et litt£rature amounted to 174 pages. Cluny 

II was then a much larger gathering, one that Cohen says 

could have been immensely larger had problems of space and 

time not required restraint. 

29 Litterature et ideologie, p. 7. 
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There are other differences, which will receive 

more attention below, but which should be mentioned here. 

As noted above, the level of participation of Party 

intellectuals in Cluny I was outshone by others and 

especially by the members of the Tel Quel group. By 1970 

this situation had changed and Party intellectuals were 

able to make major contributions. 

The first paper delivered was by a Communist, 

Christine Glucksmann, who touched upon many of the points 

that were to dominate the rest of the sessions in her . 

30 paper, "Sur la relation litt&rature et ideologies." 

Indeed, her paper is a sort of road map of where Communist 

literary theory had been and where it would go in the next 

four years. 

Her first point is a reminder that in the history 

of Marxist thought, literature has always been considered 

a form of ideological thought. Implicit in this view is 

the idea that literature will always hold a secondary 

position vis-a-vis a pre-existing ideology. This view 

spawns a definition of literature as an essentially polit

ical phenomenon, with the term political taken in its 

narrowest and most mechanical sense. If one holds that 

literature is distinct from ideology and surpasses it, 

repressing and conserving it in the Hegelian sense, then 

30Ibid., pp. 9-15. 
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literature becomes at once a means of knowing reality and 

a reflection of that reality ("un reflet connaissant du 

r6el"). This view then leads to a normative conception 

of literature S. la socialist realism in which works 
* 

inherited from the past are good in spite of their ideolog 

ical limitations while works produced under socialism are 

good because of their ideology. 

Glucksmann finds that Luk£cs is an example of the 

latter approach, albeit a more sophisticated one than his 

vulgar sociologizing predecessors. According to Glucks

mann, Luk£cs' theory that the really great writers of the 

bourgeois realist period attained a high degree of liter

ary accomplishment in spite of their retrograde political 

views implies that the great works are characterized by 

a sort of unconscious sincerity which transcends their 

limitations and can be evaluated ethically from the out

side. Of course, this line of reasoning leads immediately 

to the mystification of "great art" and "the genius," 

view which in the final analysis are profoundly bourgeois. 

In fact, Glucksmann maintains, the key concept missing in 

Lukacs and which precludes his formulating an adequate 

conception of literature is his neglect of the concept of 

literature seen as a process of work on language. Lukacs* 

emphasis on the content of the literary work leads him to 

take up those very judgments he sought to overcome in 

discarding vulgar sociologism, namely the division of 
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literature into decadent and progressive, the dogmatic 

insistence on totalizing forms, the concentration on the 

ideological themes in a work, and the neglect of the exper

imental and innovative aspect of art. 

Glucksmann instead advocates steering a middle 

course between the historicist, normative position just 

described, and the equally unsatisfactory approach of the 

formalist school which determines the "litterarite" of a 

work while completely leaving aside the ideological 

question. It is extremely interesting that she suggests 

none other than Tynianov, one of the original and seminal 

thinkers in the Russian formalist movement, as a guide in 

the quest for this middle course: 

Dfcs lors, entre une approache historiciste et 
une approche structurale se dessine, pour la lit
erature, un terrain specifique, dont le lieu a 
6t6 cern£ par Tynianov dans ses Merits (marquant 
un tournant dans le formalisme russe): "La cor
relation de la litt€rature avec al vie sociale, 
pens€e au niveau du verbale et de ce qui fonc-
tionne it une 6poque donn^e comme genre litt&raire." 
Nous dirions aujourd'hui, tenant compte du d£-
placement des recherches scientifiques et repre-
nant ici celles des s^mioticiens sovi^tiques et 
particuliferement de Lotman et Pjatigorskij, comme 
texte.31 

It hardly needs to be said that formalism enjoyed no great 

popularity within the realm of official Soviet socialist 

realist theory. 

31Ibid., p. 10. 
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Glucksmann goes on in a line of thought that will 

find its elaboration later in Vernier's Texte et 6criture to 

say that in following the path set out by Tynianov it would 

be possible to devise a theory of the systems of "pratiques 

signifiants" and to determine also the function, in a given 

society and at a given moment, of the definition of what 

is accepted as literature. "Prenant acte du fait que 'lit-

terature,' comme l'Etat, n'a pas toujours exists, il faut 

adraettre qu'elle porte en elle des critferes sociaux et id^ol-

ogiques, c1est-El-dire hi§rarchiques et hi§rarchis§s par des 

32 rapports sociaux." The criteria by which literature is 

demarcated and the critical and philosophical rationaliza

tions marshalled in support of this delimitation can then 

be seen as the point at which ideology plays a decisive but 

frequently hidden role. 

There remains the crucial determination of precisely 

what is ideology and it is to this question that Glucksraann 

addresses herself next. She begins by rejecting two 

definitions of ideology. Put briefly, the first definition 

holds that ideology is the distorted image of reality 

arising from a misconstrued or idealist understanding 

of the material base. While this particular usage is 

consistent with Marx's own use of the term in The German 

Ideology it is clumsy because it can only be defined 

^Ibid. , p. 10. 
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by what It isn't (i.e., correct or true consciousness). 

It also leads to a conception of the proletariat as the 

holder of the only true consciousness, a self-

consciousness of the movement of history. It merely 

substitutes the proletariat for the Hegelian absolute. 

The second definition holds that ideology is the expres

sion of the total vision of a class which in its turn is 

the reflection of the economic infrastructure. This 

meaning has the drawback of being mechanical and unlinear 

in that the influence of ideology on society, including 

the economic base, cannot be accounted for. Ultimately 

there results a depolitization of the conception of ideol

ogy in favor of a moral idealism. 

Glucksmann argues instead for a conception of 

ideology which includes its organic role in society. 

Endorsing Grarasci's analysis of ideologies she states, 

"Elles fournissent des op^rateurs categoriels, des sys-v 

temes d1attitudes qui organisent les masses avec aune 

efficacit£ psychologique telle qu'elles d^finissent le 

terrain m§me oil les hommes se meuvent et prennent con-

33 science de leur propre histoire." 

It is at this point that the events of the period 

between the two colloques become paramount in the evolution 

of Glucksmann1s argument, for now she passes to a 

Ibid., p. 12. 
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discussion of the role of the educational system in the 

formation of the definition of what the ruling class 

chooses to accept as literature. 

Pour dtre bref, on peut dire brutalement qu'il 
maintient un certain nombre de separations, qui 
peuvent §tre reamenagees dans un sens technocrati-
que: separations massives littSrature-science, 
belles lettres-technique, humanisme abstrait (con
ception romantico-intuitionniste de la litt&rature) 
id^ologie technocratique. La premi&re separation 
est decisive, car elle porte en elle la d^negation 
institutionnelle de tout enseignement scientifique 
global de la literature, et un brouillage syst^ra-
atique de toute tentative qui montrerait dans la 
production littgraire une practique 3. l'€tat scien
tifique. 34 

It will be remembered that the upheaval of May, 

1968, began with the university students. Although the 

government clearly disagreed with the students' tactics, 

there was little resistance to the idea that the univer

sity system as a whole was not working well. The Party 

for some time had been criticizing the educational system 

for a variety of reasons, but there was a marked escala

tion of this criticism after 1968. Of course, mere 

criticism of inadequacies did not constitute in itself a 

particularly Marxist approach to the problem, and the 

various Party publications, especially La Nouvelle Critique, 

homed in on the concept of the university as one of the 

principal tools by which the bourgeoisie seeks to frustrate 

radical questioning of its scheme of values. 

34 
Ibid., p. 13. 
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It is clear that Glucksmann1s paper is a 

contribution to a redefinition of ideology. It is a sig

nificant advance over previous work in that it manages to 

integrate the then current concern for defining literature 

as production with the implication that it has an impact 

in society, while at the same time she sheds some much 

needed light on the question of ideology, a central 

category in Marxist thought and an absolutely essential 

one for dealing with a Marxist theory of literature. To 

the extent that she insists on the determining importance 

of the initial assumptions that precede literary judgments, 

the criteria for defining that which is literary, she has 

established one of the distinguishing marks of Party theory 

in literature. While the Tel Quel people insist on the 

relative autonomy of the literary phenomenon, the Party 

seemed absorbed in elaborating a theory to account for the 

relationship between the larger social insitutions and lit

erature. This shift in emphasis is quite clear in the 

following passage: 

Plus que de theorie marxiste de 1'idSologie, 
on doit parler de typologie marxiste des ideologies 
et de leurs fonctions dans un mode de production 
donnee, dans une conjoncture de luttes des classes 
specifiees. C'est pourquoi la litterature se 
trouve bien aujourd'hui questionnee dans son statut 
m§me, par la question des ideologies, sur le point 
tres precisement mentionne en notre debut: la 
delimitation du "litteraire.11 II ne s'agit pas 
evidemment pas de se refuser a ,1'analyse scientifiaue 
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de la litterature en son autonoraie relative, mais 
bien de comprendre les conditions qui rendent 
cette entreprise possible.3* 

What then characterizes Glucksmann's thought? She 

shares many of the concerns of the Tel Quel group, and 

especially their view that the most pertinent level of 

ideological infiltration in a work is the form, not the 

content. She also links the triad of writing, reading and 

criticism as three sides of the same issue, with the 

proper emphasis to be concentrated on the practice of 

writing not on the final product, the book. This, in 

turn, leads her to advocate "une lutte pour une nouvelle 

pratique de la litterature," which seems to indicate a 

decisive rejection of the attitudes represented in Aragon' 

"preface" to the Introduction aux littgratures sovi^tiques 

Of all of the Communist participants at Cluny II 

perhaps the best known to the scholarly community was 

Pierre Barb^ris, specialist on Balzac. Barberis' paper, 

"Elements pour une lecture marxiste du fait litteraire: 

lisibilites successives et signification," while couched 

in erudite terminology, was totally out of step with the 

thinking of the other participants. Our purpose in 

including Barberis in this study will be to indicate the 

compromises which the adherents of the LuksCcsian method 

had carried out under the attacks of the younger critics. 

35 * " ' ™~ 
Litterature et ideologie, p. 7. 

36Ibid., pp. 16-23. 
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Barb^ris begins with the proposition that 

contemporaries attain only a partial understanding of a 

text because of their immersion in immediacy of experience 

from which the work itself sprang. Furthermore, they 

lack those tools of critical analysis constantly being 

developed which permit the discovery of new levels of 

meaning within the text. Since the tools of literary 

research are constantly being supplemented, revised and 

otherwise sharpened, there is a never-ending process of 

re-reading of works. This revision is itself, however, 

linked to the larger struggle of contending political 

systems. As an example Barberis cites the psychological 

reading of such classics as La Nouvelle H^loise or Le 

Rouge et le Noir which aside from the actual findings 

produced by the analysis imply a rejection of the idealist 

or religious interpretations of these works. Thus he 

sounds the line of the intimate connection of teaching, 

literary criticism and political practice: 

. . . une lecture marxlste du fait litt^raire 
ne peut pas, en effet, ne pas 3tre une lecture 
d£mystificatrice, et par IS, militant. Parce que 
toutes sous-tendent et justifient une pratique et 
en particulier une p£dagogie, il n'est pas de 
critique, il n'est pas d'histoire litt£raire in-
nocente. Toutes v^hiculent, visent £ transmettre, 
et en tout £tat de cause transmettent une vision 
du monde relative k une ideologie, done S. des in-
t£r§ts. M§me—surtout—lorsqu'elles pr^tendent k 
ces vertus: neutrality scientifique, £lggance 
sans probl&mes, s£r£nit£ de bonne compagnie.^? 

*37 
Ibid., p. 17. 
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The rest of the paper is devoted to an attempt to 

combine a rejection of content-oriented criticism with a 

basically Luk£csian methodology. On the one hand, Barb^ris 

sounds an almost formalist note in his refusal of the old 

criticism: 

Lire une oeuvre ne saurait plus £tre aujourd'hui 
une t£che simple, la recherche d'une signification 
claire, immediate, directement utilisable et trans-
missable. Ce qu'une oeuvre contient d'explicite— 
et done de non specif iquernent litteraire—compte 
moins que de qu'il le dit en partie sans le vouloir, 
dans un mouvement non dTanalyse, mais d'^criture et 
de creation, dans un mouvement qui, au travers de 
masques, ruses, inhibition, choix de sujets, effets 
de style, constitutions de mythes, metaphores ob-
selates, etc., tente de r^soudre les contradic
tions v^cues et constitue—ceci est capital—un ap-
port. 

On the other hand in the course of the discussion following 

the presentation of his paper, Barb^ris was questioned 

closely on the relation between his own theoretical bases 

and those of Luk£cs: 

Jean Thibaudeau: Je voudrais demander & Pierre 
Barb€ris en quoi il se distingue de LukScs. II me 
semble 1'avoir entendu dire que la literature doit 
donner une image plus fidfele et plus complete de la 
vie, §tre pleinement humaine, 6tre postr^volution-
naire, §tre humaniste, §tre d'un classicisme moderne 
qui s'oppose au naturalisme et au romantisme. Ce 
sont des mots d'ordre typiquement luk£csiens. . . . 

Pierre Barbgris: . . . Maintenant, il y a le 
gros problfeme Luklcs; je l'avoue, je vais le dire 
trfes franchement, je me sens trfes luk^csien . . .39 

Barb^ris explains his attraction to the thought of Luk£cs 

by stating that while he finds Luk£cs inadequate in his 

38Ibid., p. 18. 39Ibid., p. 25. 
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assessment of the literature of the second half of the 

nineteenth century, he does offer a number of key concepts 

in reading and provides insights into the revolutionary 

importance of Hugo and Michelet. Rightly or wrongly the 

new critics had virtually discarded Luk£cs in toto (an 

exception would be Glucksmann, but then she specifies that 

she reserves her praise for the then untranslated Die 

Eigenart des Aesthetischen). 

In general the approach advocated by Barb^ris 

comes dangerously close to the very eclecticism which he 

professes to reject. His insistence on the theme of human

ism as a vital element in progressive literature, puts him 

in direct conflict with Althusser, who is mentioned time 

and again by Glucksmann, for one, as an important source 

for her own thought. 

This is not to imply that in Barb^ris we have a 

prime example of the old guard and in Glucksmann an 

example of all that was new. Barb^ris does have high 

praise for the concept of literature as production, 

claiming that this idea is the key to escaping from a 

conception of creation as a totally mysterious operation. 

Yet even here he uses the dialectic to unify his own idea 

of successive readings, now applied to writing: . . il 

provient (le texte) e1 la fois de mutations quantitatives 

successives et accumul^es, et d'une mutation qualitative 
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- 40 qui en resulte." It is this very dialectical process 

which Althusser blasts as totally unscientific and sum

marily discards. 

Thus, within the Party there was outright critical 

disagreement. This, of course, was a healthy sign for a 

Party trying to see its way out of attitudes inherited 

from the Stalinist period. In this sense, divergence of 

opinion counteracted one of the most prevalent and typical 

manifestations of Stalinist thought—the tendency to 

search for ultimate answers. In the discussion which 

followed Barberis1 paper the Hungarian critic Bela Kopeczi 

points out that the Leninist concept of reflection is 

not merely a problem for Marxist aesthetics, but. that it 

is a major question for Marxist philosophy. Professing 

his admiration for Brecht, Kopeczi warns that he does not 

furnish a ready-made model for Marxist literary theory and 

practice. 

Kopeczi's remarks are themselves a model of dis

cretion in the raising of problems inherent in the thought 

of the younger literary theorists. Implicit in his obser

vations is a warning to avoid a dogmatism resulting from 

the modish rejection in toto of one giant of Marxist 

aesthetics only to substitute another. Kopeczi's thrust 

is to suggest that Luk£cs' theoretical importance exceeds 

40 Litt&rature et id^ologie, p. 22. 
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the object of his study, namely classical realism. The 

larger question of the relation of the subject to the 

object and therefore the status of the Leninist theory of 

reflection as it applies to literature is in fact the 

ground for Luk£cs' theory and must be confronted sooner 

or later by any Marxist theory of literature. 

Of the remaining papers only one is of prime 

interest to this study. "Freud et Lacan: Symbolique et 

41 *» -production id^ologique" by Catherine Backes-Clement 

is an attempt to deal with one of the most important 

sources claimed by the Tel Quel group. Without going into 

the details of her analysis it is most important simply 

to note that she compares Freud and Lacan to Lacan's 

advantage and concludes that Lacan has indeed made a 

valuable and strategic contribution to the science of 

psychoanalysis seen from the perspective of the relation 

of that science to ideology. She sums up Lacanfs impor

tance in these terms: 

La psychanalyse seule suffit k manifester 
1'idSologie dans le sujet, sous la forme de 1'ima-
ginaire pris dans le symbolique; elle ne suffit pas 
rendre compte de l'origine du symbolique. La 

psychanalyse seule suffit a rendre manifeste la 
subversion des instances du moi et de I'idealisme: 
mais la subversion du symbolique lui meme suppose 
la science dans son projet politique. C'est sur 
ce point que la plupart des analystes, solidaires 
de la culture qui conditionne leur pratique du 
signifiant, rechignent £ s1avancer: Lacan n'hdsite 

41 . 
Ibid., pp. 202-207. 
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pas a le faire, au Pgint de s'exclure de toute 
soci£t£ d'analystes. 2̂ 

It will be recalled that Andr€ Stil had declared the need 

for Marxist literary studies to confront the question of 

sub-conscious influences on literary creation. 

This last paper then is clear enough evidence that 

the investigation suggested by Stil at Argenteuil, was 

heeded. In fact, in the late sixties and early seventies 

there have been many articles in La Nouvelle Critique on 

the subject of the relationship between the subconscious 

and literary production as well as studies on the latest 

debates in the field of psychology. One of these may 

serve as an example. In the March, 1974 issue, Jean 

Thibaudeau advances the hypothesis that writing is the 

work of the subconscious. This, in turn, he connects with 

the overall political context which furnishes the raw 

material for the subconscious. The mere suggestion that 

literature was anything but the working out of class con

flict on the most accessible level of content was taboo 

during the immediate post-war period and to some extent 

even in the fifties. I have already discussed Apresyan's 

total rejection of psychological analysis and so this 

development is proof positive of one more area in which 

the Party was reconsidering its critical theory. For us 

42Ibid., p. 207. 
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as we look back on the material produced at Cluny I and II 

the prime consideration must be the evaluation of this 

material in light of the task which has been set forth in 

this dissertation. How did Cluny I and Cluny II contribute 

to the elaboration of that uniquely French Communist 

theory of literature and literary criticism? As a first 

consideration, the texts are invaluable for the official 

stature they represent. As distinct from an article or 

even a book by a single Communist critic, these two docu

ments carry the stamp of official Party sanction. 

Yet it must be said that this sanction does not 

apply to every or even to any particular paper delivered 

at the colloquia. What then was in fact sanctioned? Our 

conclusion would have to be that the Party endorsed, not 

merely in principle as at Argenteuil, but in action the 

concept of pluralism in Marxist studies. Once and for all 

the Party hegemony asserted by Garaudy in the period of 

Literature of the Graveyard was abandoned. Yet it was 

dropped in favor of another hegemony, a more diffuse and 

certainly more complex phenomenon, this time involving the 

creation of a climate of cooperation and dialogue on the 

left. For if there was anything noteworthy at Cluny, 

surely it was the creation of a consensus on the impor

tance of Marxist studies of literature. Henceforth the 

tendency for each Marxist critic to pursue his own line 
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of inquiry in virtual isolation or at best in the 

potentially incestuous situation of the Tel Quel group 

would be counteracted by the refining influence of 

exchange and debate with fellow Marxist scholars of dif

ferent methodological perspectives. We would want to 

contend therefore that the ability to bring these scholars 

together for two colloquia on key issues for French Marxist 

literary studies constituted the clearest proof of change 

in the Party's attitude toward its role in culture. 

As for the actual positions expounded at the 

colloquia we have already seen that several of questions 

examined and refined will find their way into a comprehen

sive model of literary theory. This new critical theory 

would make use of Jean's analysis of the indivisibility 

of the acts of reading, writing, and criticism, 

Glucksmann's reconsideration of the concept of ideology 

in the light of Althusser's own revision, and the general 

insistence of the Tel Quel group on the primacy of produc

tion over the former reference to creativity. We would 

contend that these elements do not yet suggest the 

existence of an alternative critical model, but we feel 

safe in stating that a direction, a thrust is manifest 

in these papers. To distinguish it from the ensuing 

period it must also be noted that there were still efforts 

to retool the older Luk£csian model some seven years after 
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Garaudy had attempted to supplant it in 1963. By now, as 

has been pointed out, it is clear that the old guard, 

exemplified by Barb&ris was on the defensive. Forced by 

the sheer volume of criticism directed against the Luk£c-

sian model to revise it, Barb£ris is reduced to constructing 

a model pasted together from disparate sources. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE ALTHUSSERIAN MODEL OF LITERARY CRITICISM 

Pour moi ... la cristallisation de raes doutes 
(sur Garaudy, W. L.) s'est operee^lors de la lecture 
d1autre livre de Garaudy: D'un realisme sans 
rivages, paru en 1963. . . . Ce qui m'a inspire 
tout de suite un certain malaiset c'est que cette^ 
critique du dogmatisme en realite n'allait pas tres 
loin, parce qu'elle s'operait sur le mode du 
renversement, qu'elle ne changeait pas veritablement 
de terrain. 

^Un peu plus tard, la lecture d'Althusser m'a 
aide a comprendre ce que pouvait signifier ce 
changement de terrain.^ 

The attempt to effect this "changement de terrain" 

cited by Claude Prevost, Communist critic and member of the 

editorial staff of La Nouvelle Critique, sparked a debate 

which lasted through the sixties and into the seventies. 

Roger Garaudy's work mentioned above opened the contro

versy by an attack on both the Zhdanovist and Lukacsian 

models of literary criticism. However, the formulation of 

a serious alternative method of criticism did not appear 

until the publication of Pierre Macherey's Pour une theorie 

de la production litteraire^ (1966). This very provocative 

work was itself the stimulus for three important critical 

Claude Prevost, "Le Parti, les avant-gardes et 
l'heritage," La Nouvelle Critique. No. 67 (Oct., 1973), 
p. 6 2 .  

2 ^ Pierre Macherey, Pour une theorie de la produc
tion litteraire (Paris: Maspero, 1974). 

229. 
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works all appearing in 1974: France Vernier's 11ecriture 

3 4 
et les Textes, Renee Balibar's Les francais fictifs and 

Renee Balibar's and Dominique Laporte's Le francais na-

5 tional. As implied by Prevost, however, the true unity of 
i 

these works is in their common adherence to Althusser's re

definition of ideology. 

Althusser carried out his redefinition of ideology 

in his article "Ideologie et appareils ideologiques 

d'etat." He sets himself the task of finding an alterna

tive to the "false consciousness" model of ideology of The 

German Ideology. His point of departure is the claim that 

ideology is "the representation of the imaginary relation

ship of individuals to their real conditions of 

7 existence . . . .11 From this definition he concludes that 

ideology is not the transitory phenomenon suggested by the 

"false consciousness" model, rather it is the indispensible 

set of matrices which allow the individual to conceive his 

^France Vernier, 1'ecriture et les Textes (Paris: 
Editions Sociales, 1974). 

4 Renee Balibar, Les francais fictifs (Paris: 
Hachette, 1974). * 

5 Renee Balibar and Dominique Laporte, Le francais 
national (Paris: Hachette, 1974). * 

6 ** * Louis Althusser, "Ideologie et appareils ideologi
ques d'etat," Pensee, No. 151 (juin, 1970). 

7 
Ibid., p. 24. 
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place in society. For Althusser ideology "interpellates" 

individuals into subjects. 

The originality of this formulation is that it 

allows Althusser to assert that ideology is not simply a 

category of the mind, but that it has a material existence 

as well. Ideology has its material existence in the con

crete acts by which the individual defines himself as a 

subject. These rituals of recognition are systematically 

regulated by institutions which serve to preserve the 

existing class structure. The central role which he 

assigns the schooling system in the process by which the 

individual takes on his identity as a subject is also the 

main theme in Vernier's analysis of literary production. 

According to Althusser the reproduction of the work 

force in an advanced capitalist society requires a mechan

ism for preparing the workers for the diversity of tasks 

that await them in production. This process of preparation 

must begin with the separation of the future workers into 

groups to be trained in institutions especially designed 

for that purpose. These institutions have two functions: 

first, the future workers must be sorted into groups which 

will receive diversified training according to the tasks 

they will perform, and second, extensive indoctrination 

should assure the acceptance of the ruling ideology by 

the workers and the ability of the future managers to 

articulate that ideology persuasively. Given the wracking 
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contradictions of contemporary capitalism, the existence of 

an ever-increasing number of socialist states, and the 

existing working class movements combatting ruling class 

ideology, the preservation and reproduction of the rela

tions of production can only be assured by massive state 

apparatuses of direct repression (SAR—State Apparatus of 

Repression) and indoctrination (ISA—Ideological State 

Apparatus). 

Shifting the discussion from philosophy to liter

ary criticism, we find that the first of the works 

elaborating a new model of literary criticism, Pierre 

Macherey's Pour une theorie . . ., foreshadows Althusser's 

concept of ideology. For Macherey ideological analysis of 

literature is an integral part of any methodology which 

aspires to be scientific. He maintains that literary 

criticism must follow in the footsteps of the existing 

sciences—it must not merely reproduce, restructure or 

demystify the object studied, it must try to furnish new 

knowledge. For this reason Macherey categorically rejects 

the structuralist application of the linguistic model of 

analysis to literature. "... l'emprunt scientifique 

n'est pas une colonisation (instauration d'un monde nouveau 

a partir d'un point emane de la cite mere)."8 His main 

attack is directed against Barthes1 tendency (as in 

^Macherey, Pour une theorie. 
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Mythologies) to see each work as one more manifestation of 

a message transmitted through an underlying code. Such a 

method robs the work of any real presence. 

This criticism of structuralism should also be read 

as a debate within Marxist criticism with Macherey's attack 

applying to Lucien Goldmann's methodology. His ''genetic 

structuralist method" began with the assumption that the 

integrity and unity of the text are criteria by which its 

literary value may be judged. . . quant a l'oeuvre elle 

est entre autres d'autant plus mediocre ou plus important 

que sa structure s'eloigne ou se rapproache de la coherence 
a 

rigoureuse." This unity allows not only the normative 

assessment of the work but also the establishment of its 

relationship to larger social structures. "C'est dire que 

cette structuration ne saurait etre rattachee qu'aux 

groupes dont la conscience tend vers une vision globale de 

l'homme."1̂  Thus Macherey's criticism of structuralism in 

fact bears on both Barthes' methodology, which presupposes 

a notion of false consciousness, and on Goldmann's, which 

requires that ideology attain coherency and unity. 

Macherey's alternative to the structuralist ap

proach has as its principal tenet the notion that the 

Lucien Goldmann, "Le structuralisme genetique en 
histoire de la litterature," Modern Language Notes. 1964, 
p. 230. 

10Ibid., p. 231. 
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function of criticism should be to search out the contours 

of ". . . cette alterite radicale sans laquelle aucun objet 

ne recevrait son identite, cette difference initiale qui 

limite et produit toute realite, 1'absence d'oeuvre qui est 

derriere toute oeuvre, et la constitue. Si le terrae struc

ture a un sens, c'est dans la mesure ou il designe cette 

absence, cette difference, cette alterite determinees." 

In attempting to revise Lenin's metaphor of liter

ature as a mirror, Macherey holds that there is indeed 

reflection, but there is no mirror. Narrative does not set 

up a dialog with ideology such as the image of a mirror 

would imply. The function of literature is rather to give 

ideology a non-ideological form. Yet this task can never 

be perfectly realized because the forms in which literature 

is created are themselves ideological. The duplication of 

ideology by an ideological form produces a space within the 

work. It is this space, this absence or "alterite" which 

in fact determines the course of the plot and which is 

therefore the proper object for literary analysis. 

It is in his analysis of the work of Jules Verne 

that Macherey illustrates the way ideology is not "in" the 

texts, but rather how it defines the shape that the narra

tive must assume. In his detailed study of plot in Jules 

Verne he shows ideology functions not to furnish coherency 

^Jfacherey, Pour une theorie, p. 174. 
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at all. Instead he shows how time and time again the plot 

is deflected from its trajectory, circumscribed in its 

course and otherwise determined from the outside until the 

plot finally defines not so much its own unity as the out

line of the ideology which bounds it. 

We may now appreciate how Vernier situates herself 

within the context of the theories worked out by Macherey 

and Althusser. Her work will occupy a central position in 

this study because it is the most explicitly theoretical 

and comprehensive of the works to be discussed and for that 

reason it provides the best perspective from which to 

examine their complementarity. 

Like Macherey she rejects structuralism as a fit 

tool for a scientific study of the literary phenomenon. 

Her objection, which applies just as well to Goldmann, is 

that in selecting as their domain a corpus which has al

ready been inherited, the structuralists will find a 

"litterarite" whose process of valorization can only be 

reconstituted from the fragmentary evidence of the text. 

In an argument which parallels Macherey's development of 

the notion of the determining impact of ideological in

fluences on plot development, Vernier contends that the 

valorization of various uses of language and their 

hierarchical arrangement according to function (one for 

science, another for the novel and a third for poetry) can 

only be understood as an historically determined process 
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and not as a set of essences to be detected in the texts 

themselves. 

By adopting this approach Vernier can examine lit

erature in a materially concrete context, concentrating on 

the selection process itself by which certain practices of 

language are elevated to the status of "texts." This work 

will involve consideration of the whole gamut of conceiv

able influences on the process, including the production, 

publishing and diffusion of the "texts," language learning, 

prevalent norms, literary prizes, etc. Although she does 

not mention it, La Nouvelle Critique has already published 

a considerable body of research which sheds light on these 

12 very questions. One can only conclude that there is a 

community of French Communist critics who share a common 

approach in literary criticism. 

In this new methodology we see a shift away from 

an analysis which attempts to establish the Lukacsian 

allegorical relationship between the infrastructure and 

ideology. Instead there is a search for the material basis 

for the ideological content of the work such as proposed in 

Althusser's definition of ideology. Like Macherey, Vernier 

and the other critics in this constellation must resolve 

the question of reflection, of the relationship between the 

12 Prevost's articles written over several years and 
appearing in La Nouvelle Critique have been collected in 
Litterature, politique, ideologie (Paris: Editions 
Sociales, 1973). 
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literary work and society. The solution proposed by this 

collectively elaborated approach places the work within a 

social context whose presence is inscribed not so much in 

the explicit "message" of the work but in the way that mes

sage is conveyed. To attain the stature of a full blown 

method this approach must develop models of analysis to 

bring to bear on the relationship between ruling class 

ideology and literary production. 

Vernier's detailed analysis of ideological struggle 

on the levels of literary form, language and aesthetics 

makes use of Macherey's model of plot analysis and 

Althusser's notion of the ISA. She does, however, refine 

this latter concept for application to the domain of 

literature. Vernier points out that while institutions of 

repression such as the police were set up unilaterally by 

the class in power, institutions such as the schools have 

been considerably influenced by the history of class 

struggle. She therefore questions the use of the term 

"appareil" in both cases since for Marxists the most im

portant feature will be precisely the difference between 

these two sorts of institutions. 

With this distinction established, however, Vernier 

demonstrates her fundamental agreement with the 

Althusserian analysis; for after she has drawn up an im

pressive list of the levels on which the ruling class may 

influence the writing and reception of literature, she 
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concludes by stating that by far the most important of 

these is the school system. 

In order to deal with the central formative impact 

of schooling, Vernier attacks the dichotomy of reading and 

writing, whereby the latter is presented as the simple 

inscription of thought through the neutral medium of 

language and the former as the unmediated apprehension of 

that thought. Vernier points out that the learning of the 

norms of correct usage and the codes for reading and 

writing are instilled in the schools, where, in spite of 

intense class struggle, the ruling class holds sway. 

Vernier contrasts the manner in which French is 

taught in the schools with the official mythology of the 

national language as the perfect vehicle for the expres

sion of man's greatest thoughts, a single forged medium 

for all people. As a matter of fact, however, the French 

actually taught in the school system is so totally arti

ficial that DeGaulle himself transgressed its strictures 

even in his most august pronouncements. Far from being 

the birthright of every Frenchman regardless of his sta

tion, the national language is variously taught in a 

hierarchial diversity of both syntax and vocabulary ac

cording to the future role the pupil may be expected to 

assume in society. 

This analysis has immediate repercussions for 

literary criticism. Language codes instilled from an 
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early age are eventually accepted as somehow inherently 

appropriate for the written language. That being the case 

one can appreciate how mistaken a criticism relying on a 

strictly content analysis would be in the context of French 

society. Any criticism, such as the more naive varieties 

of socialist realist criticism, which overlooks the impor

tance of the choice of language, has neglected the vital 

consideration that the content itself has not arrived 

pristine. On the contrary this content is delivered via a 

medium which is itself carefully nurtured by the dominant 

class. In this context then there must be a rethinking of 

the very meaning of the realistic depiction of social con

flict . 

Although Vernier tends to accord the ruling class 

a large measure of control in the school system, she con

tends that in the very structuring of the relationship 

between the national language and literature there are con

tradictions which assure that literature can and often does 

exert a subversive influence on the dominant ideology on 

the level of language. This subversion is of some impor

tance to a ruling class which avoids confronting the 

intellectual validity of Marxist analysis by simply dis

missing it as incomprehensible as language. Vernier points 

out that strictly speaking the fundamentals of Marxist 

thought cannot be expressed with precision while abiding 

by the norms of official usage. 
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The subversive capacity of literature in this 

domain is then of major interest to Marxists and adds 

another dimension to the importance that Marxist scholars 

should accord to literature and literary studies. In the 

context of French society literature and the national 

language exist in a relationship of mutual interaction. 

Given that the official language is impracticable, viola

tions of its strictures are inevitable. As a first line 

of defense, these transgressions are passed off as "poetic 

license" or, in the case of systematic violation, are 

classified as the author's own idiosyncratic use of lan

guage, a structure which then becomes the very sign of the 

work's "litterarite" and serves to set the usage off 

against customary language. The catch is that official 

French is supposedly modeled on this very literary lan

guage. In the French school system where poetic 

creativity is held to be closely linked to the mastery of 

Mle bon usage," all innovative uses of language have the 

potential to play both a constitutive and a deforraative 

role. We are now in a position to understand the quandry 

posed by a poet such as Hugo whose writing violates the 

norms of officially sanctioned usage yet since it was 

recognized as art, at once becomes a force in the reshaping 

of the very usage. 

Never, says Vernier, has a written work success

fully abided by both the norms of correct usage <as well as 
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those enforced in the domain of aesthetics while at the 

same time attaining the status of art. Her conclusion is 

that writing must contravene accepted norms, both formal 

and linguistic, in order to be recognized as a literary 

work. If neither the practice of a linguistic orthodoxy 

nor adherence to a prescribed aesthetics will guarantee 

that a work will be recognized as art, then Vernier is 

left with the task of defining the process of valorization 

itself. How does a certain practice of language become 

elevated to the status of art? 

Vernier agrees with Brecht that the aesthetic 

function is a specific mode of knowledge and transformation 

of reality. She thereby refuses the radical distinction of 

bourgeois aesthetics between science and art. Her own 

analysis begins with her previous notion of the distortion 

of norms in writing valorized as art. She concludes that 

the perception of the distance separating the official 

writing code and its realization in the text is an indis-

pensible element in the activation of the aesthetic 

response. 

Yet if the "codes de lecture" were totally effec

tive, this distance would never be perceived. There must 

be gaps in these codes through which the distortions 

carried out in the text can be glimpsed. These lapses she 

calls "modes de perception." Unlike the "codes de lecture" 

which are instilled in the schooling system, the "modes de 
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perception" are inscribed in the consciousness of the indi

vidual in the course of his everyday existence, including 

his experience as a member of a particular class. The 

"modes de perception" are written in the margins of the 

officially sanctioned "codes de lecture", margins which can 

never disappear for the simple reason that while the 

dominant ideology represents itself as universal (and 

therefore its codes as objective), it is bounded by the 

confines of its own internal contradictions. Thus for 

Vernier the "modes de perception" serve approximately the 

same function as the concept of "alterite" for Macherey. 

Just as plot functions to reveal the existence of an 

ideology attempting to remain universal and so invisible, 

the "modes de perception" assure that dominant ideology as 

engraved in the "codes de lecture" never manages to account 

for the totality of the work. Seen from this perspective 

the work will always contain elements which exceed the 

unity imposed on it by the "codes de lecture." 

For both Vernier and Macherey the aesthetic 

response is stimulated by the perception of disunity in the 

text, not just any disunity, but one that will suggest the 

limits of dominant ideology. Furthermore, this perception 

requires an effort on the part of the reader as he gauges 

the contraventions, their magnitude and their relationship 

on the one hand to official language usage and on the other 
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to the requirements of the principal epistemological 

struggles of the moment. 

This theory of the aesthetic response would cer

tainly create a space for the appreciation of modernist 

art forms, a blind spot for the Luk£csian model. On the 

other hand it raises a number of questions as regards the 

level of awareness that is attributed to the reading pub

lic. How are we to account for the appreciation of works 

by those who are apparently uninformed about the literary, 

linguistic or epistemological controversies of a given 

period? This question is of paramount importance to Ameri

can critics who might want to apply this approach to our 

own literature. For us the problem would be to find by 

what means the "codes de lecture" are instilled in a 

society which is increasingly abandoning reading. Those in 

academia can attest to the progressive deterioration of 

standards in the area of the teaching of literature on the 

high school level. In contrast to the French, the American 

educational system does not seem to offer its students a 

single model for the reading of literature. If Vernier's 

model is to be applicable to the American scene, there must 

be a study of the process by which the codes are inculcated 

here. 

Vernier contends that within the French school 

system those forms of literary expression which cannot be 

integrated as beautiful by virtue of their use of valorized 
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language are rescued by remolding them to conform to the 

characteristics of an existing genre, an established order. 

Genres, claims Vernier, are not eternal categories of 

artistic expression but instead powerful tools for the 

focusing of aesthetic and linguistic resources. In this 

sense they have a profound ideological impact. Further

more, the tendency of bourgeois literary analysis to 

arrange the genres in hierarchies or taxinomies makes a 

striking parallel with the same practice in the national 

language. In the case of genres such a practice serves 

the function of legislating the sort of syntax and vocab

ulary appropriate to each practice of language and thereby 

determine the range of its application. Vernier is then 

in a position to claim that in tampering with forms whose 

status is supposed to derive from eternal verities the 

artist inevitably disrupts the transmission of dominant 

ideology. 

It is now clear that we have a measure for eval

uating critical analysis. After Vernier's argument, there 

seems little doubt that the critic fulfills an important 

political function in society. It is he who prepares the 

public to observe these distortions while at the same time 

showing them the ideological bias of the official "codes 

de lecture." In the case of literature of earlier periods 

or other cultures criticism should give the reader the 
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information which will allow him to reconceive the "modes 

de perception" originally evoked by the works. 

We are far enough along in Vernier's argument to 

see its structural relationship to Macherey's own approach 

to the problem of literary value. As pointed out earlier, 

Macherey claims that the great novel makes apparent the 

disparity and confusion of dominant ideology—but not by 

means of simple exposition (here he insists on the com

plexity and fundamental coherency of the ideological and 

romanesque elements of Balzac's novels) but rather by the 

very act of giving form to an ideology whose invisibility 

depends on its claim to universality and therefore form

lessness. To escape analysis ideology must remain for the 

individual synonymous with an unquestioned natural order. 

Vernier's analysis follows the same course, but 

this time on the level of language and formal innovation. 

For her the great writer systematically and consistently 

confronts the limits of legislated linguistic and formal 

practice while at the same time producing a work which 

may be recognized as art. Thus for Vernier and for 

Macherey the task of a writer is not so much to reproduce 

the social realities of his epoch as it is to develop new 

tools for their apprehension. 

In this sense her analysis of Hugo's appearance 

before the French Chamber of Deputies occupies the same 

exemplary role as do the analyses of Verne's plot structure 
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in Macherey's Pour une theorie .... In her example she 

cites the response given to the rightwing deputies when 

they asked Hugo what he meant by "la misere." His reply, 

"La misere n'est pas la souffranee, la misere n'est pas la 

pauvrete meme; la misere est une chose sans nom," consti

tuted a refusal to fall back on any of the approved 

definitions, all of which attributed the condition to the 

whims of fate. It brought to the forefront a fact of con

siderable import to the struggle of the French working 

class—the class-determined and purposeful inability of 

"la langue nationale" to name a social phenomenon which 

the dominant class takes pains to conceal. 

The same function may be realized on the level of 

form. The writer may refuse to abide by the taxinomy of 

forms in several ways. He may introduce elements foreign 

to the genre as prescribed. Thus for a certain time it 

was very controversial to describe as poetry works written 

in prose. Another possibility may be the simple failure 

to define the work in terms of any of the existing genres. 

Thus in addition to shortcircuiting the codes by which 

the reader anticipates the course that the work will take 

upon learning the genre to which it belongs, it forces 

the established criticism to call its own categories into 

question in the process of trying to find an appropriate 

genre for the work. Vernier cites the example of Picard's 

preface to the Classique Garnier edition of Manon Lescaut 
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(1965) in which the critic attempts to recast the work as 

a Racinian tragedy. 

To insist on the parallel with Macherey it must be 

pointed out that these distortions are not "in" the text 

any more than the ideology discovered by Macherey in Verne 

is in his works. In both cases the ideology can only be 

perceived after the reader steps outside of the text. For 

the project envisaged by Vernier the critic must confront 

the text with its contest of the dominant modes of lin

guistic and aesthetic practice. However, that juxtaposi

tion would only be possible if one had available in-depth 

studies not only of the predominant linguistic and 

aesthetic structures, but detailed accounts of the 

schooling which assured that in both of the domains the 

material assimilated is perceived to be natural and not 

learned. 

At this point we can feel justified in calling 

forth the works previously introduced as members of this 

constellation. Vernier's explanation of the aesthetic 

impact of literature resides on an analysis of class 

struggle on the level of language which she merely sketches 

out. Le frangais national (1974) by Renee Balibar and 

Dominique Laporte pursues this matter in detail. The 

authors document the conditions in the Ancien Regime 

which frustrated the creation of a national language in 

spite of the barrier this situation presented to the 
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formation of an integrated national market. They then pro

ceed to show how the bourgeoisie forged this language 

choosing as their model the usage of the aristocratic 

bourgeoisie of the Ancien Regime. However, it is also 

shown how this language was systematically conceived as a 

tool of class domination. In vocabulary as well as in 

syntax "le francais national" rendered class struggle in

expressible. 

The companion work for Le francais national is Les 

francais fictifs. Relying on Balibar's research into his

tory and structuring of the national language, this work 

analyzes the mechanisms whereby French school children are 

taught a methodology of literary criticism whose assump

tions are so thoroughly inculcated that they are perceived 

to inhere in the texts. This discussion is oriented by 

the "Presentation" of Pierre Macherey in which he recasts 
d* * 

his concept of "alterite" in the mold of Althusser's 

definition of ideology. 

Balibar devotes considerable attention to the 

influence exerted by language exercises required of French 

school children. These exercises, practiced first in 

French and then in Latin, were traced in Le francais 
5 

national to the schooling of the aristocratic-bourgeoisie 

of the pre-Revolutionary period. In a very detailed 

analysis it is shown that the first sentence of Flaubert's 

Un coeur simple, often cited as the quintessence of pure 
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French, is modeled after an exercise in Latin. When 

L'etranger is submitted to the same scrutiny, it is demon

strated that the bulk of Camus' vocabulary and syntax 

derive not from the cadences of the spoken language, but 

that they reflect to a considerable extent the influences 

of early training in the national language. These analyses 

subscribe to all of Vernier's assumptions and supplement 

her more theoretical work with detailed expositions of the 

models of linguistic-aesthetic interdependence. 

This promising debut of a new methodology overcomes 

the problem of relating the social to the aesthetic by the 

use it makes of the Althusserian redefinition of ideology. 

The adoption of this definition allows for the creation of 

an autonomous—but not independent—zone of language 

practice while grounding that practice in the historically 

and materially concrete. It dispenses with the fetishiza-

tion of form thereby creating a space for the appreciation 

of modernist verbal and formal innovation. 

Yet it must be noted that this "changement de 

terrain" builds on work already accomplished in other 

fields. While all of the critics discussed in this study 

reject the application of linguistic models to literary 

studies, it should be clear that they rely heavily on 

models of language usage to draw sharp distinctions 

between literary and spoken practice. Furthermore, any 

systematic analysis of genre must depend upon the 
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construction of models against which deformative and con

structive work of the writer will stand out. Thus while 

rejecting the notion that structuralist criticism can 

legitimize a claim to hegemony in literary criticism, this 

methodology must integrate some of the structuralist 

findings in a more historically and materially concrete 

model. 

Finally, we should note that this is a method that 

responds to concrete political needs. In the context of 

the present attempts of the French government to carry out 

massive "reforms11 of the schooling system and most 

notoriously to virtually eliminate the teaching of philo-

> 13 
sophy in the lycees, the impact of schooling takes on 

an immediate importance and lends a new relevance to a 

theory linking the political with the aesthetic. 

13 See in this connection two articles in La 
Nouvelle Critique, No. 85 (juin-juillet, 1975), Jean-
Philippe Chimol and Serge Goffard, "Au jour le jour une 
politique" (pp. 9-19^ and Bruno Bernardi et al., 
"Philosophie de la reforme et reforme de la philosophie" 
(pp. 68-73). 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation set out to refute the contention of 

non-Marxist critics that literary criticism and theory 

within the French Communist Party is Zhdanovist. We 

have shown the inaccuracy of that claim by tracing the 

record of the evolution of Party criticism from the for

mative post-World War II years to the present. Our 

analysis of the crucial theoretical and critical texts in 

this evolution establishes the existence of an ever-

increasing discrepancy between the Zhdanovist model of 

literary criticism and that of French Communist literary 

critics. We have shown that the debates and discussions 

which stimulated changes in the Party's stance on literary 

criticism and theory centered on problems which are 

unique to Party critics as opposed to Marxists in general. 

Finally, in the preceding chapter we studied how one 

group of Party scholars has laid the foundations for a 

new methodology of literary criticism based on the 

Althusserian definition of ideology. 

At this point we can form some hypotheses as to 

why Party criticism is different from that of non-Party 

Marxists. In a society such as France.there are a variety 

251 
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of political configurations vying for the support of the 

working class. In this situation competition and adap

tation become a political obligation. The Party's 

decision to adapt its policy in regard to intellectuals 

and specifically in literary matters is an example of its 

recognition of the futility of adhering to outmoded and 

ill-conceived doctrines even though they carried the 

Soviet imprimatur. The intellectual itinerary of both 

Aragon and Garaudy are of special interest in this respect 

for they document in the cited texts their own process of 

re-evaluation. Their abandonment of Zhdanovism did not 

of itself offer the basis for a new critical methodology, 

and in the newer Althusserian theory there is scant evi

dence of their influence. They contributed, and 

importantly, not to the formulation of the theory, but to 

the creation of the space within Party policy where that 

work might take place. We can say that they turned their 

backs on Zhdanovism with no clear idea of what lay in the 

other direction. The decision to follow that new course 

was taken at Argenteuil and has been the guiding principle 

in Party cultural policy since 1966. 

We may use the developments which grew from this 

decision as an indication of the special nature of Party 

criticism and its relation to French society. ' We have 

shown the stresses which both existentialist and structur

alist criticism created within the Party's own reflection 
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on literary criticism. It is also clear that Crouzet was 

to report that the Party had no adequate analysis of 

Racine to counter ultra-left or bourgeois studies. His 

criticism of Goldmann was also a call for a much deeper 

theoretical study of the problems posed in the analysis 

of the nation's literary heritage. In a period of 

increasing disaffection with the Party's attitude toward 

intellectuals in general, such a rethinking carried 

obvious political implications. Party cultural policy 

inevitably is deeply marked not merely by the will of its 

leadership to adhere to a certain preconceived line, but 

by the necessity for the Party to participate fully and 

vigorously in the intellectual life of the nation. It is 

to this necessity that Garaudy refers when he says at 

Argenteuil that the Party cannot make its policy as if 

the major intellectual figures of the last decade had not 

existed. 

Surely the presence of contending Marxist and 

non-Marxist intellectual trends is one force which miti

gates against rigid and doctrinaire stances. There will 

necessarily be elements of the larger national intellec

tual life which must be integrated into Party thought. 

Yet after Argenteuil we see a second factor which is as 

decisive as any external influence. 

In the introduction we cited a study which showed 

that in the years following Argenteuil Party membership of 
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intellectuals soared. They brought with them their own 

intellectual background which the Party welcomed. They 

also shaped the course of future Party research and 

theory in a more organic fashion. These new Party members 

were intellectual workers, salaried employees of the 

state for the most part involved in some aspect of the 

French educational system. Can it be coincidental that 

we see a spate of articles in La Nouvelle Critique during 

this period focusing on the nature of ruling class indoc

trination in the schooling system? We would also want to 

recall that the Althusserian model of ideology places the 

educational system at the key juncture in the process 

whereby prevalent reproductive mode assures the reproduc

tion of the work force. Finally in Vernier's analysis of 

the role of literature and literary criticism on ideolog

ical struggle, we can see the impact of the lived 

experience of Communist intellectual workers as it is 

applied to literary theory. 

This finding enables us to appreciate why Party 

criticism must be different from that of non-affiliated 

Marxist critics. Certainly both Party and non-Party 

Marxists may assimilate whatever they choose from the 

intellectual life of the nation. However, it is only a 

Party member who may draw on the collective experience of 

masses of people in the process of political struggle. 
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Here we find ourselves re-iterating one of the 

axioms of Marxism, one which is awkward for intellectuals, 

for it has such painful associations with past dogmatic 

and sectarian tendencies: Class struggle is inscribed in 

the Party's program, including cultural policy, and that 

face is the surest indication that the Party represents 

its members and not a fossilized bureaucracy. The theory 

now being elaborated by the Party is the theory of the 

writer-critics, such as Thibaudeau; it is the theory of 

its teachers in the schooling system who are not struggling 

against the government's assault on the humanities. It is 

a tool meant to aid them and reflects their special needs. 

We would contend then that this theory is a polit

ical contribution as well as an intellectual one. We 

might rephrase that to say that every theory is inevitably 

a political tool. Yet the study of literature is of a 

very special interest to a Party which has chosen the path 

of peaceful struggle for power. Surely in the absence of 

outright military confrontation, the struggle will be 

ideological. In this light a correct appreciation of the 

crucial role of ruling class ideology is a vital asset. 

Of all the ideological constructs, surely literature is 

the most complex. The untangling of the mechanisms and 

mediations of social determination in literature may 

provide valuable insights into the strengths and weak

nesses of dominant ideology. 
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We should not forget that for a Communist 

intellectual his work ideally should be integrated with 

the general aims of the Party program. It is evident 

that if this program is ossified and dogmatic, it will 

be a deterrent rather than goad to progress. If, however, 

as in the case of the French Party since Argenteuil, the 

Party has a policy of free inquiry and collaboration with 

all intellectuals, the possibility exists for the sort of 

political and intellectual conjuncture represented by 

Althusser's analysis of the state ideological apparatus, 

Vernier's analysis of this phenomenon as it occurs in the 

domain of literature and the overall policy of the Party 

is resistance to the Giscard-Haby attempt to cut back the 

teaching of humanities. 

If developments have, on the whole, been promising 

for literary criticism within the Party, there are major 

tasks which remain. One of the foremost of these is the 

elaboration of a model of poetic analysis. This project 

would have, in addition to the significance of literary 

theory in general, the advantage of correcting a situation 

which has detracted from the credibility of Marxist 

studies for decades. Aside from the obvious gap this 

absence betrays in a system of thought seeking total 

hegemony, poetry has been a vehicle for an interrogation 

of Marxism's ability to adequately grasp art at its 

deepest level. According to this argument, while Marxist 
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analysis may have interesting things to say about prose 

creations in which there is narration and some overt 

inscription of social reality, in the domain of poetry 

its real weaknesses become apparent. In poetry verbal 

play is most intense; reference to exterior reality most 

clearly cannot account for the specificity of the form. 

The poem is a sort of condensed aesthetic object which 

any model of criticism must tackle or give up its claim 

to theoretical adequacy. 

Our object here is not to polemicize against this 

criticism of Marxist literary analysis, but to note 

simply that it exists, and that at the very least it 

threatens the overall credibility of Marxist literary 

studies. It should therefore be a matter for serious 

investigation. It would seem, furthermore, that the 

Vernier approach would be particularly promising in this 

endeavor. The absence of a clear external referent is no 

problem in her approach and the tools whe has fashioned 

(historical analysis of the ideological function of genre, 

literary language and production of the aesthetic effect) 

open the way of something long thought impossible for 

Marxist criticism, an intrinsic analysis. 

We should also mention in this connection that 

there is no justification for euphoria just yet. This 

method has only been sketched out and there are gapping 

blanks which must be filled in before it can claim the 
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full stature of a methodology. Merely to establish the 

relation between genre, levels of language usage and 

aesthetic valorization, each period would require a 

massive amount of research. It is in just this sort of 

endeavor, requiring a concerted effort in several disci

plines, that collective strategies seem to be the most 

promising. The latest expansion of intellectual work 

within the French Party gives us reason to believe that 

we are witnessing only the first stages of a theoretical 

and critical reformulation that will constitute a major 

advance for Communist aesthetics and a contribution to 

Marxist literary theory in general. 
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